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EDITORIAL

To start on a negative note, we apologise for the
poor print quality in many of the copies of Issue 2.

Jochen got his megaphone out and shouted at the
printing company, so I hope it will have been
sorted out by now (at least they promised to do it
better next time). Another step on the learning
curve for this poor little trainee magazine editor!

Letters and questionnaires received seem to
suggest that on the whole we're not doing too
badly, but not quite managing to please everybody
all of the time. Importantly, we seem to have got
the mix of beginners' and more advanced articles
more or less right. Keep the letters coming, we
want to keep improving QLlodcg.

One of the things requested in the letters and
survey forms was a letters page. We're pleased to
say that there is one in this issue! Thank you to
everyone who's sent in a survey form. I'm busy
going through them all and I'11 write an article
about the results in our next issue. It looks like
everyone wants as much news about the QL as
possible, so we'll do our best to oblige! Software
authors, hardware and software traders, send us
your news! The readers want to know about your
products!

We have recently seen a flurry of activity on the

QL hardware front, with all sorts of devices being
launched or announced. It is to be hoped that the
software scene will not lag behind. I very much
hope that the Aurora graphics card will lead to
more new graphical software for the QL once
authors have familiarised with it. Keep reading CIL
lodoy for the latest news!

You can reach me by E-Mail now. The address
is: Dilwyn.Jones@bbc.co.uk

DiWn lones

IOMEGA ZIP for QXL Users

Bruce Nicholls informs us that has had an Imoega
Zip l00MB supper-floppy operating with his QXL.
This device plugs into the parallel port of a PC and
looks to software like a mini hard disk. Formatting
from SMSQ produces a QI.WIN file on the
l00MB removable dislq which can be exchanged and
referred to as WIN2_ ( or WIN3_, depending on
how many drives you have on your system).

So on the QL scene it seems we can use the EZ-135
system for QLs via the QUBIDE system and the
Iomega Zip is suitable for use with the QXL, as long
as your PC has a suitable parallel port. I
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JMS-Boxl&JMS-Box2
By the time you read this JMS-Box t has been

converted to run under Phil Borman's excellent
PBOX bbs software. This results in many advan-
tages for me, the sysop,

- Maintenance of the bbs is much easier for me
(and it is only one system now).

- The utilities for handling the bbs are much
better.

and mainly for you the user:

- both lines will be served at the same time. If you
have a V.34 modem (28.800) then better use
0203-502414. Ifyou have a ZyXelU-1496 then you
better to use the 0203-502013, as this will give you
a 16.800 connect (and the 502014 will handle
14.400 with the ZyXeL

- both lines will handle the same data. All
uploaded files are available in box 1 and box 2, as

well as messages and everything else. Messages
written in box 2 carr be read in box 1 and 2 md
vice versa. Both boxes will'knolt''you under the
same name and password.

- The menus are better organised.
- Much better file handling. Taeging is easier,

dorvnload via ZMODEM makes life easier and
transfers faster and more reliable.

- Proper full-screen ANSI-menus are possible as

well as cut-down scroll-type menus, whatever you
prefer.

- Proper flrll-screen editor is available as well.

... and much, much more. Why not have a look!?

Ah, and if you forgot to register in box 2 andyou
find that box 1 does not recognise you anymore,
then don't worry: register now and you're "inn
again.

Once again, please remember the following when
you used Box I in the past and you dial into Box I
or 2 now:

- Set your terminal program to ANSI, otherwise
you will see lots of funny characters mixed into the
text, e.g. ESC [ 40 m or so.

- Set your protocol to ZMODEM! I
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QSpread V1.30 News

As you probably know, the last update on QSpread
happened in December 1995. Oliver Fink, the author
of QSpread, did not find any more time to do more
work on QSpread, but generously offered to pass the
sources of QSpread to me so that development can
continue. He was actually very busy working outside
of Germany so that he could not even pass the sources
to me. Now, being back, Oliver sent me the sources.

We are now in the position to maintain and update

QSpread. In order to fulfil most of your wishes I do
need your help. All the bug reports which you sent to
me during 1995 and beginning of 1996 were passed

on to Oliver, and I did not keep a copy, unfortunately.
Oliver did send me the sources, but he did not rsturn
all the letters from the customers which I passed to
him.

I would like to ask you, the QSpread user, to write to
me about any problems you have had with QSpread,
but only referring to Vl .29 (this is the most recent one
and the one we have the sourms of). Please do not
report bugs of V1.28 or before, as they might have
been fixed. It is quite a lot of work to go through
Megabytes of assembler sources not produced by
oneself, therefore it would be nice if time and work
was not wasted by trying to fix bugs which are already
fixed.

You do not need to write for the following problems
and wishes:

- Split window into sections which are smaller than
the maximum cell width (panning will crash).

- Formulae entry longer than one line. That's done
in Version 1.30.

- All strings starting with pi (like piranha) to be
evaluated into 3.141.... Fixed in V1.30 too.

- INSTR and string comparison (yes, we know you
would like to get this). As we cannot tell how difficult
it is to implement it, we'll leave it for later and start
with bug fixes.

- If condition: text-rezult (would be nice to have
this).

- Being able to reference to text-cells. V1.30 now
copies the contents oftext cells.

A new QSpread demo exists which offers all
features found in V1.30, except for that you cannot
print, save and export. This is far less cut-down than
the previous QSpread demo and uptodate as well,
so that you can have a look at all features.

Version 1.30 is available now and not only contains
a number of fixes but also some improvements. The
new version, together with a manual supplement, is
available from Jochen Merz Software for DM 16,-

(please return the master disk, as usual).

For comments on QSpread please write to Jochen
Merz Software. I

More News

COMING SOON:
THE NEW-LOOK THESAURUS

Version 3.00 of QL-THESAURUS will shortlybe
released. This is a major revision of the program
incorporating new features requested by users.
These include:

- Backwards scrolling of both word lists and
word groups

- The ability to "pick up" the chosen word for
entry into a word processor

- Simplified antonym searching
- User configurable ink and border colours
- A revised data-base.

The upgrade terms will be published in the
September JUST WORDS! advertisements.

Geoff Wicks, Bertrand Russellstraat 22, 1097

HL Amsterdam, Netherlands.

QBRANCH News (Roy wood)
QBranch have announced their 'frst birthday''

present to the QL community! As part of their
efforts to get older QL software titles re-released,

they have arranged with Triptych Publishing that
three of the early QL business packages, called
Decision Maker, Entrepreneur and Project
Planner will soon be released as PD software,
courtesy of QBranch. Roy Wood is at pains to
point out that Triptych Publishing will not be
providing support for these programs, that will
only be available from QBranch. So all enquiries to
QBranch ONLY please!

QBranch, P.O.Box 7, Portslade, East Sussex,

BN41 2ND, Great Britain. Telephone (+44)
1273-386030 (or 01273-386030 in Britain).

QUBBESOFT P/D News (Ron Dunnett)

Qubbesoft are pleased to announce price
reductions on some of their hardware range - the

Qubide interface itself is down in price from
f65.00 to f55.00, and the Syquest EZDrive 135

IDE Removable Medium is down from f,165.00 to
f 135.00. Ron Dunnett claims that they are "selling
like hot cakes", so it would seem that Qubbesoft
have Dunnett again (sorry, Ron, I couldn't resist
that one!).

To help boost sales further, Qubbesoft P/D have

announced two E2135 cartridges packed with
clipart and PD software. The first is called 'EZ
Clipart l'(pronounceEZ with an American letter
Zee andyou'll understand the name) and costs just
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f25.0O for a cartridge full of Line Design clipart!
And EZ PD Collection con-
sists of Qubbesoft's entire PD
software library (as per their
issue 22 catalogue), including
such gems as the C68 com-
piler, for example, also for only
f25.00. It says something
about QL software that Qubbe-
soft's huge library will all fit on
a single 135M8 cartridge
certain other computers may
need l35MB PER PRO-
GRAM! If you prefer to supply
your own cartridge, Ron will
copy either collection onto that
for a copying fee ofjust f 10.00.
A third EZ cartridge collection
called EZ-Literuttxe will be available in Septem-
ber, comprising a large collection of classic
literature, from classical Latin to Shakespeare,

from Sherlock Holmes to religion, a complete
library on a single cartridge! Should keep QL users
busy during those cold winter nights! This
cartridge will also cost f,25.00.

Ron Dunnett also announced that he and author
Dave Walker have been working on an upgade to
the QL and PC file transfer program, Discover, to
enable that program to read files directly from a

PC formatted EZl35 cartridge onto QL floppy
disks. Of course, a Qubide interface is required for
this on a QL, and you may also need a ROM
upgrade for the Qubide from Qubbesoft PiD.

PM data Address change
P. Monstad of PM data informed us that the new

address and telephone number is:

PM rlata
Ssndenälia 27
4200 Sauda
Norway

Tel./Fax (+47) 52783413
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Page Designer 3 V1.17 Update
Quo Vadis Design have announced that Page

Designer 3 is now atYl.l7. Author Barry Ansell
has added a MOVE item to the program, allowing
its outline to be moved around the screen on a

QXL or Atari ST-QL, for example, where the dis-
play is larger than the normal 512x256 QL screen -

at last! As yet, it is not possible to change the size
of the area of screen used by the program, though
the move item itself is bound to be a very useful
facility as more and more users have access to
higher resolution displays. V1.17 of Page Designer
3 has been tested on a prototyps Aurora graphics

I card and found to be compatible as of early August
1996, according to
Bruce Nicholls.

Disk upgrades for
minor version
changes (e.g.

V1.16 to V1.17) are
free provided
return postage is
provided. Only
disk 1 needs to be
returned for this
upgrade. A major
upgrade to PD3
needing a new
manual (check
first with Quo

Vadis Design if you have an
f15.00 if applicable.

older version) costs

Quo Vadis Design,
57 Shaftesbury Road,
Romford, Essex, RMI zQJ,
Great Britain
Tel/Fax (+44) 1708-7 557 59
email: 10f 366.3534@compuserve.com

Qt Fair in London
Maft Knight

On Saturday 22Jwte there was a QL fair held at
Saint Quintin's Avenue in London, organised by
Tony Firshman of TF Services. The show started
at 10:00 a.m. and finished at 5:00 p.m. and traders
in attendance were: Di-Ren, Miracle Systems
Limited, QUANTA, QUBBESOFT PD, Quo Vadis
Design, Q-Branch, TF Services and W N Richard-
son & Co. Ltd.

I arrived right at the start and for a while it
seemed there were going to be very few QL
enthusiasts in attendance, with the traders out-
numbering the customers. To everybody's relief
the hall suddenly seemed to fill up around lunch-
time and the show looked well attended compared
to similar events I have been to. The atmosphere,
as at most QL shows, was friendly and sociable
with most traders on first name terms with many
customers and with each other.

There were many new QL products being shown
as well as lots of updates for old favourites. On the

QUANTA stand it was even possible to obtain
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updates for the XCFIANGE suite, something I
thought would have died through lack of interest
some time ago. After enquiring I discovered that
there are hundreds of people still actively using
Psion XCHÄNGE and naturally they want the bug
fixes and enhancements on offer to QUANTA
members. This shows how wrong you can be and
also how well designed XCHANGE was, for it is
still serving some people well more than ten years
after it was written. QUANTA were also selling
the Super Gold Card, probably the best selling
piece of hardware at the show, though Ron Dunnet
of QUBBESOFT PD reports that his QUBIDE
hard disk interface continues to be a steady seller.

The main items of interest for me were the
DiRen PC-AT keyboard interface, the Super-Her-
mes board from TF Seryices, the new version of
the Q)(L card from Miracle, and finally the long
awaited Aurora Graphics card from QUBBESOFT
PD.

The Di-Ren keyboard interface is the cheapest
way to give the QL a really good keyboard and
works extremely well. If you have not tried a QL
with an upgraded keyboard or you couldn't afford
the expensive products previously available I would
recommend tryng this product at a show or just go

ahead and buy it. It is very simple to fit and it just
works, there is no fussing with software or new
keyboard drivers as it is all built in to the interface.

Super-Hermes is a possible alternative and
although this is much more expensive it provides a
great deal more than a keyboard interface. Using
Super-Hermes you can provide your QL with
better behaved serl and ser2 as well as ser3 to
ser6, with one of the latter being capable of baud
rates up to 57,600 baud. Another advantage with
Super-Hermes is that the QL serial ports can
operate with different baud rates for each serial
port and even with different rates for input and
output. With up to 6 serial ports one can be
dedicated to a mouse, the high speed one to a
modem and you can still use a serial printer or a
Miracle Centronics interface in one of the original
ports. You also have a l.5k battery backed
mernory which can be a special BOOT program
for your QL to make it boot from a network or do
some other startup trick. Looks excellent, ask for
details from TF Services if it interests you.

The long awaited and much delayed Aurora
Graphics card was at the show being demonstrated
running the pointer environment at IO24 by 768
pixels on a QL with an SVGA monitor connected.
This was a prototype only and Ron Dunnet
admitted that the final shipping product will not
be available until September or later, with
September being the target. As well as the high

resolution 4-colour modes (including but not
limited to 640 by 480, 800 by 600 and t024by 768
pixels) there will be others with more colours.
There will be 8, 16 and 256 colour modes in
various resolutions with the 256k of screen
memory onboard and Aurora will provide such an
enhancement to the QL that it will be enormously
popular. This card is also one reason why the
Super Gold Card is currently popular as to take
advantage of the new screen modes a Super Gold
Card is needed as well as Aurora.

As is usual at these eyents there were some talks,
with Ron Dunnet talking about Aurora, Tony
Firshman talking about Super-Hermes and Stuart
Honeyball talking about the new version of the

QXL card. This is a card to plug into a PC to
make it capable of switching to a QL compatible
mode using the hardware on the card. The old
QXL card had a clock rate of ZOMhz while the
new one runs at 25Mhz, gling the already ama-
zing speed a 25o/o boost. The cut-dourn version of
the 68040 that is used on the Q)(L card runs
Miracle's SMSQ operating system sofrware with
SBASIC, an enhanced SupeTBASIC compatible
interpreter. The combination of the fast processor
and the new QDOS compatible operating system
makes the Q)(L very fast indeed, and it is able to
use PC graphics cards giving up to 800 by 600
pixels on an SVGA monitor in 4 colour mode.
While there I tested some of my software on a PC
fitted with the card and was stunned by how much
faster it was than my Gold Card system.

Attendance at the talks was good especially the
Aurora graphics card which emptied the main hall.
I got the impression that although there were a lot
of people at the show over the course of the day
not that many were buying, perhaps holding onto
their money until Aurora becomes available. This
might have bothered traders though I didn't
manage to talk to them about it and my impression
could have been a mistaken one. I will say that the
atmosphere was good and there was hardware and
software being sold, with QUBIDE, Super Gold
Cards and the Di-Ren keyboard interface being
deservedly popular in the hardware department. In
software the Pointer Environment software seems
to rule now and lots of this was being sold by

Q-Branch and Quo Vadis Design.

I was glad I went, coming away with several bits
of software and a couple of contacts who will be
able to help me test some software I am writing
when it is ready for final testing. I also enjoyed
myself which is surely a good reason to go to such
shows, as well as the chance to see what you are
buyng in advance. Thanks are due to Tony Firsh-
man for organising this one! I
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QK-,2 and falling memory
pnces
Yales, U.K. - Stuat Honeyball

The price of memory has besn tumbling over the
past few months in contrast with the last 2 or 3 years

when it was gradually increasing with a rather steep
rise last year. It was at the peak that I decided to stop
making the Q)(L because the production cost just
about matched the retail price. The price of memory
(DRAMs) is now about l/4 of what it was a year ago.

In the light of this it only seemed fair to pass this
benefit on so the Qtr 2 is norv available only with
8M RAM but at the old 4M price, i.e- t295 in the
EU or f255 for the rest of the world.

So why do memory prices fluctuate so wild$ It's
obviously due to the laws of supply and demand so
why does the zupply differ from the demand so
marked$ The reason lies in the long time delay
between the taking of a decision to build a

manufacturing plant (knonm as a wafer fabrication
facility or "fab") and the start of production. This
time is typically 2 years. A fab is designed to churn
out a few million chips per month and may cost
$1,000,000,000 to build but will produce the chips it
was designed to produce for only 5 yean or less. The
cost of the chips is heavily dependent on the initial
investrnent so when demand is slack you would save
little by reducing output and when demand exceeds
expectation you can't increase production to satisff
it. With several manufacturers around the world all
making the same thing prices ride the roller-coaster.
The only option open during a slump is to switch
from making DRAMs to something else but there
may be no real alternative products that sell in quite
the same quantity. Note that Intel who pioneered the
DRAM quite that particular race and make highly
prohtable single sourced '86 processoß instead.

Experiment has shown that the original 20MHz
Q)il-s can reliably be run at 25MHz- This is
accomplished simply by replacing the 4OMHz
oscillator with a 50MHz one. For those of you who
have an original 20MHz Q)(L and would like it to go
at25MHz then bring it along to one of the meetings
and I will endeavour to upgrade it for you there and
then, free ofcharge. I

*** THE SURYEYwINNERS **X
I couldn't even afford an old bucket, therefore I numbered the surveys and used the BASIC statement
PRINT RANDOMISE(I TO maximum) to draw the winners. Here they are:

The main winner is: Mr. Lennart Forssön, Sweden. Congratulations, QMENU is on its way to you!

We had so many replies, therefore 5 QLlcJag Calendars also go to:

Stephen A. Hall, United Kingdom. John Miller, United Kindgom. John Wakefield, Uniterl Kingrlom.
Rainer Fieseler, Germany. Charles Fothergill, United Kingtlom.
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Beginner's Basics
- correction to part 2
Yales, U.K. - Stuort Honcyball

Thanks go to John Hall for kindly pointing out
that last issue's article had some errors in it - sorry.
These were in the right hand column on page 14.

Firstly there was a rather trivial error at the top
of the column vfrere the procedure name is given
in line l0 as Multiply yet at the end of the
procedure definition, line 30, it has changed to
Mult. This highlights one of the small differences
between the new interpreter SBasic and the
original QL interpreter Superbasic; in SBasic this
is allowed ufrereas in Superbasic it gives an error.
The author uses a Q)(L running SMSQ which
incorporates SBasic.

The other effor was more serious and concerns
the definition of the function Product written in
terms of the procedure Multiply. The correct
version of this function is:

DEFine F\Nction Product(xry)
LOCal Produet x SrrTemp-x
TempJ=x
Multiply Tenp--xry
Product-:r-5r=Temp-J
RETurn Product:-5r

END DEFine Product
Last issue's function definition looked as

though the procedure Multiply was returning a
value - something a procedure does not do.

You may be wondering why I have included the
variable Product_x3 when the lines 140 and 150

could be condensed into just a single line:

t10 RETurn Temp-x

the reason is that the name Product_x3 has a
more relevant meaning where it's used than
Temp_x, and vice-versa. Making programs
readable may be at the expense of efficiency but
they are more likely to work and are easier to write
and edit. I

100
110
].20
130
1,1+O

150
t60
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HINTS ND TIPS.
FTOPPY DISKS
Dihtryn Jones

Q I have a 5.25 inch disk drives which ficrmats
disks to 720 sectors (360 kilobytes). Is it a 40 or 80
track drive?

A. It could be either, as the information you
provided is not sufficient to distinguish the two
types of drive.120 sectors could indicate that the
drive is either (a) a0 track double sided or (b) 80
track single side4 since both these types return the
same capacity when formatting disks. There is a
way to distinguish between them, as long as your
disk interface supports single sided disk format-
ting, using a'*'character as the llth character of
the medium name in a format command. Place a
new disk in the drive and enter this command:

FORMAT tt2345678goxl

(and press ENTER). This will format the disk,
forcing it to be singJe sided format. If your drive is
a single sided type, this will return the normal
number of sectors. If it returns half the normal
capacity, your disk drive is a double sided variety.
Most users with 720 sector drives tend to assume

that these are 80 track single sided types, but
experience has shown me that they almost always
turn out to be 40 track double sided types. This is
very important when ordering progßms from a
software supplier. When you ask for 720 sector
format disks, you must correctly specify if your
drive is 40 or 80 track, as your drive will fail to
read the wrong format. If your supplier sends the
program to you on a 40 track double sided disk,
your single sided 80 track drive may fail to read it,
and similarly, if you receive an 80 track single
sided disk, your 40 track drive won't be able to
read it, but a 40 track single sided disk of 360
sectors will often work correctly on both types of
disk drive.

Q. Some of the disks I have received from QL
software traders report a very low sector count, but
the program seems to run OK. Are the disks faulty,
or is the trader cutting corners with the disks?

A. If the program copies and runs without errors,
then all is probably well. Some traders cut down
on the time it takes to format floppy disks by
doing what is called a Short Format. This means
that they calculate how much space is needed for
the program and format the disk to just that
capacity. This may mean using single sided

formatting as detailed above, or just formatting to
a give number of tracks, using the FLP_TRACK
command (see your Toolkit 2 or disk interface
manual for more details). For example, the
supplier has determined that the program needs
approximately 250 sectors on a DSDD disk, plus a
little bit of spare space to allow for minor revisions
in future revisions in case you return the disk for
an update one day. So he/she decides that 270
sectors is a suitable figure. Knowing that there are
9 sectors per trach the calculation is the number
of sectors required divided by 9. Thus 27019 : 30,
so 30 tracks need to be formatted. This could
either be 30 tracks on one side only, or 15 tracks
per side. So, either of two commands could be
used:

FLP-TRACK 30 : FORMAT I FLP1-PR0GR-I,IAI*[E*' :

RnMark single sided

FLP-TRACK 15 : FORI4AT iFLPI-PROGR-NAMET :

REMark double sided

This could help QL Today contributors. We never
miss a chance to encourage people to write for the
mq9qzilrlre! When sending your disk to us, just
format it for the minimum number of sectors
required, so save yourself some time! I

Di-Ren Report on IQLR -

30.5 ,96
RobinJABat*er-DiRen

This document is a report of all the details cur-
rently known by me in relation to the unexpec-
ted cessation of trading by IQL& its trading
practices and my involvement as the subscrip-
tion agent. I feel it necessary to produce this
document in order to clari& my position in this
unfortunate incident.

Earlier this year, Bob Dyl asked me to act as a

zubscription agent for IQL& replacing the
service previously supplied by Stuart Honeyball
of Miracle Systems. After some consideration I
agreed to act in this capacity.

The function of the agency was broadly
divided into distinct operations.

Fint, to accept, acknowledge and submit sub-
scriptions directly to Bob Dyl's UK bank
account. Secondly, to receive and despatch
several hundred magazines to the UK Europe
and as later transpired, all world-wide
destinations with the exception of the United
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States and Canada (postage from the UK is
much cheaper than America). For performing
this function I was to receive f3.00 for every

Credit Card Subscription received. Cheques
and cash payments did not refurn a commission.

Mail Order Credit Card transactions are

charged to myself at a rate of 5o/o per trans-
action. Other costs involved were acknowledge-
ment postage and paperwork, not to mention
my time. It will readily be appreciated that as

many of the subscriptions were Cheques and
Cash, there was simply no cash incentive to
perform this agency task. I accepted the job as

subscription agent for IQLR simply because I
felt it would provide a service to the QL commu-
nity.

On Monday 29th April 1996 | received an
Email from Bob Dyl's family informing me he
had suffered a heart attack and that due to his
condition considered the continuance of IQLR
to be unlikely. Upon receipt of this communi-
cation I immediately sent an Email to all data-
base subscribers and informed several other
people of this development. Since this time,
several pieces of information regarding the
financial status of IQLR and the zubscription
database have become known and regrettably
these are not encourgng.

Firstly there is the question of the subscription
database. I, and many others, were led to believe
there were around 1,500 subscribers to IQLR. It
would no\v appear that at any time, the total
subscription base never exceeded around 400.

[To be precße, the databose contained 366
subscribers plus 48 subscribers through JMS -

EditorJ. The basis for this conclusion is as

follows. The current database now in the
possession of Stuart Honeyball and Jochen
Merz is around 360. The subscription agent was
responsible for posting around 300+ magazines
to all places world-wide with the exception of the
United States and Canada. This means thsre
would have to be 1,100 zubscribers in the USA
and Canada. We have no evidence to support
more than 80 subscribers existed in these
countries.

Next comes the financial status. Myself, Stuart
Honeyball and others were informed by Bob Dyl
that a special account was in operation to
protect subscribers money in the event of a

failure of IQLR. This account was designed to
release the portion of the subscription fee

relevant to the current magazine issue. Thus, if

IQLR failed, the balance of subscription fees

would be intact. There is no current evidence to
prove the existence ofthis account. In any event,
IQLR has no funds to repay outstanding sub-

scription fees and additionally leaves traders
such as myself with substantial advance adver-
tising fee losses (f250.00 for me).

Bob Dyl currently maintains many subscribers
have been repaid and their nnmes purged from
the database. As yet there is no evidence to
zupport either of these claims.

The total income of IQLR since the beginning
of the year is estimated to be well over f4,000.
This includes 151 subscription fees taken by
myself and traders advertising fees. Note the
high proportion of subscription fees in compari-
son to the database total submitted in the last
few months.

I should make it clear here that there is no
reason to zuppose IQLR would not be functio
ning as normal if it had not been for Bob Dyl's
heart attack. Postage and production costs
would have been nominal and easily main-
tainable from ongoing subscriptions.

Since the closure of IQLR a new magazine,
entitled QL Today, although not linked to IQLR
for reasons of liabiliü has been started by Stuart
Honeyball and Jochen Merz to fill the gap left
by IQLR. Jochen Merz is the publisher. Stuart
Honeyball has pledged to replace issues due
from IQLR by the fiew magazine at no charge
for those who subscribed throWh him (via
Miracle Systems - mainly last year). IQLR sub-
scribers who wish to continue with QL Today
who subscribed throwh me (from the beginning
of 1996) and other methods, will only pay half
(or less) the proportinate QL Today subscription
fee of f25.001f30.00 for outstanding IQLR
issues. Adverts are not discounted. [Infact, they
are - MitorJ

My personal ßelings about this set of circum-
stances are mixed. Whilst I was very sorry to
learn of Bob Dyl's illness, the apparent mis-
management of IQLRs funds and subsequent
close down has turned what I believed to be a
favour to the QL community, into something of
a nightmare. Worse, I am now informed that
other members of the QL community guessed

all was not well with IQLR some time ago. It's
unfortunate this did not filter through to me at
the beginning. I

- 
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Recursion
Bango4 Walcs - Dilwyn Jones

Recursion is one of those subjects that most
people with a little programming experience will
have heard about, but few will fully understand.
Ask those who have heerd about it to define
Recursion, and they'll probably say something like
'a routine which calls itself'.

That's a reasonable description, though there is a
bit more to it than that. If a routine just calls itself
continuously (like this short example) it will just
keep going forever, or until the computer runs out
of memory.

1000 DEFine PRO0edure MENU

1O1O IVIENU

1020 END DEFine I{ENU

In addition to being a routine which calls itself
(or is described in terms of itself), a recursive
routine must have a mechanism for ensuring that it
tests for when it must call itself and when it must
return from the procedure. As recursion is a
difficult subject to explain clearly and briefly in
simple words, I will present a few example routines
to demonstrate uses of recursion in programming
in superbasic.

Most progr:rmmers who understand and use
recursion are able to spot tasks that require the use

of recursion almost by instinct, but few will be able
to expiain precisely how they arrived at that
decision. Nonetheless, once mastered, recursion
can be a powerful and efficient programming tool.

Recursion can be thought of as a process where
the overall task is broken doum into smaller, more
manageable tasks in an ordered form. Thus the
solution to such a task or problem is described in
terms of solutions to similar smaller problems. At
this point, many people's brains tend to blow a
fuse trying to follow the explanations, so we'll
consider a yery simple example to try to illustrate
what this means.

Suppose you have an anny. The opposing army
has the same number of soldiers as you, so you
don't like the idea of a head-on battle where there
is a high risk that many of your best soldiers may
be killed or injured. So you decide on the strategy
of breaking up the enemy into smaller groups and
taking them on group by group to simplify the
attack. This could be called 'divide and conquer'-
reducing the problem by splitting up into several
smaller sections until it is all finished.

define procedure Conquer (groups)
if all divided then return
split up into another section (groups-l)
conquer that group

end defiae

Take the simple example of printing a series of
numbers from 1 up to the value 'n' (any whole
number). Normally, we'd approach such a pro-
blem simply by putting a PRINT statement in a
FOR loop. But by writing it as a recursive routine,
vüat we are attempting to do is so simple that we
can concentrate on the theory rather than the
problem itself. We'lI start by breaking down the
process into simple component tasks. We have to
print numbers, each of which is one larger than the
one before it.

define procedure print-number (value)
if we have reached the linit, end this

procedure
prht the nunber to the sereen
print the next nunber (i.e. value+l)

end defile
That was the breakdown. Now \ye can code it

into a proper basic procedure.

10 CLS : Print-J'lunber-Up-To 10

20:
100 DnFine PRO0edure PrinLNunber-Up-To (value)
110 IF value = 0 THSI RElurn
120 Pri.nt-l'lumber-Up-To value-1
730 PRINT value
140 ND DEFine Pri-nt-Nunber-Up_To

The test in line 110 checks if it is time to stop
going round in loops. Line 120 calls up the
procedure l0 times, decrementing the value by I
each time, just like a counting loop. This goes
round l0 times (until valur0). This has effectively
set up the same procedure to print 10 different
parameters, each call has a parameter which is
different by the amount stated from the previous I.
Once the 10 values been calculated, there are l0
procedures, each ready to print its own value.
After the tenth definition, when the value of the
parameter uvalueu has become 0, the RETURNs
start to come into effect such that there are 10

returns to be made. Remember that each return
goes back to the most recently defined procedure
call, so the printing happens in the reverse order to
that in which the numbers were defined.

Line l0 first calls the procedure with the highest
value (10 in this case). For this first call, the value
is 10, so the return is not executed. The program
now comes to the line containing the call to print a
number up to the value specified. The next number
to define is 9, so the procedure is called again with
value-l, or 10-1. This takes us back to the line

10 QL lodoy 
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130

140

containing the RETURN statement. We still
haven't reached 0, so we call the procedure agun,
with value-l once more. This time the value was 9,

so the next number is 9-1 or 8. This goes on until0
is reached, then the returns start taking effect. The
most recent procedure had a value of I, so this gets
printed first. Then we finish that procedure call

and go back to when value was 2 - we go back to
just after the line which called the procedure, so

the next thing after each return is the PRINT
statement which prints the l0 values in turn. I
hope that made sense. In case it didn'l here is a
trace list of where the program goes:

The routine establishes any variable data requi-
red each time round the routine, checks if the end
condition is met or not, then calls itself again with
the slightly differing data as required. One thing
which may not be obvious is the need for local
variables in the procedure. If you need to create
temporary variables to hold values which differ
during each call ofthe procedure, you need diffe-
rent variables for each call so that each call does
not destroy the values we worked so hard to set up.

At this stage, what may not be obvious is just
why anyone would want to use recursion. When I
first struggled to come to terms with recursion
years ago, it seemed to me as though recursion was
just a technique invented by someone very intelli-
gent who wanted to impress anyone who read
his/her code by writing an otherwise simple piece

of code in a way no one else could possibly figure
out. It always seemed as though there was a sim-
pler (but usually longer) way of doing things with
less obscure code. In a way this is true - there is
usually a non-recursive way of doing the task
implemented as a recursive call, but it may be

longer, less elegant and less efficient (not to
mention slower). The art lies in being able to spot
those cases where recursion would be of benefit to
the programmer. To some extent, this comes with
experience and with a knowledge of 'standard'
applications and routines where recursion is used.

ln terms of thought processes, you have to spot
repeating patterns in what needs to be done, or

äne action
10 call to Print_Number_Up-To with value = 10

100 procedure definition, value of l0 given to variable called "yalue"
110 expression checks if"value" has reached 0
120 not having reached 0, we call the procedure again with the value of 10-1, or 9.

100 back at the procedure definition. This time, value:9
110 check to see if we have reached 0. No we haven't.
l2O call procedure again with value-l (9-1, or 8)
100... and so on until value:0
110 value : 0, so we return from this procedure to where we were in the previous procedure call

(remember, we last called from line 120, with a parameter value of I
print the current value (1)
end define - end of this procedure call so we return to the last one, where we had made a call
from line 120 with a value of 2. Returning to the next statement after line 120 which
contained the call

130 print the current value (2)
and so on until all 10 numbers are printed

Of course, this approach to printing numbers is
like taking a sledgehammer to crack a nut. But I
find it does help to explain the technique, because

it is a short and fairly simple to ficllow routine,
short enough ficr you to follow it step by step,

writing out each step on paper to help you to
understand it.

Recursion is often used where a similar routine
would be needed for a series of operations or
calculations where there exists a slight difference
in each call to the routine, but the routine is
sufficiently able to cope with these variations and
the end conditions are sufficiently well knovrn to
be clearly definable. This is very important in
recursion - the test for when a routine needs to
stop calling itself is vital to ensure correct
operation and successfirl termination. This next
example is not a working program (do not try to
run it as a basic program!), but it does help to
show in a much simplified way the general

workings of a recursive routine.

DEFine PROCedure Recursive--Routine (paraneter)
I0Ca1 list of local values
...any code required here

IF end condition THEN return
Recurs ive-nouti-ne irith variable paraneters

actions to take while unravelli"ttg the
recursive ca11s

END DEFine

- 
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need to spot how a task can be split up and done
more efficiently in sections (the "divide and
conquer" approach). I remember reading in a text-
book some time ago that recursion is an act of
faith - since it is very difficult to follow exactly
what a recursive routine does, it is hard to be sure

that the routine will perficrm exactly as you expect
it to. When you wrote the routine yourself, that is
not too bad, as you knew what you were trying to
do at the time. But if someone else wrote it, your

brain may well get to the "blotry a fuse" stage while
trying to follow what the routine is doing!

I will present several example recursive routines,
some using procedures and some using functions. I
hope that at least one of these routines will help
you to see how recursion works, and why it can be
such a useful programming technique.

(i) Factorials. This mathematical routine is one
of the classic examples of recursive programming
techniques. It involves calculating the total of a
series of products of numbers from I up to n. n!is
pronounced as 'n factorial', the product of all the
whole numbers from 1 to n

n! : n " (n-1) " (n-2) ... * 2 * |
(ü) Sub directory reading. The routine enables

one command to read through all sub-directories
on a hard disk (or high capacity floppy disks). It
only works on systems with 1evel 2' directories
(so-called hard directories, created with the
MAKE_DIR command from basic, for example).

(üi) A fast string sorting routine, called apprc
priately a 'Quicksort', where the data is repeatedly
split into small groups, each of which is sorted,
and the data further divided and sorted until the
whole list ends up in order. The sorting routine
itself divides the list to be sorted and calls itself to
sort the small groups created.

(iv) A graphics flood fill routine, where irregular
shaped outlines can be filled with colour. [t is not
as fast as similar routines you will find in commer-
cial programs, but performs adequately. Unfortu-
nately, a toolkit extension is required in order to
read the colour of pixels already on the screen. I
have used my own extension, PD{F,Lo/o x,y (where
x and y are co-ordinates across and down the
standard QL 512x256 screen), but equivalent
routines such as the one from Simon N.
Goodwin's DIY Toolkit collections may also be
used as long as you change the name of the
extension accordingly, and supply the correct
parameter. There are in fact two routines, a very
simple one which illustrates the basic principle (it
actually works, but is not very effltcient), and the
second which includes an element of buffering (or
stacking) to reduce call overheads and make the

routine work more quickly than the first example.

(v) the Towers of Hanoi puzzle, where there are

3 spikes and 3 rings on the first spike. You have to
transfer all the rings from spike I to spike 2, sub-
ject to a few rules: one ring only to be moved at a
time, and no ring may be below a larger ring on a
spike. Realistically, it doesnt take much to work it
out in your head but this routine demonstrates
how to use recursion techniques to allow the com-
puter to elegantly solve the pnz.zfe. The routine
helps you to solve this puzde for a given number of
rings, not necessarily 3. The principle is to always

end up with the next largest ring on the destination
spike while using the spare peg to build up a stack
of those rings larger than the next ring to go on the
spike.

1. FACTORIALS
This routine lets us calculate the product of a

series of numbers up to a given value. The term
"n!" (pronounced n-factorial) is used to represent
this product.

n! :n * (n-1) * (n-2) etcto ... * 2 * I
So 5! is 5*4*3n2*1, which is 120. This is not

easy to code as a FOR loop, since the values do
not form a tidy sequence. It could be coded up as

follows:

INPUTrFactorial of > t;n
LET factorial = 1
FOR number = n T0 1 STEP -1
LET faetorial = factorial*mrmber
END FOR a

and this is a perfectly legitimate way of writing
such a program. But let us see how we can do this
by recursion. When the calculation is written down
in stages as above, we can see that it involves
several stages of multiplying the existing total by
the next number in sequence. So the sequence
involves (i) calculating the next number, (ü)
updating the total value by multiplying the total by
the next value until we get down to the last value, l.

100 INPUT rFactorial of > rln : PRINT Factorial(n)
110 DEFine F\rNction Factorial (num)

120 IF nun = 1 TlüN RETurn 1

130 REturn nun lt Factorial (nun - 1)

140 El'lD DEFine

This is actually longer than the other routine,
though this is partly due to the firnction definition.
To avoid having a running total, the function
returns the first number multiplied by each
descending value defined each time by calling the
function with the same value less one, thus
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building up a running total as an expression fairly
similar to the example given above. There is a
special case when the countdown reaches I - we
have to return just plain I (line 120) rather than
calculating the next in the series (line 130).

2. SUBDIRECTORY READING
This routine may only make sense to those who

have subdirectory facilities on their QL. This
includes Gold Card, Super Gold Card, Q)(L, and
Atari ST-QL emulators, plus Trump Cards and
SuperQBoards fitted with a level 2 upgrade roms
from Jürgen Falkenburg or Jochen Merz.

When you do a DIR of a floppy or hard disk
containing directories, you get the files in the
current directory and the names of any subdirecto-
ries shown as the name followed by a'-)' symbol.
To get a list of files in one of those subdirectories,
you have to do another DIR Then if that list
contains more subdirectories you have to do more
DIR commands on those and so on until you have

the complete [ist. So hopefully you will see that the
main task, of getting a complete list of all files in
all directories consists of looking at each directory
in turn, starting from the root specified. So we
keep going dov*n any path until finished and return
to start another path once we have finished the
first and so on until we have listed allfiles.

Here is an outline of how we'll build the routine.

procedure extended_dir (drive,directory)
local variables
open directory
if failed, return
read back all names in directory

have we finished? if so, close directory and exit this ioop
fetch next filename
is this a directory name?

yes, do extended dir on this directory ->> recursive call
no, just print the filename

end if
end point of loop reading back names

end of procedure

and this is how I chose to write the routine in Superbasic:-

100 REMark extended dir of all sub-directories
110 Extended-DIR twinl-rrt I

720 :

130 DEFine PROCedure Extended-DIR (dri-ve$,directory$)
I10 LOCal looprchrd$, fprn$
b0 ch = FOP-DIR (drive$&directory$) : RXMark open channel to directory
t60 IF ch ( 0 TI{EN RETurn : REMark unable to open directory
L70 fp = L1 : REMark file position in directory for filename
180 REPeat loop
190 BGET #ch\fp : rF EOF(#ch) THEN OLOSE #ch : EXIT loop
200 GET #ch,d$ : RnMark get direetory entry name
270 IF LEN(d$) , 0 TmN
220 REMark a directory length of 0 may be a deleted file
230 BGET #ch\fp-g : REMark file type byte
240 rF CODE(TNIGY$(#oh)) = 255 THEN

250 REMark this name is a subdirectory, so we need to DIR this
260 REMark if you want directory nanes printed, add this
270 REMark PRINT d$;' -r'
280 Extended*DIR drive$rd$
290 ELSE

300 PRrNT d$

3TO END IF
320 END IF
330 fp=fp+64
340 END REPeat loop
350 END DEFine Extended-DlR

- 
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Note that the routine as it stands does not print

the directory names, only the filenames. To print

the directory names, like a DIR command, remove

the REMark statement from line 270. Remember

that the call to the routine must be made with
separate drive and directory nalnes, since the drive

name is used separately later on in the routine.

3. QUICKSORT ROUTINE
The quicksort routine is one of the fastest sorting

routines which can be programmed from Super-

basic. I have encountered two variations. The first
is simpler to use, but not as fast as the second

variant, which has certain special requirements

which make it a little less convenient to use.

Quicksorts work by shuffling pointers to sec-

tions of the data to be sorted and sorting these

smaller sections. This reduces the total number of
passes through the data which slows down lesser

sorting routines such as the Bubble Sort (I hope to

deal with sorting techniques in a future article in

QL Today). I have already used the phrase 'divide

and conquer' to describe how some recursive

routines work and this is also true for this sorting

routine.

This is not an easy ex:rmple of recursion to
follovr - if you want to try, assign a small array of
data to be sorted and try to trace by hand the flow
of operation of the program, printing out values of
the main pointer values as it goes.

This sort is designed for strings; to sort numeric

arrays simply change the strings in the routine (the

names ending with $) to numeric variables
(integer, ending with 0/0, or floating point variables

and arrays as required). The second parameter is

the subscript of the lowest array element to be

sorted, usually 0, and the thtd parameter is the

subscript of the highest element to be sorted, NOT
the total number of items (i.e. usually total number

of elements-l as long as the first subscript is 0).

100 Q-Sort array:rarne$.r 0, entries%-l
110 :

120 DEFine PROCedure Q-Sort (array$rbottomrtop)
L3O L0Ca1 sort-looPrlowrhighrPtr
7/+0 low = bottom
b0 high = toP
760 ptr = bottom
L7O REPeat sort-looP
180 IF low > = hiSh TI{EN EXIT sort-loop
])O IF array$(row) ' array$(high) THEN

2OO REMark need to swap these strings
zLo temP$ = array$(loru)
220 array$(low) = array$(high)
230 array$(rrigh) = temP$

2/+O REMark how do we shuffle pointers to sections
250 IF Ptr = 1ow TI{EN

260 low = lotr + 1

270 ptr = high
280 ELSE

290 high = high - 1

300 Ptr = 1ow

3LO END IF
320 ELSE

33O IF ptr = low THEN high = high - 1 : ELSE low = low + 1
31A END IF
3rA END REPeat sort-looP
360 IF ABS(top - bottom) ( 2 TmN RETurn: REMark cantt sort l item!

370 Q-Sort aray$rbottomrPtr - 1

380 Q-Sort aray$rptr + lrtoP
390 END DEFine Q-Sort
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4. GRAPHICS FLOOD FILL
A graphics flood fill is the facility to fill an

outline (regular or irregular) on the screen.

Whatever the colour to be filled in, draw the out-
line (making sure there are no gaps where the
colour filling might leak' out) then choose a point
inside this outline to start filling from and the
routine will gradually fill the shape. lmagine the
outline of a house with windows and doors and
roof already designed. Place a point somewhere on
the wall and it will fill in the walls with colour,
going around the windows and door as long as

there is nowhere for it to leak through!

The basic principle is that vfratever line we start
filling from, we search left to find how far we can
fill, search right to see how far we can fill, then fill
that line and look above or below that line to see if
we can go in that direction, if so we fill that line
with our chosen colour and keep doing this until
we can't go any further. We then retrace our steps

back to a line where filling could continue from.
With an irregular shape, what will usually happen
is that it fills up as far as it will go, then hlls down
from where it started, then find another point
from where filling can work from and so on. This
sort of fill is often called a FLOOD fill because

when you see it in action it looks like water floo-
ding all over the place, filling in little bits as it goes.

It differs from the QL FILL command in that it
can cope with so-called re-entrant shapes (irregu-
lar shapes which can bend back on themselves).
The QL FILL command works in a different way
to this sort of fill, and that means it will (usually)
be faster than a flood hll routine, but the flood fill
routine will cope with a wider variety of shapes to
be filled, thus able to fill irregular (and quite com-
plex) shapes, whereas you may need more than
one QL FILL command to fillin a complex shape
fully and correctly. The other major difference is
that the flood fill works only AFTER the outline
has been completely drawn, whereas the FILL
command stores points and lines to fill as the
outline itself is drawn, normally filling as the

x:x-coordinate to start filling from (0 to 511)
y:y-coordinate to start filling from (0 to 255)
direction:direction in which routine fills, -l:up, +l:down
colour:ink colour number of colour to use for filling

100 l.lINDOIt 512,256,0,0 : CLS : INK 7

110 BLOCK 100,100,50,50,7 : BLOCK 96,98,52,5I,A
120 BLOCK 60,80,70,60,7 : BLOCK 56,78,72,6I,0
130 FiflOutline l00r55r-7t7 : REMark -1 = upward, +1 = downward
140 STOP

r50 :

160 DEFine PROOedure Fill-Outline ("ryrdirectionrcolour)
I70 LOCal loop, arLp%,rp/"

outline is closed. To the user this makes little
difference; the end result is usually similar, but to
the programmer there is a great deal of difference
in coding the two routines.

To make the flood fill work, we need a routine to
examine the colour of a given pixel on the screen.
Many toolkits of basic extensions provide one of
these (eg. the DIY Toolkit PDGL function). In
this routine I have used an extension called
PD(ELolo which requires the following parameters
- change these to suit the extension you use.

Unfortunately standard QL superbasic lacks such
a function.

x: x coordinate across the screen
y: y coordinate down the screen
Both x and y as$lme that we are in a window
covering the whole screen, i.e. 0,0 is at the top
left corner ofthe screen.

The outline of the routine is not too difficult to
understand, but the finished routines are

horrendous to try to understand especially as the
more advanced of the two routines includes a

buffering system to reduce the massive number of
recursive calls done by the system, also helping to
speed up the second routine compared to the first.

procedure fill_from start point x,y
if not a fillable point then return
fill to the left of this point
filIto the right of this point
from left to right

fill_from points above this tine
fill_from points below this line

end left to right scans
end of procedure definition

This can be written in the following form, using
the extension PDGL%(x,y) mentioned. The first 3
lines draw a box inside a box with a gap between
them, vihich the routine then fills in. The second
line in the procedure Fill_Outline (IF y<0 OR
y>255) protects the program when the colour fill
tries to go offthe top or bottom of the screen. The
routine is called by supplying 4 parameters to the
Fill_Outline procedure name:-

- 
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180 IF y, 0 0R y > 25, TI{EN RETurn
t9O IF PIXEL%(x,y) = colour TI{EN RETurn
200 TP% = x
21.0 REPeat loop
220 fF Lp/" = 0 TIIEN EXIT looP
230 IF PIXEL% (tpil-t,y) = colour : EXIT loop
210 \p% = lp/" - t
250 END REPeat looP
260 TP/o = x
270 REPeat loop
280 IF ry% = 7LI TIIEN EXIT looP
290 IF PI)GL% (rV/,+t,y) = colour : EXIT loop
300 rpfo = tq/o + L

3I0 END REPeat loop
320 BLOCK rp%-tp%+t,7,Lp7ty,colour
330 FOR a = LP% TO tP/,
340 Fi11-0utfine ary+directionrdirectionrcolour
350 Fi1l-Outline a, y-direction, -direction, colour
360 END FOR a

370 END DEFine Fill-Outline

The problem with this routine is that it reaches a

dead end, then has to retrace its steps back to fill
in an opposite direction, which takes a long time
for some shapes. We can improve this by adding a

buffer which filters out some points in the oppo
site direction which cannot be filled, which in turn
means it doesn't have to go back over as many
pixels which it has already filled. There is still a

delay after filling in the last point, but there is
some time saving in using a stack or buffer like
this. The filI points in the opposite direction are

updated as the routine goes in one direction, so the
stack (actually an integer array) grows to remem-
ber fillable coordinates away from the original fill
point, then once the routine comes to a halt in that
direction, it starts to read pixel coordinates from
the stack to remember where to go back to. It then
works in the opposite direction, but should it again
find points away from the direction of fill which it
can later fill, it will also add those to the stack.
And so the process continues until it has all
finished.

100 IJINDOW 512,256,0,0 : CLS : INK 7

110 BLOCK 1001100,50,50,7 : BLOCK 96,98,52,5I,A
120 BLOCK 60,80,70,60,7 : BL0CK 56,78,72,6I,0
130 Fill-From 100r55r-7r7: REMark -1 = upward, +1 = downward
140 STOP

750 :

160 DEFine PROCedure Fill-From (fxrfyrdirecrcol)
r7o Local xst%(5L2),yst%(ltzl,stack{,
180 REMark this routine requires a tstackr
190 nrM xst%(5L2),yst%(5r2)
200 stack/" = 0 : REMark nothing on stack at first, of course!
2L0 FilL-Outline fx,f)r,direc,col
220 END DEFine Fill-From
230 :

240 DEFine PROCedure Fill-Outline (xryrdirectionrcolour)
250 LOCal 1oop, a,lp%rrp%
260 IF y, 0 0R y, 255 TIIEN RETurn
27A IF PIXEL%(x,y) = colour TI{EN RETurn
280 LP% = x
290 REPeat loop
300 IF Lp% = 0 THEN EXIT loop
370 . IF PlxEl%(lp%,y-direction) ( ) colour TI{EN xst%(stackf) = Lp% :

yst%(stack%) = y-direction : stack7 = stack%+1
320 IF PIXELU (tp%-t'y) = colour : EXIT loop
330 Lpfi = LPf, - t

- 
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340 END REPeat loop
350 rP% = x
360 REPeat loop
370 IF rp% = ,7L T}IEN EXIT looP
380 IF PlxEl%(rpf",y-direction) () colour TI{EN xst%(stack%) = Tp%

yst%(stack"A) = y-direction : stack7l = staek%+t

390 IF PIXEL%(rp%+I,y) = colour : EXIT loop
400 rp/o = rP% + 7
/+I0 END REPeat loop
/+20 BLOCK rp/"-tp%+t,I,Lp%,ytcolour
430 FOR a = Lp% TO tp/"
/+/+A Fil]-Outf ine a, y+direction, direction, colour
150 END FOR a
1-60 REPeat loop
47A IF stack% = 0 : EXIT loop
480 stack% = stack% - 7

190 Fill-outline xst%(stac}:il),yst%(stacixil),-direction,colour
500 END REPeat loop
510 END DEFine Fill-Outline

The above routine suffers from the drawback
that very complex shapes can cause it to run out of
stack space. In the vast majority of cases, 512 stack
spaces will be adequate. These fill routines have

the distinct advantage that they show on screen
most of what is happening, so you can get a feel for
how the routine thinks. After a while, even with
complex shapes, you find you can predict how it
will fillin the shapes!

5. THE TOWERS OF HANOI
PUZZLE

Figrne I is a diagram showing the appearance of
the 3 pegs and rings of the Towers of Hanoi
p.nz.rie. What you have to do is to move all the
rings from the fust peg onto the second peg

following certain rules. You can only move one
ring at a time. No ring may be placed on a peg

which contains a smaller ring (i.e. large rings can't
sit on top of a smaller one). So you have to use the
spare third peg as a temporary peg while you work

100 REMark Towers of Hanoi puzzle
110 INPUTTHow many rings > r;rings
120 Hanoi ringsrlr213
r30 :

l-40 DEFine PROCedure Hanoi(rrpeg-a,peg-brpeg-c)
150IFr=0THENRETurn
160 Hanoi r-1rpeg-arpeg-crpeg-b
170 PRINT'Move ring t;r;r from peg tipeg-a;t
180 Hanoi r-1rpeg-crpeg-brpeg-a
190 END DEFine Hanoi

to peg t;peg-b

By now, you should have enough understanding of recursion to be able to reason out how and why this
works by using a pile of coins to follow what is happening and at the same time following the flow of the
program to understand what it is doing. Write out a generalised flow of what has to be done, see the patterns

emerging and realise that althoueh the problem is easy to solve in your head, writing a program to solve it is
not quite that easy, especially miting a program this short to produce a solution! I

out how to jWgle the rings around until eventually
the second peg contains the rings in the same
order as they start on the first. This computerised
recursive solution simply tells you which ring to
move to which peg. You can, if you wish, add
routines to it to animate the solution. If you are
really ambitious, and have seen Tony Firshman
and Laurence Reeves' little robot on the TF
Services stand at QL shows controlled by a QL
fitted vrith a Minerva and interface, you may like
to consider how you'd set about programming the
robot to do the solution to this puzde! The
program can cope with any number (within
reason!) of rings, with ring I always being the
smallest and the highest ring number is always the
iargest ring. For small numbers of pegs, you can
follow the moves given with, say, a small pile of
coins as long as you can remember which coin is
which ring number! More than 3 or 4 rings and the
instructions become quite long, because of the
need to continually shuffle rings from peg to peg

to avoid getting a larger ring on top of a smaller
one.

PEG 1 PEG 2 PEG 3

RIHG 1

RING 2
RING 3

Figure 1 - Touens 0f Hunoi puzzle.
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A Ql-Meeting in Norway
Albin Hessler

More than 25 years ago I had the chance to
travel around Norway as my parents lived there for
several years. So for several years I have longed to
visit this beautiful country again. From Southern
Germany this is a two day journeywith the car. My
family does not like such long travels by car, so I
could not persuade them to go there until now.

Since several years I have been in contact with
Arvid Borretzen, an old QL enthusiast who pro
grammed with EASYPTR and often called me for
special questions. We have met at Ql-meetings in
Munster and Eindhoven and there the idea was

born to visit him in Norway.

This year we found a cheap charter flieht to
Norway at the end of May. So we decided to take
this opportunity. We planned to hire a car to travel
around through the fantastic Norwegian landscape
and to visit Arvid. He invited us to stay at his
home for some days, which we accepted thank-
fully. The flight went to Fargernes, a small airport
(was it really an airport?), at least there was a
runway on the Fjelle in the middle of Norway.
From there we had to go about 300 kilometres to
the west coast where Arvid lives in Leirvik on the
island of Stord, about 50 kilometres south of
Bergen. It was a really stunning journey. We went
over the Hardanger Vidda, an impressive large
high mountain area still covered with snow and
ice, passed Vöringfossen, a huge waterfall and then
we ulme dorvn to the Hardanger Fjord, a part of
which we followed for a rather long time. This part
called Sörford is the Norwegian fruit-growing area
vilrere all the fruit-trees were just blooming as we
visited.

The travel did take longer than we expected, so

we only reached the ferry boat which took us over
to the island at eight o'clock in the evening. In the
boat's saloon a guy came to me and introduced
himself as Pal Monstad. Pal is a well-known

Ql-programmer and I had seen and phoned with
him before. He had spoken to Arvid, so he knew
that we should take this ferry. He is from the same

Island, so he took the chance to take the same
ferry on return from his teachers' college. Arvi(
his wife Jorianne and the two sons were already
waiting for us and welcomed us with a late dinner.

The next day, after a trip around the island, we
inspected Arvid's office. He is the chief of the
local food and health control authority, so British
Steak Enjoyment has no chance in the "Yttre
Sunnhordland". There are some QLs installed for

evaluations of chemical food analysis. Most PCs
are equipped with QXl-cards and some Ataris
with QL emulators are also used.

For the evening Arvid arranged a spontaneous

Ql-meeting in his office. Together with Ole
Haukeland and Pal Monstad there were four of us.

We had enough to talk about! I had the QPC beta
software with me, and the others were interested in
seeing how it works. So we made speed tests on
several PCs and tested some of Arvid's software.
They were quite impressed about QPC.

For me it was interesting to see a really professio-
nal environment where QDOS/SMSQ is still used
and certainly will be used in the future, thanks to
the Q)(L and the QPC emulator. As you can ima-
gine, we ended very late and at Arvid's home we

continued to bother his PC with syrzbiotic opera-
ting system qruestions until three o'clock in the
morning.

Our travel back to Gol, where we wanted to stay
for some more days, went over Bergen and the
Sognefiord. The trip was very impressive again. Of
300 kilometres at least 50 km were tunnels, the
longest measured 11 kilometres.

Meanwhile I sit here back home in Germany in
an awfrrl sultry heat longing for the clear Scandina-
vian weather! I

Viruses and the QL
USA, Tim Swcnson

Now that more and
more Qlers are getting
online, be it the Internet
or BBS's, a few of them
are starting to worry
about what has plagued
their "real" computer
friends for years, viruses.
Many have heard of the horror stories of people
losing hard disks and floppies to viruses. Ads for
anti-virus products don't help.

The chance of getting a virus infecting your QL
is very very low. Most of your data loss problems
will come from either bad disks or the idiot behind
the keyboard (hey, I have ,apped a few of my own
files). There are a few points to know about why
the QL is very safe against viruses.

The QL is a Different Beast
Viruses are written for a specific operating

system and will not work on other operating
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systems. An MS-DOS virus will not infect a

Macinotsh computer and vice versa. The virus
code exploits certain operating system calls to
infect disks. Ifthe cails are not there, the virus goes

nowhere. Plus, the MacOS does not know how to
run an MS-DOS program, so the virus never gets

executed.

The same goes for the QL. For a virus to affect a

QL is has to be written specifically for the QL.
Any file you download off a BBS or the Internet
that does have a virus will be safe to use on a QL.
The virus is in a totally alien environment and is
just data to the QL.

QDOS is ROM Based
Some of the most deadly viruses are Boot sector

viruses. These viruses infect the boot sector of
hard drive or floppy disk. Any time you try to boot
off an infected disk, you are loading the virus. Now
the problem comes in fin.ling a non-infected disk
to boot off of so that you can start with a clean
computer and get rid of the virus. If you choose
the wrong disk, you will still be infected.

With the QL, its operating system in ROM, all
you have to do is turn it on and not put a boot disk
in. Now you know you are clean and can start to
fix the problem.

Viruses Only Work When Executed

The key thing to remember with any computer
platform, viruses must be executed for them to
work. If you download a data file that has a virus
in it, you are safe until you actually try to execute
that data file. Viruses can not autoexecute. Now
once a virus gets executed and gets in memory, it
may be tough getting it out, but it had to have been
executed at one point. So, if you don't know about
a file or program that you've downloaded nrn a
virus scanner before you execute it.

No Known Viruses Written for the QL
Of course, one of the saßst things to do to avoid

vfuuses, is to have a computer so obscure that no
virus writer would write a virus for it. It is this
obscurity that helps keep the QL safe from viruses.

Before you worry too much about viruses when
you download data to the QL, realize how safe you
are and worry more about data loss from other
means. Spend your time backing up files to other
disks instead of worrying about viruses. I
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Harddisk and Backup
H.P Huyg

1. Introduction
It's strange, when the QL had 128KB memory,

one could work with it, then it got 896K8 one
needed these and one couldn't do anything on the
basic machine. Then we got 2MB on the Gold-
Card and now 4MB on SuperGold and up to 8MB
on the Qru.My 4MB Q)(L has, u&en everything
has been set up, but before any program is exe-
cute{ fewer than 2MB available and my SGC has
around lMB! With the external storage we get a
new phenomenom: whilst the capacity of the
Microdrive is in the same order as that of the QL,
and the floppy capacity is similar to GoldCard/
SGC, with the event of the hard disk the ratio can
be I to 100 or over, my QXL accesses a 406M8
hard disk. Given the reality that most systems have
only one hard disk, it means there is a seyere
backup problem. Backup is not needed in an ideal
environment and with perfect people operating in
it.If you can claim both, do not read on. Although
I suspect that sometimes "loss of data" is used as
an excuse for not delivering the goods, the problem
is a real one.

2. Why backup is needed

2.1. Hardware failure.

Although the reliability of microcomputer
systems has improved significanfly over the years,
you can be sure that one day your system will fail
and your data will be comrpted and/or become
unavailable. You are NOT able to predict that day.

2.2. Theft.
Floppies and Microdrives can be kept at a secure

place, computer and hard disks not. Possibly the
probability of becoming a victim of theft is higher
than of encountering a hardware failure.

2.3. Datt corruption.

There are two kinds: unintended corruption and
deliberately generated damage.

2.3.1. Unintended corruption.

Most, if not all software is written in languages
like 'C' or Assembler, where protection against
faults or errors is non-existent (in the latter case)
or not sufficient (any stack-using application
without adequate overrun protection is a potential
time-bomb). The fact that programs, packages and
the like seem to Etrow in time to gig;antesque sizes
makes predictions for the future not sunnier.



2.3.2. Intended damage.

As far as I am aware we live in the QL world in a
clean environment. With Q)(L on PC's it is diffe-
rent. Whilst anti-virus packages 'protected' you

against about 800 virae and vermins two years ago,

today any package inoculating you against fewer

than 3000 viruses is not worth acquiring. If you
just work on your own, you have no problem. If
you get software from anywhere, be prepared. If
you download from BBS or Internet, watch out.

2.4. Self-protection.

By far the most common cause of "data loss" is
the user itself. By just deleting that directory, or
just performing sorne operations in the wrong
sequence there has been much more data loss than
that caused by all the other categories together.
Humans are not machines and they cannot be
programmed. Thank heavens. We need some
backupmechanism though.

3. Hard disk organization
One should realtzn, that what we use today, has

been started some 15 years ago. This is so for the

QL, and eyen more so for the PC. Hard disks were
for mainframes. Floppies had a capacrty of
360K8. What has come later on the market has
gtrown from those times.

A hard disk has logically a directory structure
and it has files in them. Less logically, the available
storage is a collection of slots (clusters in PC-jar-
gon), of 5I2 charucters (bytes). So when you write
a file of 150 characters, you'lluse up a whole slot.

Somewhere on the disk (floppy, hard) there are

two tables (actually it is one table, but that is a
detail), one containing all the available slots, the
other all the used slots. That thing is known by
experts as the File Allocation Table(FAI). Each
time some space is needed, a number of slots are

taken and assigned to the concerned file. Now, for
historical reasons PC's always had problems going
over 16 bits (even on the QL in Superbasic an
integer is also maximum 15 bits, about 32000).
This then would be the maximum number of slots,
which implies a maximum disk size of 32 million.
On the QL the same technique has been used,

although there is no magic l6-bit limit (it is 3l- or
32-bits, more than enough for some time to come).
Please remember that 15 years ago nobody foresaw
that a PC with Gigabyte disks could be sold like
bread and butter. So there was a problem. Pro-
blems are there to be solved and the solution was
to increase the size of a slot, which, on bigger disks
is now commonly well over 7KB, giving a maxi-
mum'capacity'of around 530M8. This means that

on a PC my 100 'mke_'-files, average lengIh 200
bytes, would require over 700000 bytes, a wastage
of more than 97o/o! PC's older than 1993 cannot
cope with a bigger capacity. Current PC's have

clusters of even 32K8. However, nothing stops
yoq by means of a utility program, to split your
disk into two or more logical hard disks, on the PC
called c:, d:, .... . This is for Q)(L owners very
interesting, since on each of those logical units one
can have a Q)il- disk winl_ on c:, win2_ on d:,
etc. The slot-size on the Q)0-disk is zKB, just like
on ED-floppies. The Q)(L disk has its own FAT.

Why, for heaven's sake would one want to have
more than one winx_? There are many reasons for
this, the first of them is called performance. This
FAT must be somewhere and it must be mani-
pulated somehow. This is not the same thing if it is
for a few hundred slots as for tens of thousands of
them. To illustrate this on the Q)(L (on the PC the
problem is similar) the following test. My 406M8
IDE disk with llms access time is split into three
logical units: c: 150MB, d: l00MB and e: 150M8,
and I have winl_ (20M8), wlrl'z_ (20MB) and
win3_ (80M8), the last one for test purposes. The
actually used capacity of winl_ was 9MB. With
my magic bulk copy routine (on a file by file basis)
I copy winl_ to win3_exl_, win3_ex2_, ... ,

win3_ex8_. Thus I added each time 9MB, in one
case I added in the middle of it all (that is why the
results are not totally straightforward). The
following table give the copy results and the time it
took to just read all the directories on win3_ after
the copy process.

TABLE: Filling a 80MB disk.
size MB directories ltles copy 7fi) files read all directories

g 27 7oo 
(in seconds) (in seconds)

18 55 1400 379 8

27 83 2100 420 l7
36 lll 2800 474 30

45 139 3500 st2 44
54 t67 4200 558 62
63 195 4900 632 76

72 223 5600 745 96

(I am very proud of my super duper copy
program, because the speed of copying 9MB on
the SAME disk is the same as the tape-streamer
does, see 4.2.) lt one considers the 2nd and the
last line (the lst might have benefitted from buffe-
ring & caching) as more or less representative,
then it takes from 9 to 18MB half the time as from
63 to 72MB! Reading 55 directories with 1400
entries is pro rata three times faster than reading
225 dkectories with 5600 entries. In other words:
small is beautifirl. Validation timings (not in the
table) increase as well, though slightly slower than
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the copy times. The moral of this story is that it is
MUCH faster to work with small (logical) hard
disks than with one large one with the same total
capacity. What is shown here for copy is valid for
all work using hard disk extensively,it is valid for
PC's as well, but with other ratios.

4. Backup possibilities
It all depends which cases (see 2.) one wants to

cover. If all have to be coped with, there are two
alternatives: removable disks and tape-streamers.

With systems on a network and a server this
applies to the server as well.

4.1. Removable disks.

One needs at least two units, one of which
should allow removable disks, and a bunch of
disks. The vital data should be on the removable
disk and programs, workareas, etc on the fxed
disk. The fixed disk should have an "oyer"-capacity
to contain (temporarily) the contents of the
essential userdata. This is the simplest and most
elegant solution. Techniques/methodolory are
quite simple, one could consider these disks as

extended floppies and if a backup is made
regularly & systematically and a copy is locked
away then most is well. An added benefit is that
ALL essential data can be safely stored away when
the system is not in use. Strangely enough, this
solution has never caught on well, to my mind it
shows that most systems are not professionally
run. Possibly the s:z;e & price of them is a

handicap (chicken and egg problem?)

4.2. Tapestreamers.

Basically a streamer is a unit which can
read/write a special cassette. A few yearsago they
did cost thousands of dollars/pounds, but today
one can buy units with acapacity of 400-1600M8
for around $150 - $400. There are some products

derived fromDAT (Digital Audio Tape), DCC
(Digital Cassette) and MiniDisc (a small writable
CD), but they are all much more expensive &
messy to use/connect. For some obscure reason

the software which comes with a streamer makes it
an embedded system. A streamer is not a unit, is
not visible to applications, cannot be programmed,

it is thus a matter of take it or leave it, but if you
take it then you must use it as prescribed. It cannot
be used on a SGC, although normally they are on
a standard floppy-'channel', because there is no
software for it. On a PC it works on a unif
directory or file-level. Now, winl_ is for the PC
just one file. Thus to make a backup, one makes a

backup of the whole winl-, even if only one bit
has changed. This is one reason to have small

winl_, ... etc, as the copy time increases with the
size (not quite linearly, because compression is big
for 'unused' parts of the file). Given the above,
there appears immediately a second reason to have
more than one winx_ on your hard disk. Suppose
that in a drunken moment you have overwritten
this essentialfile containing vital statistics and you
cannot live further without them. Your last backup
was two weeks ago and since then a series of other
files have changed also. If you restore this with the
streamer then you restore the whole lot, including
the other files, result you have gone from bad to
worse. Tape streamer software is'untouchable', but
you could copy the lot back to say, win2_ with the
streamer, andfrom there you just copy back your
statistics (albeit 2 weeks old) back to win l_. There
is yet another reason to have more than one winx_
.... . If you consider your system then you can
observe that there are (hopefirlly) lots of
directories which are 'static' and a few which are
'd5mamic', they change with the weather. Why
making a copy of the whole lot if half of it 'never'
changes? Example: the 'C'-package is over 4MB,
but only the modules you write change, the rest
not, when a new releaseof that package arrives,
you should make a backup (befiore AND after
installation!).

You won't believe it, but there are more
arguments for having multiple winx_'s. It goes

back to our EAT. It is a well known fact that the
longer a hard disk is used (in the sense that files
are written and modified), the allocation of slots
becomes more of a random affair, this is called
fragmentation, one doesn't see it, but your system
becomes slower and slower. Once in a while it is

useful to have everything put in a contiguous
manner and the backup streamer software won't
do that for you. The procedure would be: copy the
lot (say winl_) to cassette; restore the lot to
win2_; possibly make a frrll comparison between
winl_ and win2_, the streamer software can do it
for yorg format winl; copy the whole contents
with a FILE-copy progam back to winl_ et voila
it feels if the system runs in an accelerated
turbomode (as mentioned before, my magic copy
program can do this very fast).

5. Practical considerations with
tapestreamers
5.1. Does it fit on your PC?

Although there are external models, I would not
recommend them, they are more expensive and
there may very well be conflicts with connections,
e.g. the printer port, but it can work. The best and
normal way is somewhere in the PC, so you need
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the space for an opening to the front. Installation
is quite straightforward, but you must be prepared
to remove and plW ribbon cables. If you are scared
of it, ask your son, he will be quite happy to ruin
your system, and he can do it.My main problem

was that the unit must be fixed solidly on both
sides, it is easy on one side, but the other is
ALWAYS inaccessible, and there is a moment you

have more parts outside the PC than inside. I have

double labeled all my connections inside the PC!
(it must be fixed on both sides, because cassettes

stick half way out of the unit when in use and you
need a considerable force to plW and unplug
them, unplugging the unit rather than the cassette

is embarrassing).

5.2. Which model?

The cheapest ones use the DCZL}D cassettes,

they store 120M8 uncompressed (up to 200MB
compressed). The blurb on the unit gives always a

much higher capacity, but that is mostly with tapes
you can't find anywhere, or wtrich are far too
expensive. Try to find a model which supports
running under DOS as well (they all function
under Windows), see 5.6. If you see a price, then
double it for the cassettes, you need 7 .. 10 of them
as a minimum. There is a trend to go to the
TRAVAN series of cassette-units, they are more
expensive, but they can cope with today's Gigabyte
disks.

5.3. Cassettes.

Most are preformatted, but this is 'high
tech'-nolory and errors are not uncommon. You
better format yoursefi that takes about 2 hours for
DCZL2O, and can take up to 5 hours for higher
capacity tapes. Cleaning the units every l0-hours
of usage is not a luxe but a necessity.

5.4. Partitioning of hard disks.

A must, as explained before, but do it AFTER
you have installed your tapestreamer and you are

SURE backup copies can be properly restored. I
consider three logical units as a minimum, most

QL software can cope with it, just like flpl_,
flp2-, .-. .

5.5. Catalogue.

Always specify that the catalogue (i.e. the
involved disk-directories) is written to tape as well.
This saves time if you have to go to another system
(with Q)(L!) to continue your work. It is handy too
if you have to start from scratch again (see 5.6.)
with your hard disk. Once I installed OS-2 and I
got so many troubles that the system got clogged
up completely, even on restart or starhlp, so that
the only recoyery was to format the hard disk from
BIOS and then to restore from tape.

5.6. Restart from scratch.

If possible install the backup software both
under DOS and under Windows, but have only
ONE catalogue directory. I run the QXL from
under DOS, but normally the backup operation is
run from Windows. So I always start up under
DOS. The reason to be able to do the backup
program from DOS is the following: after having
the whole system up and running, one makes a
copy of the 'root' -directory (which should be
almost empty), the DOS-directory and the
backup-directory on a few floppies. Now, if
anything happens, or you change your mind and
you want to re-arrange the layout ofyourhard disk
(that will make the disk contents inaccessible),
then you can rebuild your system, after formatting,
with just those floppies and your backup cassette.
You don't have to go through the whole rigmarole
of installing all those packages, including DOS &
Windows, and your system is identical to the one
when you took your backup. This is interesting if
you buy a bigger disk, or if you have to replace your
system for wtratever reasons. Make sure you have a

Q)0-card available!

5.7. Backup timings.

There are many systems, I have to count on 5 - 6
minutes to do a backup for every l0MB effectively
to be saved. All streamers use compression
techniques, and the same cassette can contain
several copies of a backup. I have two kinds of
backup cassettes: one for the whole unit, more
than 70M8, this takes well over 30 minutes, and I
do it irregularly (only when I install new PC
software), the other to copy just winl_, 20MB, of
vfrich l0 really used, which takes 5-6 minutes.
This I do at least once a week!

6. Conclusions &
Recommendations.
- There are only two proper backup systems for
hard disks:

- removable disk systems, and
- tapestreamers.

Partitioning of hard disks is essential, especially
with higher capacity disks.
- See if you can separate programs from data.
- Have a fixed schedule of backup and adhere to it!
I wished I could do it!
- Parts ofback-up data should be kept at a different
place than where the computer is (fire, theft)
- Keep multiple 'generations'of backup.
I

- 
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The Menu Extension
(QMENU) - Part I
Bangor, Wales - Dilwyn Jones

A few years ago during my first period of
attempting to write a program using the pointer
environment, any comment from me on the
subject may have been unprintable. In those days

you could hack away in machine code or use the

dreaded QPTR Toolkit. No disrespect to the
author, it's not that there was much wrong with it,
but it wasn't the easiest package for a novice pro
grafirmer to learn to use.

Sometime later I bought a copy of QMenu from
Jochen Merz Software and while it didn't exactly
change my life, it did make it a bit easier to write
pointer driven programs from SuperBasic. Com-
bined with the excellent Qliberator basic compi.
ler, I was soon writing a great deal of programs

using The Menu Extension. If you want to see what
can be achieved with this software, check out
programs such as QD from Jochen Mev. or
Sidewriter or Deskjet-A5 from Quo Vadis Design.

The 'review' part of this article will be fairly
short, before going on to list facilities and give

examples of use, concluding with a complete file
handling program which shows just how much can

be achieved in quite a little code with QMenu.

QMENU Description
QMenu is a system based on code Jochen Merz

used when writing his QD editor. After a while,
Jochen packaged it up as a separate programming
tool in its own right. To quote from the first page

of the manual, "This software package offers the
user a truly simple to use interface, which instead
of continually confronting one with overlays and
menus, offers simple to use, practical menus....

Whether it's for a short program for your otvn use,

or for a commercially viable project, this is the one
for you."

That quote sums it up. If you have a reasonable

knowledge of SuperBASIC, and some familiarity
with the PE (pointer environment) such as

experience of using QPAC2, you can quicHy
master QMenu. There is not much by way of
examples in the rnanual, although the relevant
information is all there, but the program disk
contains several short example basic and machine
code programs.

The package includes a set of pre-defined menu

formats for a variety of commonly needed
facilities. The menu designs are broadly fixed and
the user cannot change much, other than colours
and a limited control over menu sizes. By
supplying a list of parameters, you control how
each menu responds and to some extent what it
does - you can supply values or text or lists to the
menus, drive details and so on. Until you actually
get used to the system, it is difficult to appreciate
exactly what a package fifts rhis is capable of
doing. Figures I to 11 will show what the menus
look like. In addition to menus, the package
includes facilities like the Scrap (a sort of
clipboard for cutting and pasting data between
packages which know how to handle data from the
Scrap.)

QMenu is an excellent product within the limits
of ufrat it sets out to achieve. It doesn't have (or
purport to have) all the facilities of a fuIl pointer
programming tool such as the QPTR Toolkit or
Eas5ptr, but it is a lot easier to learn to use. As
long as you have some experience of writing
superbasic or machine code programs, and have
some experience of pointer driven programs and
their associated terminolory, you will soon be
writing progr.uns using QMenu. You probably
won't be producing that ultimate graphics program
with it for example, but for general use it is likely to
meet all needs. Its outstanding merit is that it is
possible to produce pointer driven applications of
moderate complexity very quickly.

The manual is probably the weakest part in my
opinion. All the essential information is there
(except how to use OUTLN, see below), but there
is little by way of printed examples, so it is a bit
daunting when you first see the instructions, I wish
that some short example routines could have been
included in the manual, and that Jochen Merz
could have seen fit to include more information to
get the first-time pointer programmer going. To be
fair, this package is not that complex and it is not
aimed at those with little or no experience of
Pointer Environment. If you know how to handle
procedures, functions, arrays and so on, you
should be able to master the basic interface at
least. It can be used from superbasic (or sbasic)

without knowledge of machine code.

Would I buy it? Yes, I did some time ago. And I
have used it in many programs written for my own
use and a few prograrns commercially released
through Quo Vadis Design. Which reminds me to
mention that when you give away or sell your
programs which include the Menu Extension,
there is a royalty to pay. Actually, two sets of
royalties - you need to pay Tony Tebby for use of
the basic three files PTR_GEN, WMAN and
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HOT_REXT (the equivalent of one Pound Sterling
per set supplied) and pay Jochen Merz 3 German
Marks for the licence fee to supply a copy of the
MENU_REXT file from QMenu. This is not a
large amount to pay for software of this calibre,
and the pricing of programs which are sold using
this software takes the royalty payment into
account.

The main body of code is held in a file called
MENU_REXT. This contains both the assembler
and superbasic interface. From assembler, menus

are called by using the Menus Thing. A Thing is

basically anarea of memorywith a name, which a

program uses by looking through a list (the "Thing
list") of similar items to find the one with the name

expected. Exactly what any particular Thing does

depends on the application, you cannot tlghtly
define what Things are (other than named areas of
memory) because they can be written to do just

about anything, hence the name, and applications
which use them have to know how to use the
routines or data in a given Thing. Don't worry too
much about Things, as the QPAC2 manual says,

"Things rarely go bump in the night," you cirn use

QMenu perfecfly well from superbasic without
knowing about Things. Each of the assembler

routines is clearly documented with all the
information you are likely to need. I won't go into
too much detail about the machine code interface
here, as the average user is probably more likely to
use the superbasic extensions, and the example
basic routines I'll present here show what the
menus look like and what they can do.

There are menus for selecting items from lists
(List Select and the simpler but less flexible Item
Select), menus for file handling (File Select, Dir
Select, Ext Select and View File), ones for error
reporting (Report Error and File Error), and string
entry (Read String). There are also a few useful
little functions which don't fit into these cate-

gories, such as button handling, character
selection and default configuration reading
(GET-DEEAUIT$ function). All these can be

used from both basic and machine code.

There is, however, one menu which can only be

used from machine code, due to what it does. The
Do And Report menu is used to report the
progress of an action (an operation which takes a
long time such as formatting a disk) or to report a

final result. It is a shame that something like this
could not be implemented in the basic interface -
the facility to leave a menu drawn on screen while
something else is going on (even if only a "Please

Wait...'type message) would be useful.

Another facility not currently implemented
which would be very useful is the facility to do a

direct read of the pointer position on the screen.

This would be usefirl for graphical applications
such as drawing lines, for example.

A 'menu', for those trnfamiliar with the term, is a
list of items, from which you can select one or
more items. For example, a progrirm might ask a
user to respond to a question with Yes, No or press

ESCAPE.

Using The MENU Extension
To use the Menu Extension from SuperBASIC,

you need to load the standard pointer environment
files PTR_GEN (the Pointer Interface), WMAN
(the Window Manager which controls what
pointer environment menus etc look like) and
HOT_REXT (the Hotkey System II). You may
already have these files if you have purchased

other pointer driven packages, as tley are usually
supplied with software which require them. Jochen
Merz also supplies them with QMenu.

The simplest of BOOT programs will load these
three files and the MENU_REXT file, and start
the hotkey job with a HOT_GO command.
Another possibility is to use the OUTLN_REXT
file. This consists of an extension called OUTLN,
which defines the outline, or area of the screen to
be used by the program. This is not strictly needed
in superbasic as the outline tends to be set

automatically to cover the area used by the basic
windows. But you may need it if you wish to
compile the basic program for example. This
example boot program uses the TK2_EXT and
LRESPR commands from Toolkit 2

100 TKLEXT : REMark ensures Toolkit 2 on

110 I.RFSPR FLPLPTR_GEN

120 LRESPR FTPLI,IIi,IAN

130 LRE.SPR FLPLJIOT-.REXT

140 LRE.SPR FLPLMENU-RFXT

150 LRESPR FIPL0UTLN-REXT : REMark may not
be needed

160 H0T-G0 : REMark activate hotkey job

SMSQ users, for example, have an OUTLN
command built in (latest versions), and the QPIR
and Easyptr basic toolkits also have an outline
command, so OUTLN_REXT may not be needed.

A little hint for Qliberator users (not in the

QMenu manual) - OUTLN_REXT can be linked
to a compiled basic program if required with a

simple $$eS}vfg statement, this version being
suitable for the copy I have but may vary from
version to version ifJochen ever decides to change
it.

REMark $$ asmb= FLPLOUTIN-RD(T, 0, 5/+
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OUTIN #0,112,216,0,0

will ensure that the whole standard QL screen
display is stored when you switch between
programs. This is called 'setting the outline' for the
progrurm. Without this, you may find that your
programs appear not to work - the menu may be
drawn, a pointer appears, but you cant control
anything or do anything. If this happens to you in
basic, all is not lost - BREAK (CTRL SPACE) will
remove the menu, giving the usual'Not Complete'
error report. Incidentally, the OUTLN command
does not need to cover the whole screen unless the
menu concerned needs to use that size section of
the screen. What I'm getting at is that if you are
using QMenu on a large screen display such as the
VGA or SVGA displays on a QXL, the 512x256
definition may still be valid unless you deliberately
set the height of a menu to take advantage of the
larger display area.

Two terms we need to be familiar with are HIT
and DO. HIT means you press the SPACE bar on
the keyboard, or press the left hand mouse button.
DO means press the ENTER key on the keyboard,
or press the right hand key on the mouse. This
suggests that a mouse or the keyboard can be used
to control the menus and this is indeed true.

OK norv we've got the basics out of the way, let
us start to investigate the available menus.

The Menus And Their Use From
BASIC Programs

There are several features common to all menus,
such as the method of specifuing origins (top left
corners of menus) and colourways (colour
schemes). The colours are usually specified as the
last of a list of parameters supplied to the basic
eKensions which call up the menus. There are 4
main colour schemes:

0:white and green

l:black and red
2:white and red
3:black and green

In addition, -l can be used to tell
the extension to use the 'default'

ourng eFFoF hsE occured:
ancomp Ie te

Figure I - REPORT_ERROR menu.

main colour (the colour scheme of the menu frame
itself) and a list colour (the colour in which the list
of selectable items is drawn).

You can omit colour values. Simply put nothing
between the commas or between the last comma
and the closing bracket vfrere the colour value
should be and the program will use the default
configured value.

Before this usually comes the 'menu position'.
This is where the top left corner of the menu is
drawn, measured in pixel co,ordinates from the
top left. An x (across) and y (down) value may be
specified. If you omit these values, the menus will
be drawn at the current pointer position (if
possible, otherwise the menus will be moved
slightly to fit them on screen).

Defaults exist for many of the optional parame-
ters to the basic extensions (shown as parameters
in square brackets in the documentation). For
simple progr:rms, where the defaults may be
adequate, taking advantage of them can simplify
programs. For example, instead of spending a lot
of time experimenting with menu positions, you
can simply omit the position values in most cases
and the menus will just pop up at the current
pointer position. This might mean that the menus
never appear in the same place twice, but in many
applications, especially ones for your olul use, this
may not matter.

Probably the simplest menu to start with is
REPORT_ERROR You can use this to report an
error and allowthe user to acknowledge this before
the program does anything else. For example,
suppose you want to report the error 'Not
Complete'. The code for this is -1. Here is a short
listing showing how to use the REPORT_ERROR
menu and Figure I is a screen dump showing what
it actually looks like.

10 REPORT_ERRoR -1, 100, 50,0

The menu reports the
error'not complete' (or
'incomplete' if using
SMSQ), and is drawn
100 pixels across and 50
pixels down, using the

colour scheme programmed into MENU_REXT
(MENU_REXT itself can be configured with the
usual CONFIG program used to configure most
pointer driven programs). This is quite an useful
option, as it ensures that all your programs which
use the default configured colour will have the
same appearance. Consistency of appearance of
course is often cited as a major advantage of using
the Pointer Environment - the Window Manager
helps to make this possible. Some menus allow a

white and green colour scheme.

The user can HIT or DO on the 'OK' item to
continue. Most menus allow you to press the ESC
key as well.

Here we see how a simple one line basic progtam
is able to do all this; draw a menu, report an error
and wait for the user to take an action before the
program continues. It gives a clue to the tremen-
dous programming power of a package like
QMenu. And it gets better!
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REPORT_ERROR is implemented as a proce-

dure. Some of the menu extensions are implemen-
ted as basic functions, which means they return
values. For example, there is another error repor-
ting menu (FILE_ERROR) which in addition to
the actions taken by REPORT-ERRO& returns a

value used to indicate what course of action the
user chose in response to the error reported. For
example, the user may be asked if he/she wishes to
'retry' (e.g. put a disk in the drive and try again) or
'abort' (if at first you don't succeed, GIVE UP!).
Some errors allow you to specify EDIT or
OVERWRITE (e.g. when a file of that name

already exists). You can enable or disable the extra
options according to the second parameter (the
parameters are the list of values in brackets, in this
case the '1' means that the extra options are to be
shorvn, use a '0'if not). The value returned enables
your program to take different actions according
to the user's response. Here, I have used a

SELECT routine to print different messages.

FrT.E_ERR0R( -8, 1, 100, 50, 0)

0N fer
PRINTtNot a filing error!r
PRINT'Abort (or ESC pressed).'
PRINTrRetry specified.'
PRINTTOverwrite speeified.'
PRINT'Edit specified. t

END SELect

Figure 2 shows what the menu itself looks like. I
used the error -8 as the lrst parameter; change this

use a cursor left or right key press when you can
modiff the string shown. Figure 3 shows the menu
displayed by the short program shown below. All it
does is pretend to be a menu where you are asked
to specifr a filename for a file to be saved and then

Figuee 3 - REHE_STRIHGS menu.

prints the name you specified to the screen (you
will notice that once you press ENTER to com-
plete the enffy, the menu disappears; the menus in

QMenu all work like this, they go away of their
own accord when finished. You cannot have
menus which overlap from superbasic when using

QMenq other than certain viewing or message
windows which can pop up from within other
memrs as the result of errors, or the 'cup of tea'
Please Wait menu which appears temporarily
during the Tree facility in the FILE*SELECT$
menu - this is one restriction in the package for
those wishing to write advanced programs, but
QMenu is not meant to be that complex anyhow.
Many users may also claim that multiple over-
lapping windows are at best untidy, at worst
confusing.

10 cts
20 IET suggest$ = 'FLPLt
30 IET t$ = READ-,.STRING$('SAVE', suggest$,

tEnter filenane , tr 6553Gl+7,,,0)
/*0 PRtttttYou entered r;t$

The first parameter is a heading for the
menu. The variable 'suggest$'holds a default
drive name to save the user some Oping. The
prompt parameter tells the user what to do,

while the 41 specifies that the entry cannot be
longer than 4l characters (5 for the drive name
and 36 for the filename). Adding 65536 to this
value forces the cursor to appear at the end of the
suggestion presented for editing. Typical uses for
this menu includes entering filenames, data
required by a program, editing existing strings,
anything where you'd use an INPUT statement,
but with the added advantage of being able to
restrict the length of the string entered, edit
existing strings and control of initial cursor posi-
tion. Numeric values can only be entered as

strings, but it would be easy to transfer numeric
values to a numeric variable later after checking it
was really a number entered!

There are two other categories of menus - those
that deal with files and those which allow you to
select something from a list. Let us now look at the
latter, starting with the simplest to understand and

Figure 2 - FILE-ERRüR menu.

of error messages
corresponding to given codes in the QL manual, or
by using the REPORT_ERROR menu to examine
them one by one. The example listing given does
nothing in practice except confirming what each
value returned is meant to signify. Notice that the
program cannot tell the difference between the
user pressing the ESC key or selecting the Abort'
option. In practice, both normally mean the same

thing in a program, so this is not a serious
shortcoming.

The READ_STRING menu function is essen-

tially a pointer version of an INPUT statement in
SuperBASIC. You can supply a prompt (a message
to the user) and speciff a restriction on the length
of string which can be typed in. In addition, the
cursor may be placed at the end or at the begining
of the string supplied for editing, in which case the
flrst letter or number key you type clears the string
and you start typing something anew, unless you
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use, ITEM_SELECT. This function gives you a
simple horizontal menu allowing you to choose

DECISIOHS
ld gou do thiE

F igure 4 - ITEII-SELECT rnenu

one of up to 3 options (plus the ESC key). Figure 4
shows what it looks like. A simple progr:Lm allows
us to use it to make a simple decision maker, like
this. Whatever the menu asks, you can respond
with YES, NO or a dehnite MAYBE!

100 crs
110 decision =

ITEI,I-SELECT('DECISIONS 

" 
IIJOUId YOU dO

this?t, IYESt, rNOtr IMAYBEtrrr)

120 SELect 0N decision
730 =0 : PRINTTESC pressed.t
7/+0 =1 : PRINT'YES, you would.t
7r0 =2 : PRINTTN0, you would not. I

160 =J : PRINT'MAYBE you would!'
170 END SELect

By now, you may have noticed that some options
have a letter underlined. By pressing this key, you
can choose an item via the keyboard without
having to move the pointer over it. Also, as the
pointer moves over an object, it is highlighted - the
menus put a box around the item.

The ITEM_SELECT menu is also useful for
presenting YESiNO type menus (e.g. a confir-
mation request before deleting a file or quitting
from a program). Incidentally, you do not need to
supply all three parameters. A YES/NO type menu
only requires two items, while a single item is
useful in the case of a "Press Any Key To
Continue" type menu, for example:

100 tenp = ITEI'[ SELECT(tplgtp','Hit 0K to
continue. t r tOK' 

r r r r r r)
Note how many parameters are not specified in

the above menu (shown by the long list of
commas).

Continued in the next issue.

Qt SerYice List - Part 2
Here comes the next part of the QL Service list. If
we have missed somebody in the first part and
he/she feels that he/she should have been in the
first part then please let us know and we will
publish up-todate information in the next issue.

Software dealers

Albin Hessler Software
lm Zerlfeld25
D-72631Aichtal
phone: +49 -7127 I 95289O
fax: +49-7127 1952898
- Cueshell" Easyptr, Disa (dist. by J. Merz)

Athene Consults
0705 I 5n 439

CGH Services (Richaril Alexander)
01559 I 384 s74
(Closed 31 March 1993 - enquiries about past
products only.)

COWO Electronic (Switzerland)
c/o Urs König
Münsterstrasse 4
CH-6210 Sursee
010 - 41 - 45 I 2tt 478

QTop, Thor support.

Deltasoft
7 Tyrell Way,

Stoke Gifford,
Bristol.
- FlightDeck,Image D, AMD Airplan.

Digital Precision
222The Avenue
London, E4 9SE
(United Kingdom)
phone +44 - 181 I 527 5493 (?)
- Perfection, PC Conqueror, Lightning,
Professional Publisher, Eye-Q, Solution, Media
Manage4 Professional Astrologer, QMaths,
CPort, and others. They currently sellthe "QL
Collection" which is a collection of all their
programs for a price of f,179.

DJW Software
phone 01256 / 881701
- homebanker

Dilwyn Jones Computing (DJC)
41 Bro Emrys
Tal-y-Bont
Bangor
Gwynedd LL57 3YT
(Great Briatin)
phone/fax +44 - 1248 I 354023
- lots of software. (closed in March 95)
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Di-Ren (Robin Barker)
Jelanda Wyndley Drive
Sutton Coldfield 873 6EU
(Great Britain)
phone/fax: +44 - l2l I 355 3943
email: support@Di-Ren demon.co.uk
www: http:/iwww.forthrt.com/ - di-ren/homepage.html
- Fleet Tactical Command, keyboard interface

Amadeus token ring network system. Di.Ren
also maintains an extensive 2mount of QL pages

on their world wide web site. They're covering

virtually every QL related internet address.

Check it out.

Ergon Developments (Davirle Santachiara)
Via Emilio de Marchi 2
42IOO Reggio Emilia
Italy
phonelfax +39 - 522 I 70409
FlDOnet 2:335121.11
- Zlld-X ZX Spectrum emulator, Open Worl{
other QL software.

Grange Technology Limited
Rosebank, Stream Road
Upton, Oxon, OXll 9JG
United Kingdom
TeliFax +44 - 235 / 851818

- GT-Prolog/QL

Joe Haftke
7 Lansdown Road
Sidcup, Kent DA14 4EF
United Kingdom Tel; +44 - 181 / 302 6154

Printmaster plus; Filemaster plus; Vision mixer
plus; Home bills budget; Picturemaster plus;

Remind me plus; JDir. (All at f'15 each;

Upgrades g7 GBP + old Master disk)

Jochen Merz Software
lm Stillen Winkel 12

D-47I69 Duisburg
(Germany)
phone: +49 - 203 I 50 20 ll
fax +49 - 203 I 50 20 l2
mailbox +49 - 203 I 50 20 13 (ZyX 16800)

mailbox +49 - 203 I 50 20 14 (28800)
(orders from lOam to 8pm local time)
- QPC, QL/Atari emulators, QD, QSpread File

Finder, QPIR Pointer Environment Toolkit,
System doctrmentation, other PE programs,

many games, and others. He also sells SMSQ/E
(QDOS compatible operating system) as well as

often needed hardware components, e.g.

ZX830l, ZX83O2, keyboard membranes etc.

Accepts Eurocheques, Eurocard, Visa, Access,

Mastercard, American Express and Diners Club.

Lear Data Systems
6 Southview Green,
Bentley,
Ipswich,
Suffolk IP9 2DR
- PCB-CAD.

Liberated Software
0181 / 546 7795
- QLib Basic compiler and utilities

Ocean Computer Services
016r I 740 9002
- Proßssional Poolster

Pointer Products
01258 I 455 ll7
- Pointer Environment progr4ms.

PM data
Tel./Fax (+47 ) 5278 3413
Sondenälia 27
4200 Sauda
Norway
- Disk Mate 5

Progs (Van Auwera)
Haachtstraat 92
3020 Veltem
Belgium
phone/fa,x: +32 - 16 I 488 952
- LineDesign, The Painter, The Cüpart,
DataDesign, Proforma, ProWesS PROGS
Window Manager.

Q Branch
P.O. Box 7
Portslade
East Sussex BN4l zND
(Great Britain)
phone: +44 - 1273 / 386 030
fax: +44 - 1273 I 38I 577
- Lots of Pointer Environment software, Spy,

Master Spy and others.

Qubbesoft PD
38 Brunwin Road,
Ra5me,

Braintree
Essex CM7 5BU
(Great Britain)
phone: +44 - 1376 I 347 852
fax +44 - 1376 I 331 267
email 10163 4.7 7 6@compuserve. com
- QL Home Finance, Public Domain Software,
see also hardware section.
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Quo Vadis Design
57 Shaftesbury Road
Romford,
Essex, RMI 2QJ
United Kingdom
Tel.: +44 - 1708 I 755 759

email l0 I 3 66. 3534@compuserve.com
www: http://ourworld.compuserve.com/homepages/qcd

- Lots of QL Software including the firll range
from Albin Hessler and Ergon Development.

SD Micrmystems
ot462 I 422897
- General Ledger, Small Traders' Pack/Invoicer
and Stock Accounting. Other business software.

SJPD Software
36 Eldwick St

Burnley Lancashire, BBl0 3DZ
(United Kingdom) phone: +44 - 1282 7Ol 767
- Public Domain Software. Send formatted QL
disk plus return postage for a free catalogue.

Software 87
33 Savernake Road
London, NW3 2JU
(Great Britain)
- Text87 P1us4, Publishers'Pack.

TF Services
Holly Corner
Priory Road,
ASCOT,
Berks SL5 8RL
United Kingdom
Phone 01344 - 890986
Fax & BBS 01344-890987
- Qualsoft QL Terminal Emulator, File Transfer.

Geoffrey Wicks (Just Wortls!)
Bertrand Russellstraat 22
1097 HL Amsterdam
The Netherlands
phone: (31) (0)20 692 - l52l
Netherlands Bank Postbank number 4lll 942
- Solvit-plus 2 electronic dictionary, english
thesaurus, style checker.

Wood and Wind Computing (Bill Cable)
RR3 Box 92
Cornish NH 03745

USA
phone: (US) (603) 675 - 2218

WS Software
0534 I 8t392
I

My Qt rebuild
Ma* Knight

I was recently given one of those PC minitower
cases fitted with a switched mode power supply
(thanks John!) and I decided it was a perfect
opportunity to rebuild my QL in a more tidy form.
It would have suited me better to have a black case

and keyboard but anything free is welcome when
you uue a poverty stricken student and this was
before I was forced to quit college. Anyway I have
successfully rebuilt my QL and I am happy with
the result. I decided to write this article to pass on
my experience and hope that somebody out there
can make use of what I have learned as I built this
system.

I had for some time a QL with a Gold Card
sticking out of it, a separate box containing a 3.5

inch disk drive and naturallythe printer and moni
tor took up some room too. There was an external
power supply for the QL, one in the disk drive unit
and leads and plugs for the monitor and printers (l
have two printers). This was real computer spa-
ghetti. I long ago became fed up with the QL key-
board and bought a Schon PC-style keyboard, so

my QL looked odd as well as scrufff. I know some
find the original QL keyboard acceptable, but I
was working with MS-DOS computers professio-
nally at the time and coming home to the QL
keyboard after a day using IBM and good clone
keyboards was a nightmare. The QL of course I
prefer, but sorry that keyboard is ajoke.

I had a great advantage as I had recently been
given a non-working QL (thanks Basil!) with some
of its chips missing: this gave me the opportunity
to work on mounting the QL circuit board and
assorted bits without sacrificing my current system
until the new box was ready. I ordered QUBBE
SOFT's Q-Plane to allow me to power the QL
from the PC power supply and then started thin-
king carefully. Quick service too from QUBBE
SOFI, Q-Plane arrived very quickly and I didn't
know the post could be that quick (thanks are due
to Ron Dunnet for a speedy despatch).

The first thought I had was that I wanted the QL
motherboard along the side of the case not along
the bottom as most others seem to have it. This
leaves the circuit board vertically oriented and
improves the airflow, keeping the components
cool. Because the three expansion ports on

Q-Plane also lay vertically in this arrangement it
leaves my Gold Card and any other expansions
that I purchase later oriented the same way. The
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air in this case (and most other tower cases) flows

in through ventilation slots at the front underside

of the facia and is blown out of the upper rear of
the case through the power supply's fan. In the

intended use of this case the PC board is likely to
generate a lot of heat so this is the way the airflow
is supposed to work. Top marks for me there, still,

as my college tutors would tell you this is nothing

new...

Next came the important considerations of
strength of mounting and electrical insulation- I
used the bottom half of the QL case as the

mounting for the motherboard, cut up with a

hacksaw to remove the microdrive portion and

other parts not required. This means that pressing

in socketed chips and
keyboard interfaces is

fine as the QL board
is held in place by the
usual two screws and
backed and supported
by the same sheet of
plastic as when it is in
the original case. The
remainder of the
tough plastic case was

kept to cut up for
mounting brackets.
The QL board is sur-

rounded by fairly
thick black plastic in
this arrangement and

so is well protected

from electrical shorts.

The QL case is a

particularly good
grade of ABS plastic, unusually for Sinclair no
corners were cut here. ABS (Acrylonitrile
Butedene Styrene, for the curious) has good

electrical insulating properties and is very impact
resistant. It is also very tough and it will bind blunt
saw blades and drill bits quite quickly. I would
recommend to anybody using it in the way that I
have done to start with new drill bits and saw

blades, they are cheap and you will avoid the next

experience I had.

Drilling a hole in one of the newly cut plastic

brackets with a rather old drill bit I was cautious

but not cautious enougb. The bit bound in the
plastic, the strong motor of the drill dW in and

something had to give. The drill bit shattered
under the strain and exploded all over my hallway,

cutting my right hand slightly and leaving a hole in
the wall ciose to the vice I was using. No real harm

was done but it certainly could have been and the

accident would probably not have happened if I
had been using a sharper bit. Upon examination
my hand was barely scratched but that bit of metal

could have gone in my eye...

Having absorbed this lesson and stopped for a

day or three to get on with other things (college

essays mainly) I came back to the project with
renewed energy. I pushed out three of the four
punch out panels on the back of the case and

fitted connectors for the serial ports and probable

future parallel port. I dont have a parallel port but
I do plan to buy a Super Gold Card at some future
date and I will wire this connector up to take a PC
parallel printer lead when this happens.

The connectors for the serial ports are industry
standard, a 9-pin D-Sub female connector for serl
and a male version of the same for serZ. This
prevents me plugging the Miracle Centronics
interface into ser2, as it now has a new 9-pin
D-Sub male plW on it to match the new serl. My
Miracle Centronics interface doesn't work proper-

ly in ser2 since I got a Gold Card, though it works
perfectly in serl, so I did this with an eye to setting

up in a hurry after moving my system for QL
shows etc. The industry standard 25-pn female

D-Sub socket was fitted in place for the parallel

port but is not wired to anything at present.

The reason for choosing the male plW for ser2 is

that this matches a PC standard serial mouse,
which has the female connector in the plW, and if
I decide to get a serial mouse and the driver
software it will plW straight in. Although the
ribbon cable is connected at the socket end it is
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not yet wired to the QL motherboard as I don't
have the pinouts for the PC serial mouse. It will be
a few minutes work to wire ser2 up when (tf) [ get a

mouse and the data for the connections.

At this stage I looked at the square indent for
holding a logo or badge on the front panel, then
cut the bit of the QL case that has "QL" written on
it, beveled the edges to make it look neater and
cemented it in place with rubber cement. I painted
it dull erey and then an hour or so later rubbed it
down with a cloth to remove the paint from the
raised letters, making it easier to read the QL
name. I also glued the word "Sinclair" from a QL
assembler package onto the top left of the front
panel, in the same style as the letters on the QL
but much smaller. This Sinclair logo was treated in
the same way as the QL one, it is just over an inch
long and looks quite neat.

Next I drilled more holes in the metal back panel

to accommodate the non standard array of QL
sockets. There are three 3.5mm jack sockets, two

to replicate the QL network ports and one that
brings the QL speaker output to the outside. This
last is a switched jack socket that cuts off the QL
speaker when a plW is in the socket" so I can
silence the speaker if it irritates me by putting in a
jack p14 not connected to anything. The possibi-
lity of ampli$ing the QL speaker output has also
been tested but it needs filtering, so I will be taking
advice on this subject before I do any more of that.

There was already a circular hole for the PC
keyboard socket but I used it to mount the QL
RGB socket instead. This hole was actually far too

big for the job but I bolted on a bit of the old QL
plastic case and drilled a hole in it for the new
RGB socket (using the new dri[ bit this time). My
existing monitor lead could then go straight into
the new arrangement once I got it all working. The
keyboard socket was mounted in a hole drilled in
the front panel, where all keytoard sockets should
be in my opinion. After al| wtren using a computer
the user is in front of it with the keyboard so uihy
should the keyboard lead have to stretch all the
way round to the back of the computer?

At this stage I started fitting internal connectors
to the ends of all the leads coming from the new
sockets. I did not intend to solder any leads onto
the QL circuit board as I wanted to be able to
easily unplug everything and remove the board for
repair or replacement. So I wired up connectors
for the RGB, network, speaker leads, serl etc. I
decided not to bother with CTLI and CTL2 as I
have never used them, not even once at a

QUANTA subgroup meeting or a QL show.

I then had to
abandon work
again for several
days in hospital,
a frequent
ocsumence in my
life that I am
quite used to. I
also wanted to
keep my QL in
its existing setup
for just a littls
longer, as I
decided to print
out all the col-
lege essays I had
been working on
before starting
the slightly risky
job of moving my
working QL mo-

therboard into the new case. Once this was done I
removed the duff QL motherboard and put in my
working one, removing the 5V regulator and brid-
ging its socket. Q-Plane was connected, the power
connectors extended to mate with Q-Plane and
then I powered up. At this stage there was no
keyboard connected, just the RGB lead to the back
panel so I could see the familiar dots when I
switched on. Sure enough when I hitthe switch the
monitor lit up and the "Fl F2" window told me
that the project was close to completion.
Overwhelmed by my own genius I hurried to
complete the construction.
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In quick succession I wired up serl, the network
ports and the QL speaker, mounted on a bracket
made from a bit of that tough black plastic that got

me into trouble before. This turned out to be too
quiet until I drilled a couple of holes in the panel
just in front of it. I soldered little pins onto the
reset switch terminals and connected the reset
button from the front panel using the push on
connector. The power LED was connected in the
same way to pins pushed into the grip socket that
usually holds the LED leads and this was tested; it
worked first time, great!

Now ready to test the system thoroughly I inser-

ted the keyboard interface, connected the key-

board and took my nerves in my hands to modiS
the Gold Card. I did only the essential modifi-
cation, bridging the 5V regulator to allow the
system to work with the Q-Plane power supply
rails. Starting the system up with the Gold Card
plugged into Q-Plane's second expansion slot I was

delighted to see it work, though the message "Real
time clock failure" was presented as well. I
removed the Gold Card to build a support that
would hold it in place using square Plastruct
tubing bolted together.

Piastruct is really a modeller's material. It is
model airplane plastic extruded and various tlpes
are available, from tubes and pipes to ulu and ul-u

girders as well as the tlpe I used, square box
sections. It is intended for building models of
bridges, construction sites, oil rigs etc. The stuffis
strong, fuht, an electrical insulator and makes
superb supports in electrical and electronic pro
jects as long as heat is not going to be involved. I
could have cut up some more bits of the origrnal

QL case instead, but I had the Plastruct lying in a
box and it is easier to cut and drill.

Once I had built the support to hold the Gold
Card tightty in place and some anchors for
Q-Plane the system seemed rock solid. I moved the
floppy disk drive into the case next and folded the
ribbon cable into the empty drive bay above.
Currently this ribbon cable is too long really as it
was intended to link the disk drive wtren installed
as an external QL device. I will make a shorter ver-
sion when my finances recover sufficiently to go to
the component shop again.

Nowwith everything assembled and connected I
tested again and all seemed well Feeling very
pleased with myself I took some cable ties and tied
all the wires together in neat bundles inside the
case then started using my QL in its new clothes to
begin this article. After a while I decided to put the
required 9-pin D-Sub plug on my Miracle Centro-
nics interface and print a letter that I had written
earlier in the week. 41this point a disaster that had
struck earlier but had not been noticed became
obvious. Up to this point and as the project pro-
gressed smoothly I had been feeling more and
more certain of my own brilliance, and I suppose it

did me good to find
I had made another
mistake.

The printer would
not print! Serl, so

carefully connec-
te{ did not work at
all. In order to con-
nect the ribbon
cable to the QL
board I had been
quite cunning. I
bent back the serl
socket, broke up
the plastic and re-

moved it, then
straightened out all
six pins. The pins
were soldered onto
a little 6 pin PCB

connector and the appropriate plW was attached
to the ribbon cable that led from the external
socket. This allowed me to remove the board easily
and still gave a good connection to the new socket.
The only trouble with this clever scheme was that
it didn't work. After checking all the soldering
again and the pin outs twice in case I had simply
wired something in the wrong order the thing still
wouldn't print.
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I didn't panic, I just opened up the QL and

examined all my soldering to see if it was obvious
vürere I had gone wrong. It wasn't so I desoldered

everything on serl and resoldered it. No joy. Oh

deal a disaster! At this point I did start to feel
panicked. In the end I removed the QL mother-

board on a hunch and found a dry joint on one of
the original pins. I probably caused this wtren sol-

dering the pins to the new PCB connector simply
by taking too long about it. The heat would have

travelled along the pin and melted the factory
original solder, thus ruining the connection.
Another lesson learned...

With everything working agatn I was able to
print that letter, then came a bit of madness that
added nothing to the functionality of the project

but was something to fill a spare hour. There was

an unused LED display on the front panel and a

"turbo" switch. Nowadays the turbo switch serves

no useful purpose as most PC users would not use

software that required them to switch the machine
down to a low clock rate anyway. The QL and

most modern PC motherboards can't switch clock
rates in any case, but I did decide to wire up the
LED display to the 5V supply provided for it, and
then to wire up the turbo switch to switch between

the two displays.

This proved to be a tedious business though it
wasn't really difficult. The LED display is set up by
loads of little jumpers, and wittr the documenta-
tion it is a simple matter to set the jumpers to give

"66" and "8" or "120" and "16" etc. The trouble
was I didn't have the documentation, so it was trial
and error time. After about an hour of fiddling
with tweezers I got the LED to display "16", the

Gold Card clock rate, and if the turbo button is
pressed it switches to "HI". 'Yery silly, stop it at

oncett...

I topped off by wiring up a socket to mirror the

QLs TV output. This might seem a waste of time
but sometimes at QUANTA subgroup meetings I
give talks, and this allows me to use a TV facing

the audience and a monitor facing me, so I don't
have to talk to everybody with my back to them.
Eventually I hope to replace the Schon keyboard
and interface with the Di-Ren interface and a

really good IBM or Cherry keyboard and then I
wül reaily have a system to be proud of.

Well, the project is finished for now, so no doubt
some of you will be looking at the photographs

and wondering ufty I bothered. My QL now takes

up a greater volume of the room and is slightly
heavier, so was it worth all that effort?

Yes it was. Although slightly heavier in total and

bigger in volume the QL does take up less table
space than it did before and is easier to carry and
move. There is just one mains socket powering the

QL and the monitor, as the monitor now has a
plug on it to fit the mains outlet on the back of the

QLs new power supply. Because of the modifica-
tions both the QL motherboard and the Gold
Card run cooler and are provided with better
regulated power from the carefully designed porver

supply. There is also masses of room for expan-

sion, with plans for QUBIDE and a hard disk, or
perhaps the IDE version of one of those Syquest
3.5 inch EZl35 drives that hold 128 Megabytes on
a "superfloppy' disk.There is also room for other
expansions ltke a 5.25 inch drive should one ever
interest me, and I could even build two micro-
drives into one of the two 5.25 inch drive bays if I
really want to waste some time.

In short my QL looks better, is easier to move
about, more robust than it was and will be more
reliable. Expansion has improved enormously with

Q-Plane providing three expansion slots instead of
the usual single slot. A recent QUANTA subgroup
meeting left me convinced I must have left
something behind when transporting my system

but no, it was all there. I am glad I did it. I

CONFIG LeYel 2
Jochen Mery

We felt that a number of things were missing in
the definition of level I of the QJUMP Standard
configuration definition. Therefore, after a num-
ber of discussions, the foliowing suggestions were
made to be implemented on level 2.

First of all, re-configuring software you already
had in previous versions is a very boring thing.
Most of the time, all you do is set the old settings
in the new file. This has to be made automatic.
Therefore, the item structure is expanded to make
room for a config-item-ID, i.e.

The configuration level 2 consists of the
followin g information:

Configuration ID
Configuration level
Software name
Software version
List of

Item ID (long) <: NEW!!!
Type of item (string, integer etc.) (byte)
Item Selection keystroke (byte)
Pointer to item
Pointer to item pre-processing routine

- 
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Pointer to item post-proces5ing routine
Pointer to description of item
Pointer to attributes of item (item type

dependent)
End word (value -1)

[New Config Macros which handle the extra ID
can be found on the cunent OYLR disk V0.28 or
higher and can also be downloaded from the JMS
Box I and 2.J

The ID should be unique for every item. There
may be global ID names, which could be used by
many programs (like the colourway setting), there
can be unique "registered" ID names (which are
preferred) and there may be "unregistered" local
ID names. Global ID names should start with an

underscore, unique ID names should start with a
letter. For unregistered local IDs, the top byte of
the ID has to be 0.

For ali ID names, a list wtrich is maintained by
Jochen Merz Software is created, to avoid multiple
name conflicts. If you wish to register for one or
more [D names, please write to Jochen Merz
Software and enclose an I.RC. You may suggest

one or more name, otherwise JMS will try to find
a sensible abbreviation for you.

ID names consist of a longrvord (i.e. four
characters). The first three characters have to be

reserved by JMS, the fourth character can freely be

assigned by the software house for the various
items.

The function of the MenuConfig
program

When the MenuConfig program starts up, the
user selects the file to configure (which should
contain one or more level I or level 2 unfig
blocks). Level I blocks are treated as before (i.e.

they can be printed or configured), but for level 2,

there is an additional UPDATE facility. Menu-
Config "learns" level2 configurations and stores
the settings of the item for any ID in a separate
file, giving a "global" default configuration file.
When the user selects UPDATE, the config block
is scanned for IDs, and every ID is checked in the
global default configuration file. If it is found, the
preferred setting is automatically copied in the file
which is to be configured. This way, updating
programs is MUCH easier and nearly automatic.
In fact, it could be made completely automatic (via
parameter string).

Another advantage is, that the configuration can
be made language-independent. The "learned"
configuration of an English file could be used to
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configure a German or French file, for example,
provided that the srme items have got the same
ID's. Care should be taken for items, which are
language-dependent filenames (i.e. help-files,
autosave filenames etc.), which SHOULD have
different ID's, otherwise the German program
would save to an English file or vice versa.

Local IDs are not stored by MenuConfig by
default. You can configure MenuConfig from
V3.21onwards to enable the save of local IDs, but
it may crash your system if you update files with
the same "local" ID with different meaning e.g. a
string assignment is done to an ID wtrich was
defined as a word. There is no type check!!! We
think it is safer not to save local IDs and update as

follows: When a user wants to update a file contai-
ning local IDs, then MenuConfig has to "learn"
the old settings from the old (already configured)
version of the file, and these settings are then
updated to the new version of the file. The local
IDs are not stored anyufrere else, as this could
lead to ID clashes between different files contai-
ning the same local ID for different purposes.

MenuConfig stores the learned settings in a file
called MenuConfig_INF on your current
PROGram default device. It wi[ try to read it from
there the next time to execute MenuConfig. You
can, of course, tell MenuConfig to load a different

_INF file containing other configuration infor-
mation, for example if you prefer having different
configurations for colour and monochrome
versions (!). When you terminate MenuConfig and
you changed or learned new settings, MenuConfig
asks you wtrether you want to update the _INF
file, so that the settings are preserved for the next
update.

An additional item type
It became obvious in MenuConfig that a new

item type "nothing" or "all" is required, wtrich does
not do anything automatic but callingthe pre/post-
processing routines. This is useful for testing own
menus without having to mess around with unwan-
ted texts. In addition, more information is required
to be passed to these pre/postprocessing routines.
We think, at the moment, of the following scheme:

A3, which points to a 4kBytes space, is negative
indexed and provides the following information:

$0000

-$0004
-$0008
-$000c
-$oolo

4k base ofworkspace passed to
pre/postprocessing routine

long MenuConfig's version
long primary channel lD
long pointer to working definition
2 word primary window xly slze
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- ^ tr Pre-release uersiongSJ oraatlable rtow

After more than a eighteen months work, we are very proud that we can announce our
new product, which we believe will be an important new environrnent for the QL.

Pro\UesS is the "PROGS 'Vfindow Manager". It contains the complete environment for
running Proli/esS applications. This is currently the pre-release version. 'We do not consider
the package to be finished just yet, however, especially the ProWesS reader which is part of the
package may be interesting to many users, and we would like to get comments about the system
as soon as possible.

The ProWesS reader is a major part of the package. [t is a hypertext document hrowser.

This means that text files which include formatting commands and possibly links to other ftles
can be displayed and read in this program. This is used in Pro\üüesS to read (and possibly print)
the manuals, and display the help files- The hypertext documents which are used by the
ProWesS reader are in HTML format, the format which is popular on Internet to display
\0orld'\Jilide \Ueb pages.

All registered ProWesS users will get a free update to ProWesS when the full version is

availahle. The package currently contains (apart from the libraries) the Pro\ilesS reader, which
allows you to browse hypertext documents (in HTML format), the Pro'lü(/esS loader, which
allows loading applications, including all the required extensions without reset, and some small
sample applications (like a calculator). Many more udlities and installation software will be

sent to you as rhe free upgrade to the full version !

Pro\üesS does not include the programming documentation. This is available via bulletin
board and public domain sofrware suppliers. The programming documentation is readable in
the Pro\7esS reader, and partly in DATAdesign (the demo version is be included).

ordq your copy ol PrcWe.sS today ! fm orly BEF 24OO

Postcge r füsts of postage and packaging have to be added.
You can choose the quality. Rate depends on no ofprograms

Paymmc terrns t

ProVesS is available NOW for BEF 2400 (HD, excluding
posrage).It is normally distributed on high densiry (HD) disks.
However it can be obtained on double densiry (DD) disks at an
extra costsofBEF 100,

If you are VAT registered (specif,' registration number) or live
outside the EEC, the amount to be paid is the total (including
postage) divlded by 1.21 (no need to pay too mr.rch).

Payment can be done by EuroCheque in BEF, or by VISA,
EuroCard or MasteCard, Credit card otders can be handled by
phone. For credit card, please specifr name ofcard owner, card
number and expiry date.

lü7orld m Europe \üorld

All prices are in BEF, including 21% VAT
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-$0014 2 word primary window >r/y origin
-$OOtg 2 word work area xly sizn
-$OOtc 2 word work area x/y orign
-$001d byte text info window number in

working def
-$001e byte

-$0022 long
-$0026 long

-$OOZa long

-$ooze long
-$0032 long
-$oo+o long

work info window number in
working def
window manager Yector
pointer to filename of the file
being configured
pointer to buffer containing file
being configured
ptr to buffer of default directory
ptr to buffer of output device
colourway

WORKING COPY

If the configured file contains a flag
"<<QCFC>>" BEFORE the "((QCFX);" flag
(which can be generated with the new Macro
MKCFCUT) then MenuConfig offers the user the
choice to saye a configured version without the
config texts, to reduce the required file size to the
minimum (as the configuration texts are not
required anymore after configuration). Of course,
a file treated this way cannot be configured after-
wards anymore.

Programmers should take care that the configu-
ration items come BEFORE the configuration
texts, otherwise they will be cut away too. So make
sure that the configuration texts are always the last
section in your file!!!

LIST OF GLOBAL ID'S

_COL Main Colourway
Byte range -1, 0 to 3.

_COS Sub-WindowColourway
Byte range -1, 0 to 3.

_COB Button Colourway
Byte range -1,0 to 3.

LIST OF RESERYED ID'S

APP. APPMan
ATA. ATARI-Rext
BLC. BASIC Linker
BLG. BASIC Linker
BLO. BASIC Linker
CSH. CueSheil
CDIC CueDark
DDE. DataDesign
DIS. DISA V2
DRN. Disk Rename

40 QL lodoy

EMN. EASYMenu
EMU. ATAR[-Emulator
EPM. EPROM-Manager
ESP. EASYSprite
EXT. EASYEXT
FiF. FiFi
HLP. HyperHelp
MBT. MultiButton
MCF. MenuConfig
MEN. Menu Extension
MPIC MultiPick
OSP. Operating System Preferences (SMSQ)
PAD. Notepad
PDF. Page Designer 3 Fonts I
PDf. Page Designer 3 Fonts 2
PDG. Page Designer 3 General
PDP. Page Designer 3 Page
PDp. Page Designer 3 Pattern
PF.. Proforma & Applications
PRP. PrinterPanel
PRM. QPrommer
PW.. ProWes & Applications
QBS. QBASIC
QDA. QD CIab Options)

QDE. QD (Editor)
QDF. QD (Files)

QDG. QD (General)

QDS. QDesien
QMIC QMake
Q2_. QPAC2 Main
Q2S. QPAC2 Sysdef

QzF. QPAC2 Files

Q2B. QPAC2 Buttons

QSN. QSnap
SST. Systat
SYP. System Password
SYS. System
TAB. QSpread
TAb. QSpread
TaB. QSpread
Tab. QSpread
TRA. TRA Extension
WED. WIN Ed
WSL. WIN Select

With MenuConfig a number of new string
attributes have been introduced. For example, if
the attribute is "file" then MenuConfg will pop up
the nice and handy file-select menu instead of the
boring "read stringn input. The new attributes are

cß.file
cfs.dir
cß.ext

equ $10 ; string is filename
equ $20 ; string is directory
equ $30 ; string is extension

cß.progs equ o/0001nomr00000000

; is reserved for PROGS. I



O l3ranch
l-eelingoul on a linb ?

fuach oulfor Q Prranch

Supplüm of Quali$ QDOS ISMS{}wt

Thesuarus Upgrades
(*tfiWicxs- Thesattns is now at Vcnion 3 with lrany n('w featrrcr
lncluding the ability 10 strrffthc Lhmn mrd lo thc'stullcr bulfcr
For an upgrade scud t 3.00 + 50,p P&P and original disk.

l'ax 01273-381577

PROGMIV{MINC.

QD 8 Tcxr Ediror [ 5E.00

QBasic € 23.00

QD+Qbasic e 75.00

QD + Qbasic * Qliberator e 120.00

Qliberator € 50.00
SPY rexr F.<litor € 15.00
Master SPY Tcxr Edit,)r.ctrhar(ed uerior € 30,00

QRr [,12.00
Easy Ptr h r.Bae t 40.00
EasyPtr rt2-super8arirlrrcrtice [20.00
EAsy Ptr Pr :t - c tnrerläe E 20.00

QMake E 21.00

QMenu € 20.00

QMon /JMon € 44.00

Qload /QRef e 15.00

DtsA 2 e 40.00

{O Toolkit t, 46.00

QDOS / SMSQ Reference Manual [ 38.00
ProWesS Procsstrdd,trFrF,d t 50.00

s[Rmouse - Software and mouse € 40.00

Ior the lbllowing sptcms:-

Gold or Supcr Gold Card

QXt

Atari
(Without Qfunrp C,l),or li lwel l)rivcrs) t 90.00

(Th€ 
^läri 

progranrs ah'vc rrccd a QVMIi (iard t r nrn)

With Mouo srecn driwr

All thrcc vcrsions

Will Mono srrcen driver

Alt tlrec vcrslons

Coming Soon : QPC I SMSQ/E on the PC !

For full details on the prograns listed

abovc send a stamped addresscd 45
envelope to the address at the top of

this atfuert.

FiFi , The Filc Finder E 24.W

QPAC 1 [ 20.00

QPAC 2 [ 40.00

QSUP t 36.00

QTYP 2, Spelling Checker f 30.00

CucSlrell 2, I"ile Utilities f 40.00

Disk Matc 5, Filc Utilitics f 37.00

QSpread, Spreadshect E 77.N

GeoffWicks' Style Checker t 15.00

Gcoff Wick' Solvit 2 f 15.00

GeoffWicks'Thcsattrus f 15.00

Qlerk, Archivc accourlts f. 25.00

Printed uranual flor above t 20.00

DBEasy, Archivc programs € 1E.00

DBProgs, Arclrivc programs [ 14.00

DATAdcsign database t 67.00

DATAdcsign A.P.l. f 24.M

PFdata, printing from above) f. 24'00

PFfontapack, Ibntr liir llNEdesign f 89.00

LlNEdesign - The program that madc this Ad :

f 100.00

ES

POINTER ENVIRONMENT CÄMES

f. 28.00

f 24.A0

t 22.00

€ 20.00

f 19.00

t 5s.00

t 20.00

UTILITIES.
NEW PRODUCTS !

fuchive Made Easy.

Anchivc Made Easy is an 84 pagc,
spiral bound hnrk filled with

infomution abour pm granurring
in Arthives own langugc. This
conres conrplete with a 3.5" Dl,

di.sk ol saurple progranrs.
f20.00

3.5' I)l) dislcs, prefomlattcd to

QIX)S standard Box of l0 disks
z md labds \

7 c r.oo + 5oo P&P !
Prefornrattäd Disks

SuperBasic Linker
This is a brand new prograrr

from Wolfsans knerz.
Desigred to"make the life
of the programmer easier.

824.M
Call for details.

Denros Dentos Dentos

We haw sevcral dcmos ofthc
progmms availablc herc. Writc or

Telcphone fordetails or scnd f,S.00

forlhe contplctc colletlion, /
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lVriting x Zine on the Qt
aSA - Titn Swenson

Zne ß short for Fanzine, which is short for Fan
\llt$azine,which really is not a magazine at all, but
more of a newsletter. E-Zne is short for Electro
r:irc Zine, which is a Zine that is published elec-

tronically usually over the Internet.

The "QL Hacker's
Journal" (QHJ) is both
aZtne and an E-Zne.
It is published in hard
copy and electronically
via e-mail on the Inter-
net. It is also available
on various QL BBS's
around the world. The

QHJ is created, edited,
and published mostly
using a QL. Some
writing is done on a
288. I've even written
most of one article
uihile flying at 25,000
feet.

to take
memory.
want to
enter the
size each

up all
I did not
have to
memory
time I

ran it, so I recom-
piled it to take up
all available
memory. This also
meant that when I
exit MicroEmacs it
causes the QL to
crash. Oh, well, I
could live with
that.

If an aritcle or
code comes

to me via e-mail, I
have to transfer the

Why the QHJ Came About
The Editors' Forum in Issue #l discusses why

the QHJ came abou! but I'11briefly cover it here.

Back in 1990 I was the editor of the Captital
Timex/Sinclair User Group
newsletter. There were some
articles I wanted to write, but
I felt that the audience of the
CATS newsletter were more

QL users than QL proglam-
mers. Since there was no QL
magazine or newsletter dedi
cated to QL programmers, I
decided to create one. The

QHJ is distributed for free,
relieving me of the worry of
owing anybody money if I
ever call it quits.

Idea Generation
The first step in creating the

QHJ is idea generation - getting ideas for articles.
The QHJ is about 90o/o my writing, with an
occasional article sent in by a reader. This means
that I have to come up with a number of ideas for
each issue.

To help spawn new ideas, I read a number of
programming magazines (Dr. Dobb's Journal, C
Users Journal, etc.) and scan through a number of
programming books on mybookshelf. Sometimes
these plant the seeds of an idea, other times it
comes at random. Some of my best proglamming
ideas come to me while I am washing the dishes
(no kidding!). I think the labour of washing dishes
allows my brain to wander freely.

Article Creation
Once I have an idea for an
article, I then have to sit
down and work it out. If
the article will be based on
programming code, I first
have to write the code. I
mostly use MicroEmacs
for writing the QHJ. Back
before I had a Gold Card,

Quill was real slow if you
had more than 10 pages of
text.

The reason I chose Micro-
Emacs is that I wanted an editor that would do
word wrap and be portable across platforms. I
already had a copy of MicroEmacs for the QL and
knew I could get it for MS-DOS, and it did support
word wrap. The only problem with MicroEmacs
on the QL was that it was compiled with a 64K
data file size. The source code support a.

predefined data
size, give the size
at runtime, or
changing the code

OL HffCKER.S JÜURNIiL

Supportrng Ftl 0L Pr"ogrommen:

+22 0ctober 1995

The 0L Hscken's Journut (OHJ) is pubtished bg Tim

Suengon qs d eeruice t0 the 8L Conrrrunitg. The QHJ iE
freetg distri.butsble. Pqst iggues qne svsitub[e on dirk,
uio e-moit, on vis the tlnon-FTP server, gonbo,uuoso,fi,
The OHJ is oluogs on the look out for^ orticte subrnissions,

0L Hqcken's Journul
c/o Tim Suenson
5615 Botkins Rd

Huber Heights, 0H 45424 USfl
(513) 233-2178
suensontcßmdi [,Eerue.com
h ttp://uuu. serve.com/suenson t/

EOITOR'S FORUI1H
{",w

FORUH ISSUE TUO
I .. Shrink-bsg the golcrctic GL
"shrink" FFogFdmme - ui1[ mqke qmount
of RHH eeem less thsn is qttgched
BSteue Joneg

? .. SB-Libnong s prog to help monoge
fl librurg of SuperBasic procs/fns

3 .. Beens-tqgk F turbochqrged prog
to pnint lnfo ubout the nqme tqble
pr.ess SHIFT ESC i.e B to quit

4 .. Gueue_derno Hou gou cctrr unit for
the tno(n thqt neuet- comes in comfort

5..rvu-[is..@
F reuieu of Grophicg congtnuction Kit

6 .. rf-demo H demo of REHUH-FILEg
obscure ugeg

Pnegs B to turn the pages

i,f,ryy
f:ö,yf-i:W
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that there is a CR at the end of each line that I
need to get rid of. I use Metacomco's ED and an

ED macro that I've written that will delete all CR s

from the file. I have yet to figure out how to do
this in MicroEmacs. Since it works in ED, I'm in
no rush to get it working in MicroEmacs.

Once I've completed an issue, I use a print filter
to print the text on my DJ520 and add bolding and

underlining. In the most recent issue, I've used

Quitl because I can see where the page breaks will
be and make sure that article titles are kept with
the article and not split across pages. I don't think
that I'11 come back completely to Quill, as Micro-
Emacs gives me the format I want for the electro-
nic version.

Distribution
Once I have the final print of an issue, I shrink it

down with a copier and then cut and paste it to to
the format size that I use (roughly A5). This then
gets sent to a printer to have them run offabout 50

issues. To save some money, I fold and staple each

issue myself.

My wife, because she knows Archive better than
I, keeps my list of hard copy readers. She prints

out the labels that go on the hard copy issues. I'm
learning Archive, so I keep the e-maillist myself, I
print out the current list of addresses right before I
am ready to mail offthe issue. The e-mail version
gets a text head banner, where the hard copy gets a

large print one.

From my Unix account at work I e-mail the issue

to everyone on the e-mail list. Since MausNet

Qlers use dial-up links to the Internet, I've been

asked to mail only one issue to a single Maus-

Netter and he would then post it to the QL forumn
on MausNet.

Once I've mailed an issue out, I then post it to
my Web Page where it is available 24 hours. I've
noticed that the QHJ section of myweb page is the
more popular section. In May 1996, there were

129 requests for issue #23.

Format Decision
The initial idea behind the design of the QHJ

was to focus on content and not print style. With
over 120 e-mail readers Yersus 40 hard copy
readers, keeping the format simple and not pretty
(like using Line Design) is still the way to go. Plus,

I have no idea of how many other Qlers get the

QHJ via BBS's. This is r+4ry I don't use any of the

Desktop Publishing programs for the QL.

Conclusion
I've never felt limited by the QL when publishing

the QHJ. Yes, I would like to do some nice gra-
phics, but since most of my readers are receiving
the issue via e-mail (pure ASCII), it would not
work.

If you are thinking about using the QL to do a
newsletter (be it for family, hobby, or business)
both IQLR and QL Today demonstrate what can
be done with the QL graphically. But before you
put all your work into making your work look
good, focus on content. People want newsletters
of substance not ones that just look pretty. [We'll
do our best! -EditorJ I

The SBASIC PE Kit
Iohn Miller

As the QL world has evolved, more people have

moved to use the Pointer Environment (PE),

taking advantage of its relatively consistent and
easy to use interface with the screen, keyboard and
mouse. Many will have tried to develop programs
using Superbasic or SBASIC with QDOS or
SMSQ/E. Some will have found this a bit tricky, as

r did.

Albin Hessler's Easyptr 3 makes it much easier
to design sprites and menus. Norman Dunbar's
tutorials, originally published in the QUANTA
Newsletter, supplement the manuals, and are a

great way to learn how to get to grips with Easyptr
3 (parts 1 and2).

After vriting a few progams using these
facilities, 1 lsalised that I was writing code to do
the same sort of thing several times over. I
therefore created the "Pointer Environment Kit",
which is now available in the Public Domain.

The PE Kit is intended to provide some base
procedures, functions etc. to build an SBASIC
application, avoiding repetition and simpli&ing
application building. It is also intended to mini-
mise the coding required for some of the'standard'
functions. It includes some sprites, menus, and
example programs, but the main useful bits are

some procedures and functions, and the text
describing how to use them. The procedures and
functions handle buttons and other menu objects
which you want your users to handle.

The source code can be modified and extended.
The PE Kit has been placed deliberately in the
Public Domain, in the hope that others will be

keen to improve and add to it. I will be glad to
receive such additions, and will continue to

- 
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maintain an up-todate version for distribution.

The best way to develop a new PE application in
SBASIC using the PE Kit is in the following stages.

l) Outline design and plan of the menu relation-
ships

2) Design any new sprites required
3) Design any new menus required, incorporating

the sprites
4) Build an appendix, incorporating the menus
5) Start a new progr:rm by copyng the PE Kit

SBASIC code
6) Define your buttons etc. in the PE Kit proce-

dures
7) Add your ovrn application code where neces-

sary
8) Test and document your new PE progr:rm

The PE Kit refers to a number of menu items
using names which are hopefully helpful. The text
file which is included with the Kit gives a full
description, but the following will give you some
idea of what it is about.

Buttons in the PE Kit are defined as loose items
in menus. You can click on a button, and select or
unselect it. It can be unavailable (i.e. no action is
cwrenfly possible). When you click on it, you may
want something to happen. Some examples are:

1) To change it from selected to unselected or vice
versa. Your program probably needs a variable
to reflect which state it is in. I generally refer to
such variables as 'flags'.

2) To cause some code to happen. This is likely to
be a procedure to ilq a ssrtain job, such as

saving a record.
3) To invoke another menu. The PE Kit is recur-

sive, so you can qluse a button on the first
menu to fire up another menu. If the user then
chooses a button on the second menu, fhis
mrght start a third menu. With the PE Kit, the
code is reused, and your progr.rm shouldn't get
lost (I hope!).

4) To unset another buffon or buttons. These are
often called 'radio buftons', because vihen you
push one, the others become unselected. The
PE Kit handles groups of two or three radio
buttons, but you could easily extend the code if
you needed more. Each button has a flag to
reflect its status.

5) To quit the menu.

All the above capabilities are handled in the PE
Kit. In addition, buttons may be initialised to
selected, unselected or unavailable states.

If youwant the user to type data into a PE menrt
you have to def,rne an application window in the
menu. PE Kit is designed to handle smallish data
input, such as a number or a short description.

When you click on it, you probably want one or

more of the following.

1) To put the cursor in the window
2) To show the existing data and allow it to be

changed
3) To validate the input, and show an error if faulty
4) To return to the original value if ESC is pressed

5) To accept the input if ENTER is pressed
6) To accept the input and move on to another

data input field if up or dovm crusor keys are
pressed.

The PE Kit handles all of these, plus initialising
the data in the window, and displaying it in a

defined format.

Sometimes you want the user to choose from
some options, and see a description of the
currently chosen option. An example might be
where you want them to choose between 'Metric'
s1 'Tmperial'. There mlght be several choices, but
essentially a fixed list. The PE Kit handles these
also as an application window, and refers to them
as switches. Clicking on the window should
display the next choice in a list, or the first one, if
cycling round the list.

Another case is also where you want the user to
choose an option, but the actual number of
possible choices isn't fixed, or it might be valid to
choose more than one option. The usual way to
handle these cases is with a scrolling list of
options. Easyptr can cope with quite complex
scrolling, but the PE Kit only handles one option
(although it is a very usefirl one!). It looks like a
simple, vertical scxslling list of items, from which
the user can choose.

You may often need to send a message to the
user, such as 'File not found'. The only action
required from the user is to say'OK'. The PE Kit
contains a message procedure and a pre-defined
message menu to make this straighforward.

Other cases may arise where you want to pass a
message to the user, but want some response from
them, normally'yes', 'no' or 'ESC'. The PE Kit has
a pre- defined menu and function for this as well,
which is very similar to the messages menu above.

The PE Kit contains some worked examples,
showing howto use it in some detail. A knowledge
of SBASIC or SuperBasic is required, and you
need to ovm Easyptr 3. The Public Domain
package contains all the items described above,
and more. It also includes the Norman Dunbar
articles on Easyptr 3 (courtesy of Norman and

QUANTA) which provide an excellent description
of its use.

Given these, the PE Kit can help to build Pointer
Environment applications quite quickly, with some
help in avoiding enors. If it helps to encourage
others to build applications, it will have done its
job. On with the PE Kit! I
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Public Domain & Shareware Software
Over 7O DisKs of Public Domain & Shareranare Softanre including Psion Xchange \[3.90L, C6E'C'

Compiler V4.20, QL Emulator (AMIGA) V3.23, Molecular Graphics V5.12, LineDesign 2 Demo,
MicroEmacs V3.11, Page Oesigner 3 Demo, Climes, QFax, Ghost Script V2.6,l, QTPI, Had<ers Handbook, etc.,

€1.00P Per Disk + Postage & Packing
Stamped addressed A5 Envelope or lnternational Reply Goupon for current Catalogue

L

H
ffi @

€25.00p inc Cart & Gat l-Tl
rnc P&P (uK) +See (Euro) +lo% (Row) lg I

I-EFIE .i "rOIlrh r t ffi@

LineDesign EZ Clip-Art Gollection 1

Orrer l0omb of ClipArt tile6 on a SyQuest EZDrwe Cartridge'

All files will load direcüy into LineDesign 2. Various them€s are
catered for such as Food, Bac(grounds, Cartoons, Music, e{c

Also lncludes 263 PFF Fonts and Thumbnail Catalogue for

ease of selection.

PD EZ Gollection
Over 100mb of QL PD & Sharervare Sofrware on a SyQuest
EZDrive 135 Cart. lncludee all the Softiäre in the current
QUBBESofi P/O Catalogue as follons:-

Disks PD 1 üo PD 14- Oisks SPECIAL 1 to SPECIAL 54, C68
V4.M 8 Disk set, Ghostscript V2.61 6 Disk set, MicroEmacs
\ß.11, GNU Utils, XLisp V2.1d, Star Trek Reference, Adv '93,
COWO Screens, Qltaly Disks 14to 29, LD2 ClipArt Food I to
Cartoons 4.

€25.00p inc Cartridge
lnclusive of P&P (Ul$ +5% (Europe) +10% (ROW)

Aff crdable unlimired storage
Sp€ed & reliability ofa fixed drive
Compara with 3.5in cartridges
Super fast back-up & rctrieval

Gartridges
€17.mperch

SyQuest EZDrive 135 IDE Removable Medium Hard Drive

a
o
a
a

o I-et family & friends use their own Cart o Compatiblc with QTIBIDE
o Stopusingendlessfloypydisklibraries o CanbeusedasMasterorSlave
. StoredlyourClipArtandFonls r FastcrtlranaCDROMdrive
o Have quicker access to files tban disla r Cartridge holds l28mb

Gartridges
€17.0Op €ch

EZDrive 135 lnternal IDE Kit €135.00p
lnclusive ol P&P (UK) +S96 (Europe) +10% (ROW)

QUBIDE
AT/IDE lnterface

Allors pu to connect mod€rn AT/IDE Hard Drirtes, including
the EZDrive 135, to your QL. A massive amo.Jnt of storage
sp€ce can nqw be made available for;our prograrls and files.
Compatible with Super Gold Card, Gold Card, Trump Card
and most mernory expansion systems for the QL, also Minenn
and SMSQ/E.

Now only f55.00P
lnclusive of P&P (UK) +Sgt (Euro) +10C5 (ROV9

QPLANE
Powered Back Plane

QPlane is e pon€red back plane for the QL, primarily designed
to bc uscd with a PC Mini Tou,er Case and e PC PSU. QPlane
has twp porrer connectors, knoutn as Pg & P9, which marry up
with the special porer connectors of the PC PSU to snpdy all
the powere requirements for your QL and expansion units.
QPlane has 3 expansion Elots.

€25.00p
lnclusive of P&P (UK) +590 (Europel +10% (ROW)

Products in Pipeline
The Aurora: The eL's craphics Card, is a replacement for the QL's Motherboard. Introduo€s na,', Graphlcs allowing higher
resolutions varying from 51ffi upto 1024x768 depending on type of monitor connected. Can be connected to VGA, SVGA and

Multisynch Monitors as nell as the normal QL tvlonitor. Qimi compatible mouse interface also anclucled.

The Super Duper Gold Card: This will b€ the suc,orEssor to the Super Gold Card. Uses Motorola Cold Fire processor vuhich is

equivalent lo 6804O. Different memory configurations upto 64nrb using industry standard 72 pin SIMM. Bi-directional Parrallel Port.

On board switch mode power supply unit which will detecl ing{ voltage and adjust output voltage accordingly.
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BUGS'Iv FDßS
England - Peter Tyler

Following the note regarding the Line Design
Demo disk in the April/May QUlloday, Peter Tyler
has commented that the fix suggested might be a
little difficult for some Qlers to implement. The
'secret' fix mentioned in the original QUANTA
contribution was simply to rename the fonts on the
disk so that they would be instantly recognised by
the PROFORMA search procedure.For those with
Toolkit 2, just use:

IIREN f lplpf-fnt-, f 1pL

For those who don't have Toolkit 2, then it is
necessary to copy each font file in turn back onto
flpl_ with the two prefixes deleted and then
delete each of the old files in turn because there is
not enough spac€ on the supplied DD disk to hold
both sets of font files. Thus:

COPY flplpf-fnt-rane-pff T0 flplname-pff :

DEIETE flpl pf-fnt--nane-pff

Then the desired font can be loaded for use on
the main screen without any further problems.

MORE BUGS'N'FDGS
Bangor, WalBs - Dilwyu Jones

Recently I had a problem loading a text frle into
a text editor. The file had been converted from a

PC, and seemed OK wtren viewed using the

QPAC2 files mentl but just would not load, giving
the error message 'end of file' every time I tried.
Eventually it dawned on me that all that was
needed was to add a linefeed to the end of the file.
So I wrote this short BASICproeram to fix the
problem. Make a backup copy of the file (in case

something goes wrong) then run this program.

Toolkit 2 is required.

100 INPUT'Filenane ? ';f$
110 OPEN #3,t$ : fl = FLEN(#3)
120 BGET #3\ff-1,char : REMark check
last character in file
130 IF char <) 10 TI{EN BPVT #3,!0
1/r0 CL0SE #3

The program simply reads the last character in
the file, then adds a linefeed (CHR$(10)) unless

the last character was already a linefeed. The
problem was that the converted PC text file had a
carriage return or a formfeed character at the end
of the file, thus causing problems for QL input.

Dynamic Buttons
Sweden - Per Erik Forcsön

When I read the article in the May/June issue of
QL Today about the Button Frame and BASIC I
got an idea; The combination of SBASIC and

QPAC2 buttons is great, so why not let the buttons
be controlled by small SBASIC programs?! In this
way you could have buttons with a behaviour
altering as the system- defaults altered.

QPAC2lets you create buttons in many different
ways. However, once set up the behaviour of the
buttons is fixed. Imagine for example that you
want to pass the DATAD$ to a program started
via a hotkey. This is not possible from the QPAC2
HOT-noor commands, as the value of DATAD$
at the time of execution of the HOT_noo< com-
mand is passed to the program instead of the value
at the time you execute the hotkey. To alter the
behaviour of a button you need to remove the
button, alter the action of the associated hotkey,
and finally re-create the button.

With the help of SBASIC this is no longer
necessary. My solution for dynamic buftons is

something like this:

The dynamic button starts an SBASIC clone
that runs an SBASIC program.

The SBASIC program then in turn performs the
real action of the button.

The SBASIC program's dynamic behaviour is
controlled by some kind of global system variable.
This can be for example the environment variables
present in the C68 compilation system (or the DIY
Toolkit SET command). Personally I use the
EEPROM in SuperHennes as it preserves the set-

tings after power off.

Now a cookbook instruction for creating a
dynamic button:

l) Create a hotkey for the dynamic button in
your QPAC2 startup file. The hotkey should start
the SBASIC Thing with a DO or LRL]N command
as argument. For example:

ERT HOT-THING('nt, 'SBASICt; 
tD0 winl-Fut

tons-Make-btn t ) BTJIOTIGY tnrr rMaler

These commands create a button which builds
the current programming project on my system.
The HOT_THING command will associate the
execution of the SBASIC Thing with the
(ALT)+(m) keypress. The argument to the
SBASIC Thing will te[ SBASIC to ',DO'the file
'winl_Buttons_Make_btn'. Finally the BT_HOT-
KEY command will create a button with the text
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'Make'that will execute the hotkey (ALT)+(m)
when you press the right mouse button, or Enter
over it.

2) Create the SBASIC script files to be run
when the hotkey is executed. For the hotkey above
I have this script file:

REM

REM SBASIC script for make button;fil
enane t winl-Buttons-J'lake-btn I

REM myself$=tMake scriPtr
JOB--IIAME myself$
frun$= twinl-C68-make I

IF FOPEN(#3,fnm$) THEN BEEP /*OO0,3O:nls

E: CL0SE#3 : EX fnm$; O0NTRACT$lrrcnor$(o) )
:END IF
RJOB myself$

This rather cryptic program requires a lot of
explanations. The lines

mYself$=tMake scriPtr
JOB-J,IA!{E myself$
RJOB myself$

are only there to remove the SBASIC clone after
make has been started.

The FOPEN command is used to test if the file
to be executed is really there, if not the SBASIC
will just BEEP 4000,30 and comit suicide. If the
file really is there it is executed with the argument

coNrRACr$ ( TP0RDP$ ( 0 ) )

The command IPCRDP$ reads a page in the
SuperHermes EEPROM (in this case page 0). I use
this page to remember the nrme of the current
programming project of mine. As this page is
always 16 characters long I have filled the end of
it with spaces, and these spaces need to be
removed somehow.

The solution is the command COI.ITRACT$,
which strips whitespace from a string.
CONTRACT$ is not a standard SBASIC com-
man4 but in this example it is equivalent to:

DEF FN C0NTRACT$(str$)
RET str$(1 TO ' r INSTR str$-1)
END DEF

In this way I have created a set of useful
buttons that aid me a lot when I develop programs.
Isn't SMSQ lE a geat thing?!

I apologise if this article is technical, but if it is,
this is not altogether my fault. First QPAC2 is a

WE SUPPORT SINCLAIR

QBOX USA

COMPUTER BULLETIN BOARD SERVICE
(810)2s4-9878

tr Now in our 3rd year on-line round the clock since October, 1993

e Fdl message area and File Download areas

n We carry all popular SINCLAIR message areas from Europe

tr Calls from 14.4k4A0 baud are welcome

tr QBOX - USA runs on a SINCLAIR QL with Super Gold Card,
Hermes, QUBIDE, 200M8 drive, USR sportster 14.4 modem

+ NO FEES CAIL US

- 
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rather technical beast (I still keep finding more
uses for it). Second, the article uses three different
pieces of software/hardware; SBASIC, QPAC2
and SuperHermes. If you have any questions
pertaining to the article you are more than
welcome to write to me:

Per-Erik Forssön, Ryds AJ16 1.211, 5-584 35

Linköping, SWEDEN

Email:d92perfo@und.ida.liu.se I

SPY & MASTER SPY
A Programmer's Review
Norman Dunbar

Spy and Master Spy are two versions of the same
editor, written in 1988 by Richard Howe & Angela
Hammett, at least those
are the two names that
appear when these pro
gams are loaded. Thepro
gr:lm was originally distri-
buted by a company called
ARK - Applied Research
Kernel - whatever hap-
pened to them, I wonder ?

The two versions of the
progfirm are once more
available from Roy Wood
at QBranch, see his advert
elswhere for details. This is
a review ofthese editors as

seen from a progmflrmer's
point of view. They are not wordprocessors by any
means.

The versions being reviewed are Spy V3.0 and
Master Spy v2.l which I believe are the latest
versions, but I don't
knorv if any firrther
work is being done
to keep them up to
date, either by the
original authors or
any one else.

In surnmary at
the beginning of the
review, I believe
that these are two
excellent progmms
for their time. They
are both fast, even
on a nonnal QL,
and multitask with
no problems. Each
likely to be useful to most prqgrammers and after a
whilq many people would be hard pushed to swap to
another editor.

| 3,9 t14.95 /

nel 1988 / Richurd Houe & flngelo Hommett : SFY 3,8 f14,95 / (C) f,pplied Rese

Kernel 19SE / Richqrd Ho$e & frngeld Hqmmett : SPY 3,8 !14,95 / (C) fipplied
qnch Kennet 1988 / Richsrd Houe & Rngelo Hommett : SPY 3.8 f14,95 / (C) FppL

Reseqnch Kernel 1988 / Richord Hore & Hngela Hqmmett : SPY 3.8 f14,95 / (C)

iFd Reseonch KErnet 1988 / Richdrd Houe & Anoelo HtrfiEtt : SPY 3.6 f14.95 /

geld Hdftmett : SPY 3.0 t14.95 / (C) Hpptied Reseorch Kepnet 1989 / RichoFd Hou

& ffnqelü Hommett I SPY 3.9 f14,95 / (C) Bpptied ReEedFch KerneL 1988 / Richönd
oue & fingeto Hommett : SPY 3.0 f14,95 / (C) RppLied Reseorch KenneL 1988 / Ric
rd Houe & flngelc Hommett r SPY 3,6 f14,95 / (C) frpplied Reseorch Kernel 1988 /
ichard Houe & Rnqel,r Hqmmett l SPY 3,8 t14.95 / (C) RppliedRe:eorch Kernel 19ichard Houe & Rngelo Hommett l SPY 3,8 t14.95 / (C) RppliedRe:eorch Kernel
/ Richsrd Houe & ffngeto Hommett : SPY 3.9 C14.95 / (C) Spptied Reseqrch Ker

1988 / Richqrd Houe & Engetd H0mmett I SPY 3.S f14.95 / (C) flppt(ed Regedpch

nel 1988 / Richurd Houe & flngelo Hommett : SFY 3,8 f14,95 / (C) f,pplied Rese

As part of the normal loa4 edit, compile, test,
crash, reset, load ..... development cycle (oops, I wish
I hadn't forgotten to save it fhst !), the small size of
these editors reduce the time taken to load and
initialise and this is useful.

I do miss the ability to enter a 'command line' of
commands or have a number of command repeat a
certain number of times, however, that is my ovfil
preference. The one major dislike is the configuration
process, but you can read all about that later on.

Highly recommended for the price but I think that
the Master Spy is the more usefirl of the two - at least
it has a Search & Replace function, Spy only searches
- not at all usefirl !

Right, here endeth the summary - if you want more
details, read on.

For the purposes of this review, and my sanity
(which is probably a contradiction in terms but never
mind!), I shall refer to both these programs as 'Spy'

unless I need to make
a distinction between
the two.

Spyis unitten in l00o/o
machine code, it is
small (Spy 22k
Master : 34K) and
loads quickly when
Exec'd from disc. Spy
is quite happy to
multitaskwith QPAC2
and in the old days,

QRAM. Spy will run
happily on a QL or a
Q)(L. I don't have

QVME or any other
emulator, but I am sure that it will happily run on
these as well. In fact, it positively flies on a Q)(I-.
Most of my testing was canied out on the QXL - I am
moving house & job and so most of my stuffis packed
away for the duration.

At the time these prqgxams
were first available, you had a
simple choice of editor pro
grams, ED from Metacomco &
EDITOR from Digital Preci-
sion. I have used both ofthese
and find that I always go back
to using EDITOR as it has all
the facilities that I need/want as

a progmmmer. Spy is better
than ED but not as good as

EDITOX! in my own opinion.

You are free to make up your
tRür mind, personal choice
being everything - my needs for
an editor may not be yours. ln

addition I work as a professional prqgrammer and
have to use a number of different editors depending
upon whether I am working on a mainframe or a PC.
Enough waffle.

ied Reseonch Kernet 1988 / Richdnd Houe & Anqelo Hsnnett : SPY 3,6 f14,95 / (

ffpplied Reseonch Kernel 1988 r'Riclurd Hore & flngela Homnett : SPY 3,6 fl{.95
(C) ffpotied Res€orch Kernet 1988 / Richdrd Houe & Fnqeld Hummett : SPY 3.0 fl,(C) ffpplied Res€orch Kernet 1988 / Richdrd Houe & Fngeld Hummett : SPY 3.0 f14
5 / (C) fipptied Reseqrch Kernel 1988 / Richsrd Houe & Bngetü Hommett r SPY 3,0
14,95 / (C) FDplied ReEesFch KeFnet 19e8./ Richdrd Houe { ffnqeld HdnDett : SPYC14,95 / (C) Fpplied ReEesFch KeFnet 19e8./ Richdrd Houe { ffngeld HdnDett : SPY

3.0 f14,95 / (C) FppLied Reseürch Kernel 1988 / Richdrd Houe & BngeLo Hdmmett :

$PY 3,8 11{.95 / (C) frqqtied Reseorch Kernel 1988 / Richord Houe & f,nqelu Hummey 3,8 11{.95 / (C) frpptied Reseorch Kernel 1988 / Richord Houe & f,ngelo Humme

: SPY 3.8 114,95 / (C) flpplied Reseorch Kernet 19€€ / Richurd Houe & flngela H

ett : SPY 3,9 t14,93 1 (C) Roplied Resespch Kernel 1988 / Richdrd Houe & finqe

has a full range of commands

ffi ä t"IEEä-i-ä iää#ä]ffiä-ir-Häöä iä 
"i1äil;

:h KeFnel 1988 / Richopd Houe & EngeLs
;ednch Kernel l9BB / Richtrd Houe & flnr

€t 1988 / Richqrd Houe & Bngetd H

Kernet 19BB / Richdrd Houe & Rnge

rch Kernel 1988 / Richund Houe I
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Being as old as they are, Spy cannot be loaded and
passed a filename to open. You cannot pass any
parameters tothis editor, unlike some ofthe latter day

programs, QED for example. On EXECing you are

asked to supply a filename to open or create. This
must be done before you can proceed, and there is no
facility to get a device directory so you must CTRL C
back to SuperBasic, do
a DIR and then switch
back into Spy to type
the name in - if you are

as forgetfü of filenames
as I am. This was par for
the course in the old
days.

Of course, there is
another foible. If you
use a monitor, then you
EXEC one version of
the program. ff you use

a TV, then you have to
E)(EC another. Very
strange as it is possible

to determine the start up configuration and select a

different console size.

After asking for a file name, Spy works out a
suitable default workspace size and asks you to
confirm that it will be enough - for normal editing this
will usually suffice, but if you are going to be cutting
and pasting between a number of open files, or
adding great chunks of texL it might be better to add
on a bit more.

If the file does not exists, the Spy offers the
configured minimum workspace
for you to accept or alter. The
default is 20K but this can be
changed.

This is one bit of working with
editors that I am not fond of. I
don't know how much space I am

going to need in advance. I prefer

my editor to just load the file and
let me get on with editing it.
Having said that, I knorv how
much of a processing overhead
this would add to the program
and thus reduce response times- It
is also more memory efficient to
allocate a single large chunk for
the file than to have to allocatate lots of smaller
chunks. More chunks mean more overhead and a
greater chance of fragmenting the heap.

Once a file is loaded, the program actually indexes

it line by line. This is carried out once only and allows
forvery quick navigation within the file. This adds an

overhead of 4 byte.s per line of text in the file. The
screen then appears and is split into an upper work
area and a lower status area. Commands are also

input through the status area.
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Working with my nonnal 'test file' which is 2000
lines of assembler source code and approximately
l30K both editon performed very quickly and
adequately.

There is a slight difference in the way that these two
versions of the same program handle files that are

open. Both can be configured to allorv any number of
files 'on the stack', but Master
allows different 'views' of
each file that is open.

Spy, for example, lets you
open 10 files at once,
memory permitting. You can
edit each ofthese files at one
specific place only. You only
have a single view ofeach file.

Master, on tle other hand,
allows up to 5 views to be

opened on each file so that
you may have l0 files open
and be editing in 5 different
places in each - this could be
confusing !

You can configure the number of views allowed in
Master, but the limit of 5 per file may not be changed.
By default there are 15 views allowed. This means
that you can open 15 different files with a single view
each, or have 3 files open with 5 views each. On the
other han{ you can have some other combination of
files & views, subject to the above mentioned limits.

I tend to work with 2 views per file maxirnum as this
reduces the stress on my brain when trying to figure

defqutt uorkspqce Eize

out where I am and
what I am supposed
to be doing. It is

Yery useful when

Wping an assembler
source pro$am and
you need to add a
new EQUates, for
example. Having
one view at the top
of the file with the
EQU statements
and another for
'proper' editing is a
good idea. It saves

wean and tear on
yolu cursor move-

(H) H(ocl( optrong ltenu
(D) Dounuonds text seonch

üini[llu[|l uorkspoce
con be chqnged.

o{. I don't knou

ment fingers when zooming back and forth between
the two areas.

The 'stack' mentioned abwe is simply where Spy
keeps a list of its file,s & views. Switching between
each is a matter of CTRL and the up or down arrow
keys.

What more can really be said about an editor ? Spy
has its orvn set of commands for blocks, lines, and for
thewhole file. Search andreplace is available (replace

only in Master) and blocks of text can be cut from

t of the tuo - ot tesgt lt hqE o

udnt more dEtdilE, reod on.

or the purposes ol this nevieu, cnd mg sanitg (uhich is proboblg a
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't hqve 0Ul1E on ung other emulotor, but I am sure thqt it uitt hqPPilg run
these qE uel[. In fmt' it positiveLg tliee on q 0XL' llost ot ng testing
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one file and pasted into a number of others. Master
allows a single line block to be cut in a single
command - no need to mark the block fkst.

There are two different methods for accessing
commands in Spy. Press F3 and you get a list of
commands or a menu of commands in Master, press

the initial letter of a particular command to either
have the command carried out or for further choices.
This is very good for beginners using Spy.

Once you have a bit ofpractice under your belt, you
can cut out the menu and simply press CTRL and the
appropriate letter to access the cornmands directly.
Both methods are handy as the command letter is the
initial letter of the command - CTRL W for Write (to
file or printer), CTRL R to Read another file etc.

One'odd' command
is Kernel (F3 K or
CTRL K), which dis-
plays a list of status
information about the
editor as a whole. You
can see the current con-
tents of the 'local' &
'global' cut & paste
blocks, the list of views
or open files, and so on.
Pressing any key to exit
from Kernel leaves the
kernel window dis-
played on the screen
and does not refresh the
display - this can be confusing.

You need to force a refresh by moving the cursor up
or down a line or you don't know where you are.

Having a number of files (or views) open at any one
time requires that the windorv for each view needs to
be able to be sized or positioned on the screen in
some place where you can acoess it and possible see

more than one open view at a time. Spy allorvs this.

Each view is created and then pressing F4 wü bring
up the Size Position zub menu. The window can then
be sized and positioned on screen as require4 but,
the maximum size of a windorv is 512 by 256 and
nothing wil let it get bigger than this. Running on a

Q)(L or some other emulator allows bigger areas of
screen. Spy cannot be used in these areas - it is
restricted to an 'ordinary' QI-s screen area.

Master allows the screen to be sized and postioned

in pixel dimensions or character dimensions. This is
not in the manual, but can be found in the
UPDÄTE_TXT file supplied on the disc. Spy only
allows character sized adjustrnents to be made.

Spy does not come with a configuration program
and certainly knows nothing about Tony Tebby's
CONFIG blocks- Spy can, as mentioned above, be
configured and a configuration sheet is supplied in
the manual for your use.

The config sheet tells you what can be configure4
what valid ranges are allowed and the offset into the

file where this value lives. The manual gives details of
horv to 'poke' values into the Spy program. Basically,
this is what you do :

Exec the editor & load in its orvn code file. Set the
ADVANCED status mode so that you can see the
offset into the file displayed on the status line. Ensure
overwrite mode is on.

Having done that, search for the start of the
parametsrs area, CTRL D and PARS then enter.
CTRL D = search Down the file from the current
point. You are now at the start of the program's
parameters.

Each parameter, or group of parameters has a 2

character flag for which you must now search. For
example, SL is used to find the number of views/files

on the stach while MN is
used for the number of lines,
columns, the paper colour &
ink colour for the main win-
dorv. The flag is listed on the
configuration sheet

Having found the flag, the
cursor is moved right until the
offset in the conltg sheet is
the same as that in the file.
You can nov'poke' a single
byte, word or long word into
the zubsequent 1,2 or 4 bytes
to change the startup configu-
ration. Not at all easy, and
fraught with danger. Remem-

ber to save a spare copy of the original file BEFORE
even tünking of attempting this sort of stuff.

Changing the default help file, for example, requires
that you poke in the file name length, then tlpe (in
overwrite mode) the characters of the filename.
Space filling to the end of the maximum 36 charac-
ters if a longer file.name was previously used.

Having played around with this configuration, I
have found a much easier method - CTRL M for
MOVE and you are offered a choice of Top, Bottom,
Ofßet, Mark or Line. Pick O for Offset. When
requested, simply bpe in the offset for the parameter
you want to change - it is on the config sheet. Press
ENTER and there you are, ready to poke your new
values.

A stange wayto configure any program, if you ask
me. Especially if you also have to work out the
individual byte values when dealing with 2 byte
parameters. Mmmmm!

Oh so I don't like this and overall I would not
switch to using Spy or Master Spy for my own pro
gramming work. I can recofllmend it if you want a

cheap and easy editor to work with. It does have its
faults, the configuration and the need to refresh the
windows after the Kernel information has been
shorvn. Master requires a refresh after F3 has been
pressed or it leaves the commands menu superim-
posed on the text being edited - a quick page up then
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pags do\Ä/rr wipes it off.

The editors come with a fairly simple manual eiving
a brief overview of the prqgram's development and its
features. There is a more detailed explanation of the
editors method of storing files in memory and a

number of paged explaining the various commands.
Missing from the manual is a proper explanation of
what exacfly you see when you call up the Kernel
command. Having said that, however, the manual is
quite adequate.

Do give it a try, there is an older version in the

Quanta Library. It is on Disk MDOI (Misc Demo 0l)
and dates back to 1988 I suspect. Ifyou like it, then
get in touch with Roy Wood at QBranch for a copy.

My overall score is 75o/o for Master Spy and about
65% for Spy. I

Ietter-Box
First, the positive response:
... Dear Dilwyn, Congratulations on
your new responsibilities on the QL
scene. I liked the fint edition of CIL
lcllg .It had a nice mixture of articles with something
for everyone, whatever their level of QL use. ... (Geoff
Wicks) ... last week I received a copy of QL lolty. I
like the maganrre and I would like to support it,
therefore I have written an article ... (Per-Erik Forssen)
'fhat's excellent! ... I also wish to express my appre-
ciation for the efforts of all those who were involved
with the first issue of 8L foJeg ... (Ken Brickwood) ..

I have just been reading the first issue of QL fchl
and am impressed with the contents and the speed with
which the QL community has managed to replace
IQLR with another professional magzzine ... (Jeff M.
Wass) ... I have now received two copies of the new
QL folo1, and would simply like to let you know that I
think they are excellent ... (Mike Simpson) ... Keep up
the good work! (M.J. Thornton, Darren Branagü,
March R. Renick, F.W. Gregory Stephen A. Hall. John
Hall and many more) ... A vast improvement on IQLR
(P.H. Thanner) ... I like the friendliness of the editors +
their openness. Many thanks - it's encellent + well
presented (Eleanor Patrick) ... Please continue in this
manner (Kurt Miller) ... The best QL Magazine yet!
Great (John Miller) ...

Plus a lot of very positive response in German, through
the mailbox and by phone - thank you very much! Thß ß
very encouraging!

Peter Tyler, Aughton, England, writes:
First of all, let me add my voice to the welcome for QL
toJey.I perceive that the style is intended to emulate
the extant IQL& which I interpret as a semi-professio
nal platform for the more expert amateurs and traders.
Nothing wrong with that, o(cept that it is challenging
my ability to keep up with things! However, I do puzzle

over the Beginner's Basic series. Surely there are no
candidates these days for this level of tuition?
What do you, the readen, think? Admittedly, issue I was
put together in a grcat huny. Write and let us know - are
we pitching ourselva at too high a skill level, too low, or
about right? We want to make QL Today what you the
readen want il to be, and the survey has shown that we
have a considerable amount of readen who liked
Beginner's BASICs most [Editor].

R.G. Wall, Rixensart, Belgi"m, writes:
Your new m'qganne arrived today, on the tail-end of my
IQLR subscription. I shall be renewing when the time
comes. Can you twist someone's arm to review the
current range of QDOS/SMSQ compatible printers.
Things are changing so rapidly that backward compa-
tibility is becoming a real issue. A friend who admit-
tedly lives in the backwoods of Menorca, has just upgra-
ded with an Epson inkjet and has had to throw out all
the old PC programs (I have in fact the QL they used
before the PC, which I use as a backup).
Thb ß an imponail point - we do need to print anicles
about prinlen, butwe don't haveenough printers between
us to do it ourselva. Any readen out there with a modern
printer who feel that it would be of interwt to other readen
to include articles about these printers? Reviews, help
anicles, printer drivers, all welcome! [DilwynJ.
I think yourfriend has not told you the real truth. Ail rc
programs (and, of course, all Ql- programs) support
EPSON 9pin printen and 24pin printers. Unlike other
prinlü manufacturen, even the most recent EPSON
inkjet printen like the Stylus Color II or Stylus Color 500
still emulate 9 and 24pin printers. I went through all
generations of EPSON printers and I never had any
compatibility problems. If thß ßsue does not fill up too
quickly, I will add a review about my EPSON Stylus
Color II, otherwße it will go into the nact ßsue [JochenJ.

Just lo show that we haven't managed to get it all right
and please everyone sofar:
G. Caulwell, Manchester, England, writes:
I am not a subscriber, but have read a friend's copy of
the first issue of QL loJoy . On the whole, not too bad,
but a little room for improvement.
l) Too much of a German slant (no disrespect to the
Gennans, but the majority of QL users are here in
Eneland). I also disliked the idea of the Gerrnan zupple-
ment, although it seems that the Germans will pay extra
for it. How about a French and Dutch zupplement too,
as there must be as many QL users in France, Holland
and Belgium as in Germanfl
2) Not enough softrrare reviews. Work forces me to
have a PC, I won't be a QL user for long, so I won't
subscribe, but I would have hoped you'd have reviewed
a lot more than you did.
3) Some of your articles are basically free adverts (eg.

for this QPC device).
4) Why was there no pictures in the show report in issue
t?
5) The article about the Epson Stylus printer was useful
for those with one of them, but why didn't you print a
full review?
Issue I was done in only a week by Jochen Merz, and so
he had to gather articles at short notice fiom those chse

- 
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to him, which meant people in Germany andfellow QL
traders- My involvement in issue I was more as o contri-
butor than as an editor (excuses, excuses...) [Dilwyn]
ad 1) As Dilwyn said, everything had to be done in a
rush, because there was not a lot of time and the idea was
to have the ßsue readyfor the USA shot+. I think issue 2
was dffirent. Why do you dßlike the idea of a German
supplement? It does not afect you at all - you do not pay

for it. I can't see something wrong to support people who
cannot read Englßh very well or at all- We all liked the
idea and the response is good - especially as the German
club was virtually dead. AIso, the German add-on covers

three counties - Germany, Switzerland and Austia (and
we also have Dutch readerc of the German part). The
Dutch and French clubs are alive (unlike the German
club was), so lhere ß no need to be compelitive- [JochenJ
ad 2) We would love to publßh more software reviews.

Software suppliers and prosryctive reviewen, get in touch

with us! llhere ß your contribution to help reducing the
shortage of software reviews?

ad 3) The QPC anicles could perhaps be seen as a free
adven, but equally it ß important to show that such an
important product has had extensive testing before
release. And also, some OI users are having to buy PCs

for use with their work, so we can keep such people as
parl of the OL community if they have a OL emulator
available on their K to run their exßting software-
ad 4) I was asked to write the show repon (Suanta AGM,
Tynemouth) some time after the event- Had I known at
the time, I would have taken pictures of course- I agree,

we should try to include a few pictures in future. Again,
ßsue 2 ß dfferent. [DilwynJ
ad 5) The pinter itself will be reviewed in thß issue. To

be short, rt ß highly recommendable! [JochenJ

Darren D. Branagh, Ireland, writes:
... I am writing to you to say how much I enjoy your new
magazine, QL Today. ... QL Today is the best thing to
come along in a long time. I totally demolished the first
and second issues in a mattü of days. I would gladly
pay a little extra to see a cover mounted disk on it each
month - a bit like the glossy PC magazines, any chance
this might happen? ... Thanks for a great mag and keep
up the good work!!!
Thanks, Danen, thß ß realb a good idea - and thanks
aßofor offeing help on the dßk copying. I thought quite
a while about your suggestian, and here ß what I would
suggest to you (all the readers, feedback please!): we

can't raße the price now, it is a bit loo late. Also, adding a
dßk every time would mean lhat somebody would have
to do a lot of copying - the print run of issue 2 ß already
800 (!!) and we're hoping to be over a thousand very
soon. The problem ß that we cannot really justfu
charging for the dßk, the copying, an extra bag which
connects it lo the magazine (otherwise the postage in
Germany would be much higher) and for the extra
postage justfor having two or threefiles on the dßk- I like
the idea very much and I would suggest that we add a
dßk at the end of each volume (i.e. every year) con-

taining thefiles of all the 6 ßsues. We could make thß 10
or 12 pages thinner to make up (a bit)for the costs of the
dßk and the extra postage.

In the meantime, if you do not want to type listings in:
you can gel the files from the JMSMailboxes
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(0203-502013 and 020?502014) which should not cost
you morefor downloading than payingfor an extra dßk
every magozine. I also think that these files will be
quickly dßtributed to other bbs's. If you do not have
modem facilities available, there's still the JMS PD
Service olfer: you can get fila out of my mailbac on a
dßk, which costs DM I,- per dßk, DM I,- per program
and DM 5,- for postage and package. A full lßt can be
obtained if you send an Intemational Reply Coupon.

[JochenJ I

80MHz QXL - Caution!
USA - Janes Hunkins

I was very concerned by the last issue's article on
increasing the QXL's clock speed. Up to now the
increases have been fairly 'minimal'. Hqvever, the
speed discussed in that article will most likely reduce
the life expectancy of the processors.

Unfortunately, I don't have any numbers on the
problem, but it can be a real problem.

Increasing the speed of a processor beyond the
manufacturer's recommendations may decrease the
life expectancy of the processor even if it seems to
firnction properly at the higher clock speed. The
degree of the problem depends on the case tempe-
rature of the processor more than the clock speed.

By increasing the clock speed, the processor uses
mor€ energy and tierefore generates more heat. By
attaching a fan and supplytng proper system circula-
tion the case temperature can be held dorvn.
However, if this is not done properly or the speed is
increased so much that the fan/cooling method can
not compensate, the processor will definitely have a
decreased life expectancy.

How far you can push your clock speed depends on
the individual processor chip (variances in the
manufacturing process affect this), the cooling
methods you use, and just what you expect for a life
expectancy. The clock ratings on a processor from a
manufacturer are tested for a given case temperature
and life expectancy.

With proper care, it should be feasible to push
some chips from 20 to 25 MJ,lz with probably
negligible loss of chip life. However, going beyond
that will most likely have an impact and should be
avoided if possible. Instead it is better to buy a
higher clock rated processor (don't forget to also
improve your cooling methods).

A final note is that other chips in your system that
respond to the clock increase (such as the PAL) also
have speed limits and can generate additional heat-
However, the processor on the Q)il- wilt most likely
be the biggest concsrn when pushing the clock rate.

II spoke to Stuaft Honeyball of Mimcle
Systems IJd. aboul this afüclc, and he also



expressed sorne concern about driving the QXL
to such extreme speeds. He cited a case wherc
an over-clockcd QI{L appearcd to function
normally one day, then refused to wot* at all
the next, and the only difference was that the
second day was wdnner than the ftrct! It seems

clear that pushing the QXL to these ertreme
speeds is ,islE, and if the chips blow up, you'll
have only yourcelf to blame, as will the aulhor
of the atticle if or when it happens to his QXL.
Stuart agreed most QXLs wouW happily go up
to 25MHz and is considering offering an
upgmde once the 8XL2 becornes availablc '
DihrynJ

Compatibility
France - Tony Tebby

once again there is a subdued growling noise in
the corner and a small vfr.ite rectangle comes craw-

ling out of the fax. For the third time, it is an

SMSQ/E user requesting a small change to make

SMSQiE more compatible with QDOS on
SBASIC KEYROW operations. Easy, you might

think, no more than a dozen lines of code and it's
done. In this case there is, however, a good re:non
wtrythere is a difference between SupeTBASIC and
SBASIC. The original dehnition was taken from
the Spectrum to support freeware games that just
take over the whole machine and so the horrific
side effects of the SupeTBASIC version of
KEYROW were unimportant. Existing SMSQ/E
users are not so likely to want to use this Wpe of
program, but they are likelyto want to execute seve-

ral programs simultaneously, so the SBASIC ver-
sion is cleaner. Making the SBASIC version dirtier
might well cause more complaints than it removes
...... :rs I had already seen the day before ......

...... The day before, the small white rectangle that
came out of the fax was a complaint that the
CONsole IOB.ELIN operation in SMSQ/E was
directly compatible with the QDOS version and did
not, therefore, coffespond to the documentation
whereas the Minerva version was both logical and
"correct". Earlier versions of SMSQ/E also had a
logical and "correct" IOB.ELIN operation, but,
unfortunately, the Turbo Toolkit INPUT$ function
exploited the QDOS bug, and so INPUT$ did not
work properly with SMSQ/E. No hope of correc-
ting the Turbo Toolkit, so SMSQ/E was "downgra-
ded". Only a few users of SMSQ/E need to use the

Itl0
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Turbo Toolkit but nearly all users would benefit
from a correct IOB.ELIN. How do you trade off
the small benehts for the rnass against the major
needs ofa fewusers?

For Minerva, which is an "upgrade", there is no
problem. The Turbo Toolkit is clearly wrong and it
is ridiculous for all software developers in this
market to have to work around problems which
would simply disappear if Turbo Toolkit were
corrected. Minerva is optional, and if you really
want to use software from a supplier who is either
unwilling or unable to correct even simple pro
blems, you can always go back to JS.

SMSQ/E however is not optional. Some
SMSQ/E users need to use badly written software,
or software which exploits the "garbage in, garbage

out" error handling of most QDOS facilities, or,
even worse, as in the case of INPUT$, software
which deliberately exploits a QDOS bW. SMSQiE
needs to provide a way of supporting such software.

Note that there are many different reasons for
writing badly behaved software for QDOS.
* UND( / AmigaDOS / MSDOS / Windows do it a

different way and therefore QDOS is wrong,
Some programmers must find a way of forcing
QDOS to behave like UND( / AmieaDOS /
MSDOS / Windows by poking values into the
system variables or linking in extensions that
change the behaviour of the device drivers,
schedtrling or memory management.

" Using incorrect parameters for certain operating
system calls can provide facilities whose exi-
stence was not previously suspected, even by the
designers and writers. These features might save

a few bytes ofcode or give a few percent ofspeed
improvement.

* Finding ways of exploiting "undocumented fea-

tures" makes the software writer feel that he is
very clever and he hopes that lots of other people
will say "isn't he CLEVER". (In my world, "clever
progmmmer" is a term of abuse reserved only for
those programmers for uihom the terms incom-
petent hack, irresponsible tinkerer, bungling idiot
are all too weak.)

* Coding errors are a constant source of problems.

SMSQ/E calls are, in general, much cleaner than

QDOS calls. This can cause problems where deli-
berately, or more often, accidentally, program
code relies on certain not very well defined
values being returned (for example, the top half
of a register always being cleared, or an address
register always pointing to a zero byte).

Some software has problems with timing. For
example, Qliberator externals only ever worked
because the initialisation within SUpeTBASIC
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took more that I tick (20ms), on faster proces-
sors and with the much improved SBASIC the
entire operation was completed in much less
than a tick and so the "co-task" had finished
before the calling routine thought it had started.
The only cure is to modi$ the Qliberator code
to make it saß, but Qliberator is not currently
supported so a patch is necessary.

* QDOS did not provide allthe facitties that one
could ever wish for, and so "cheating with discre-
tion" was sometimes necessaryto provide a parti-
cular facility. This is, possibly, the only justifiable
reason, and no software in this category has ever
really caused a problem for SMSQ/E.

More than 25o/o of the design effort of SBASIC
was in providing ways of emulating SupeTBASIC
'\rndocumented features". More than 500/o of the
support effort has been in finding ways of working
round the problems created by badly behaved
software. The SMSQ/E approach has been to try to
provide compatibility with the o14 while addine
new facilities (for example SupeTBASIC EOF never
worked reliably on NET or SER: correcting the bug
could cause problems so a new reliable EOFW
function was introduced). Even so, the work to
ensure compatibility has been enormous.

Unfortunately, the worst software is that which is
used by other software writers: top of the nasty
league, by far, is Turbo, followed by Turbo Toolkit
with Qliberator and C68 3rd and 4th. So far
however, apart for uc68u, all the work of ensuring
compatibility has been on one side, my side (and
Laurences Reeves' side for Minerva).

This makes an interesting comparison with other
computers. I am writing the document using Word
V7. All of a sudden, POOF!

'This progrom hos performed on illegol
operotion ond will be shut down.

lf the problem persists, contoct the
progrom vendor."

I contact the program vendor: "Contact
Microsoft Support" is his reply.

I contact Microsoft Support "Are you sure that
you do not have any software (device drivers for the
graphics card or printer, for example) from another
supplier installed on your PC?".

'Well, yss."
uToughu (in fact, they are much more polite than

that, they have special training in taking 5 minutes
to say ulsrrgh" while making you feel that it is all
your fault.)

Ah! Another little white rectangle is crawling out
of the fax! I
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The QL on the Internet
Berlin, Germany - E.C Herrnsdod

There is plenty of talk about the Internet, espe-

ciallytheWorld Wide Web these days. Apparenfly,
however, it is mainly PC users and some Mac users
uüo surf the Net. Therefore, most computer-
related information on the Net is about these
computers, but if you have a closer look you'li find
web pages for other computers - including the QL.
For instance, there is even an improved version of
XChange (yes, you know, Quill, Abacus, Easel and
Archive for the Thor) that can be dorvnloaded and
run on an expanded QL.

I realtze that there are only
relatively few users who have
connected their QL to n
modem, and even ifyou have a
modem youll still need appro-
priate browser software to
look at World Wide Web
pages. There are, however, no
WWW-Browsers that I know
of for the QL. ProWesS is able
to read the format of WWW
pages, FIIML, but it is not a browser. Ifyou have a
modem, you'Il probably be able to use other areas

of the Internet using your communications
software. You'll be able to send e-Mails and maybe
even download software from ftp-sites. There was
an article on how to do this in a recent issue of
IQLR.

If you want access to the World Wide Web and
the Ql-related information on it, there is no other
waythan to use a PC or Mac (I don't know if there
is a browser for STs), download the software to
that system and then convert the downloaded files
to the QL format using a conversion utility - I'11

describe how to do that later in this article. If you
don't have a PC or Mac yourself, you can ask
friends or maybe use the one you have at work. If
you live close to a university, there is a big chance
that they have computer rooms for students, and
these computers can often be used with a guest ID
even if you are not a student.

If you finally get your hands on a PC, you'll need
more than just a modem to surf the Net. First, you
need an Internet access provider. There are many
companies providing Internet access - just check
your local computer magazines. You can also con-
tact one of the major on-line services like Compu-
Serve, America Online, MSN, T-Online, and
Prodigy. All of these offer full Internet access in
addition to their own online services. There are

enonnous differences in access fees, so contact
more than just one provider before you choose

C-MAr{

one. As for CompuServe, for instance, the
monthly subscription fee is currently US$ 9.95,
which includes five hours of free Internet access
per month, and US$ 2.9 5 for each additional hour.

Next you'll need a Web Browser. This is a piece
of software that will enable you to loa( read, print,
and control web pages. The best known browser is
Netscape, but Microsoft Explorer and Mosaic are
also popular. Some browsers are shareware, others
are commerciai products. If you are a subscriber to
CompuServe, you'll get a special version of the
Mosaic browser free with the CompuServe Infor-
mation Manager software.

Now, you can finally access the World Wide
Web. Start the browser and
wait for the software to
make the connection to
the Net. Then, select the
'OPEN DOCUMENT'

ü
button or select 'OPEN'

/1 I I from the'FILE'-menu and

Tl I b'pe in the WWW-address
of the page you want to
read. If you don't know an
address you'll need some
sort of starting point,

therefore you should first use a search engine. The
best-known search engines on the Net include
Yahoo, Lycos , and Webcrawler . Their addresses
are:

http://www.yahoo.com
http://www.lycos.com
http : //www.webcrawler. com

Thus, tlpe in the address of one of these search
engines and wait for the document to load. Then,
enter a search string in the search field, i.e. 'QL or
'Sinclair' or'Sinclair QI- or even "'Sinclair' NOT
'Spectrum"'. There is no space in a QL magazine
like QL Todayto give you a detailed description on
how to use a web browser for a PC. Further, not all
available browsers work the same way. Therefore,
I'lljust concentrate on the basics. WWW-pages are
always opened using the OPEN command from
the FILE menu. You must then type in the address
of the page you want to open and press Enter.
Many pages will also have links to other pages.

These can be accessed by clicking on a so called
Hypertext; most browsers display Hypertexts
underlined and in blue. Downloading of software
works almost the same - just click on the name of
the program you want to doumload. The browser
wi[ however, probably ask you where you want to
save the downloaded files. Because access is faster
on a hard-disk you should save all downloaded
files on drive c:\ first. To do this, type c:\progname
and press Enter, with progname being whatever
this file is called. You can later copy all your down-
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loaded files to a floppy. But again, all browsers are

different just experiment with your browser to find
out how to save pages or how to download files.
However, if you have any specific questions, please

feel free to contact me by fax or e-mail - you'll find
my address at the end of this article.

Let's assume you have successfirlly downloaded
a file from the Internet and now want to convert it
to the QL. To do this, you need a QL file conver-
sion utility. The best one I could find is Digital
Precision's XOVER by Stefan Schmidt. This tool
allows you to import
and export files from

QDOS, MS-DOS,
and TOS and to
conYert QDOS text
hles. (Converting
files is quite simple.
Actually, this text
was initially written
on a QL, then trans-
ferred to a PC run-
ning WordPerfect
6.1, and back again
to the QL.) ffie
easiest way is to use
SMSEE - it allows
you to write to and
read from DOS
disks directly, you
don't need any con-
verci,on ufi@ or
density fiddling-
MitorI

First, copy the
downloaded files from the PC's hard disk to a

floppy. This floppy must be formatted to 72OK -

NOT 1.44 MB! You can format a standard 3.5"
disk to 72OKby typing

format a: /F:720
at the DOS prompt on the PC. But be warne4

A}.TY DATA ON THAT DISK WILL BE
ERASED BY FORMATTING THE DISK (iUSt

like on the QL)! Further, this works only with
MS-DOS 5.0 or higher. Formatting a 720K-disk
with older versions of MS-DOS is a little more
complicated. Just type format l? for help. You may
also encounter some problems if you try to format
a pre-formatted disk to 72OY* Therefore, buy
unformatted disks only. Then, copy all your
downloaded files from the hard-disk to the floppy
by typing copy c:\progname.* a: (again, progname

is whatever you called the file). Besides, many
programs downloaded from the Internet will be
packed and you must unpack them before you use

them. To do this, youll need either
PKLINZIP.EXE or LHARC.EXE (these are the

sitrE W* öowSL:n sites..I?f pqnr,Ill{,,b,-Nq4-egggpg!,1}! s,SeEqc..Ig ,e @1JU$ä

Tdl€clareerumt C OL etco+patibJW s O.Dop.S_svstirnes aomoatibles: c Grnd dadr€s*is e--"T::"'l:---'- ''.l:...-:

most popular'zip'-programs on the PC).

If you have your files on the disk you can finally
forget about the PC and turn it off. Then, turn on
your QL and start XOVER ( tis must be EXECed)
or whatever conversion utility you use. Press

CTRL C to activate the program and insert the PC
disk in flpl_. Select the 'IMPORT FILES' option
and copy the file(s) from the MS-DOS disk to a
QL device other than flpl_, e.g.flp2_, raml_ or
even mdvl_. If you have doumloaded a text file,
you should then select 'CONVERT QDOS TEXT

',If ,

-r 'r:.i I
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FILES', else there will be problems with some
special characters, especially umlauts. You can
only convert QDOS text files on a QDOS device,
not on a MS-DOS device. You MUST NOT use
the 'convert QDOS text files' option with execu-

table files! Q'uit XOVE& load Quill, text87 or
whatever you use to view text files and read your
WWW pages on the QL. If you have downloaded a
program, EXEC or LRUN it.

OK finally, here's a list of WWW and ftp sites
related to the QL or Sinclair computers in general.

These include articles, a complete index of 'QL
WORLD' (nvg), programs and pictures:

fto - sites:

ftp: //ftp.nvg.unit.no/pub/sinclair
(fhis is one of the best sites for all Sinclair computers)
ftp : / / garbo.uwasa.fi/ql/
ftp: I I maya.dei.un ipd. itlpub/ sinclair_Ql/
ft p : i i ftp.gui.uva. es/ sinclatu/Ql

WWW-sites:

http:l/wwwimaginet.frl - godefroy/
(-fhis is a yery good web sites for the QL and compa-

vousBäuv& €ee!9rüru-l.mu:jäina;e lrir le BBS'de üI; t#irFrance au:{.I.üi9543^012ü,,4äi$us, (dury19 naiG,sysop), fart
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tible systems. It is available in both Enelish and French.
It includes links to FTP-sites, other websites, and even

a list of wired Qlers'.)
http : //www. dk-online.dk/usen/ erlingi/xchange/indel hm
(Ihis is the unofficial - official' site for PSION
Xchange. You can download the latest version of
Xchange from this page.)

http: /iwww.di-ren.co.uk/
http://www.uni.mainz.de/ - roklein/ql/index/html
http: //www.serve.coml swensont
http : / /www.nvg.unit.no/ sinclair/ ql-contents.htm I
hup : / /www.wuarchive.wustl.edu/ system s/sinclair
hup://www.xs4a11.nl/ -wij2lsinqlair.html

http://ourworld. compuserve.com/homepages/peta

Besides, it may be a good idea to support these web

sites by actually uploading any information, articles or
pictures you have. As with QL Today, these sites can

only zurvive if QLen support them. If you have any
questions, just send me a fax to +49-(0)-30-7929461 or
e-Mail me (100410.675@compuserve.com or
europro@ ccmailer.wiwiss. fu -berlin. de).

t

Hints for the QXL-Card
With MS.DOS
Munich, GermarE - Fmnz Krojer

l. In one of the last issues of IQLR the
confirguration of the QXL operating systems (SMSQ,
SMSQ/E) was ocplained. But there are also situations
when the Q)(L card is started directly from
M$DOS. Often (and I do it too) the command

'BREAK ON" is executed in the "AUTOEXEC.BÄT'
file on the PC. When SMSQ or SMSQ/E are then
running, it can happen, that aftertyping CTRL/C the
M$DOS operating system gets control over SMSQ
irregularly: the trQL" is crashing. Therefore, a

"BRFAK OFF' should always be executed before
SMSQ or SMSQ/E are started. I have written a batch
file which does exactly this:

@echo off
break off

cd \qxl
smsqe %1

break on

You can name this batch file as you want. I named
it "qxl-bat". The directory of this file should be part
of 'PATH". Then I start with "qxl" or "qxl /u.

2. Assuming you have two MSDOS partitions "C:"
and "D:". You have created two "QDOS" file systems,

for example you have said "format winl-3O" and
"format vt1n2_40". Norv you have 70 MB for your

QXL card available.
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Assuming that on your MSDOS disk drive "D:"
there is enoug! free space and you want to create a
thfud QDOS partition uwin3_u on it. You could split
the MSDOS partition "D:" into "D:" and "E:", but
this would be a lot of work save all data of "D:",
delete partition "D:", cr€at€ the two partitions "D:"
and "E:", restore the data.

But there is a simpler waj,: use the "SUBST' com-
mand. First create a MS-DOS directory on Your
drive "D:", for example "MKDIR D:\QXLWIN3".
Then execute the command "SUBST E:
D:\QXLWIN3" (do this in your 'AUTOEXEC
.BAT"). Now you have created a virtual disk drive
"E:" which points to "D:\QXLWIN3". Now when
executing a "DIR E:" a message like "no files found"
should appear but not one like "drive E: does not
exist". You can start your QXL operating system nov,
sayrng "format win3_40" for example.

Of course, if you haye a CD-ROM or more
partitions, the name of your new virtual disk drive
could not be "H:" or "I:" instea4 and depending on
your DOS drive your QXL drive will also change, it
would be "win6_" or "win7_tt.

USUBST' should be executed before MS-Windorvs
is started. It cannot be use4 when the MS-Windorvs
"32bit file access" is enabled (but the default is, as far
as I know, '16 bit file access"). I don't knorv if
Windorvs-95 or Windorps-NT have a similar
command for creating such a virhnl disk drive.

3. A Q)(L fde system looks like a normal file in
MS-DOS or MS-Windovs with tlhe name uqxl.winu.

Therefore it can easily happen, that this file could be
deleted accidentaly, for example when executing the
command UDEL *.*u.

To hide the file uql.winn for such an accident
simply execute the MS-DOS command "ATTRIB +H
qxl.win" for each of the uqxl.winn files. After that,
executing a "DIR", for example, will not display your
hidden Q)(L file system in MS-DOS. To see it again,
you must execute the command"ÄTTRIB -H
qxl.win'. I

EPSON Stylus Color II
Jochen Mez

Mr. Wall (see "Letter Box") asked in his letter for
printer reviews. I also had a number of enquiries from
other customers about printer recommendation, and
I can highly recommend the EPSON printers.

FinL the specification: the printer is not very big
(43 cm x25 crn if not in use, otherwise it is 43 x 58 as

the paper feeder points outwards); it should fit onto
every desk if you want to replace an old printer. The
printer has two connertors: the common Centronics
parallel port which can be used to connect it to a
SuperGoldCard" any serial/parallel converter or
directly to the parallel port of an ATARI or PC (with



The ORIGINAL system upgrade
i MINERVA RTC (MKtr) + battery for 256 bytes ram,

i cnaSHpnOOf clock & I'C bus for interfacing. Can
autoboot from battery backed ram. Quick start-up.

OTHER FEATURES COMMON TO ALL VERSIONS
DEBUGGED operating system / autoboot on reset or
power failure / Multiple Basic / faster scheduler-
graphics (with 10olo of Lightnine)-string handling /
WHEN ERROR / 2nd screen / TRACE / non-English
keyboard drivers / "warm" fast reset. V1.97 with split
OUTPUT baud rates (+ Hermes) & built in Multibasic.

lst upgrade free. Otherwise send f3 (+95 for manual if
required). Send SAE, Minerva + disk/3 mdvs.

MKr..f,4l (t40) lf43l RTC(MKII)..t66 (f.63) [f761

GOLD CARD (incl. SUPER) compatible

A major hardware upgrade for the QL
now ready and shipping

- All Hermes features (see belcro for list) PLUS tull 19200
throughput not affected by sound
- IBM AT keyboard interface (for UIVUS/Germany)
- HIGH SPEED RS232 twoway serial porl ie 5000cps
tlroughput (zupergcüdcard/qtpd aodem) at 57600bps
- THREE low speed RS232 inpu* (1200 to 30bps). Driver
for SERIAL MOUSE supplied Other uses -

RTTY/graphics tablet etc.
- TI{REE spare i/o lines (fIL) with GND/+5v
- Capslock /scrollock LED connector
- Twbo/keylock connectors
- l.5k user data storeable in EEPROM

Atl this on a professional board about twice the
size of the 8049 coprocessor it replaces

Cost (incuding manual/software) .....t92 (f87) I[901
IBM AT Keyboard (acer) ..................f24 (L23) If27l
Serial mouse t 13 (t L2) If.l4l
Capslmk/scrollock lcd (+wire&pluC) ....fI.50 (gl) tf 1.501

Keyboard or mouse lead .........................f3.50 (f3) tg3.50l
High speed serial (ser3) lead ..................f4.50 (f4) tf4.50l

Specify PANBT MOUNIING or IN-LINE
Keyboard membrane ..................................................... f 12.50 (f l2) [f 13.50]

Circuit diaenms .... f3.50 (t3) [f4] 68008 cpu .........f8.50 (f8) tf lll
8049 IFC ........... f8.s0 (t7.50) It9l Serial lead ..... f I1.50 (f ll) tf l2l

8301, 8302 or JM rom set

Other components (sockets etc.) please phone

.......................... f 3.s0 (f 3) tf 4l

f17 (fr6) If2u
fr0.50 (fr0) If ill

Parallel Inüerfrce gives 16 inpuVoutput lines. Can be used
for logic level output eg model train controllers. Input

directto motor drivers (eg L2931L298) .....t26 G24) lt27l
Analoque Interface Each gives 8 analque to digital inputs,
and 2 digital/analogue outputs. For temp measuremenl,

sound sampling etc. ............. f31.50 1j,29) It32l
Data sheets (analogue/parallel) 12.50 (f2) [f3l
Control software/manual (Superöasic qtns) 12.50 (t2) [f3l

(First interface purchase includes free l5D/9D lead)

Connects to Minerva MKII or any Philips I C bus

Fixed price for unmodified QLs, excl microdrives.

QLs tested with Thorn-EMI rig and ROM software.

f27 ncluding 6 month guarantee (UK)

Megabytes of files. Messages to/from UVBelgium/
Holland/USA I ltaly I G ermany for a UK phonecall.

TANDÄTA callers add SIX zeros (000000) or wait
for 3 seconds of modem tone if diaüing manually.

01344-890987 (up to V32bis)

TF Service now on the Internet! l

E-mail: tony@firshman.demon.co.uk i

ryq4**.fi*h."".d.t"t

first

High Spec AC mains filters and spike remorrers

All in standard 3-pin devices and are plug-in
NO WfRING REQUIRED. In thetu lOth year of

production - as old as the Sinclair QL.
Z-way adaptor ... fl4 3-way adaptor ... f18
4-wy trailing socket ..... f24 (all UK prices)

Prices incl. AIRMAIL postage & packing. Prices arc EC except IJK @urope outsidc EQ [outside Dropel unless stated otherwise. Ring for

IJK prices or see Quanta. Paynent by Mastercard/Vsa/Acces/Eurocardlcheque/postal order or CASH. MAIL ORDER ONLY - no callers

without ringing first. Send IRC for fulllist and details.

-- 
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QXL or QPC, of course!). It has got a Mac-compa-
tible serial port running at 57600 baud, but it is
RS422 instead of RS232 - anyone knowing a cheap
solution to convert RS232 19200 baud to this rate?
You can connect two printers at the same time and
the printer decides automatically which one is the
input. If there is a longer pause on one port and the
other port is accepting data, then it switches from
one port to the other.

The printer has 5 buttons and a very easy to handle
on/off switch. The buttons are multi-functional:
LOAII/EJECI paper select (ordinary, 720dpi, glossy

& transparent film). You can also reduce the amount
of ink which is used, select condensed print, RESET
the printer, clear the heads. There are yarious other
modes possible when you turn the printer on, e.g. hex
dump, demo page, calibrate the colours, setup mode
etc. - this is very important! You don't need a PC to
configure your printer or calibrate the heads.

Compatibility: this is where EPSON always did
very welMt uses an extended ESCiP2 command set
but still emulates all previous EPSON 9ptn,24ptn
and 48pin dot matrix or ink printers. This means, you
will not have any software problems, you don't need
any new drivers (of course, if you want to benefit
from the new features which, of course, were not
available at the time of 9pin printers) you may need a
new driver or configure your existing one.

As the Stylus Color [I not only supports the
standard fonts in the common sizes (Roman, Sans
Serif, Courier, Prestige, Script in l0cpi, l2cpi, 15cpi,
condensed etc.) but also supports truly scaleable
fonts, it would be a good idea if you get a dedicated
driver for your program(s) in order to use the fonts.
The ESC/P2 driver for text8Z for example, provides
the use of these fonts between 8 and 32 point. It also
supports nice features like, Outline, Shadow etc.

The printout is quite good on ordinary paper, the
ink is extremely black. EPSON has improved the ink
even over the ink of the Stylus Color (l), it dries
quicker and is darker.

The output is excellent on 720dpi paper, and is the
best I've seen on glossy paper (extremely expensive,
but looks like a photograph).

There are two ink cartridges: one for black, one for
the thrse colours. I don't want to discuss the
advantages/disadvantages of this scheme, it's just the
way it is. You can leave the printer unused for 3 or 4
weeks (and probably much longer) and it does not
dry in or block your print heads etc. - a major
advantage-

The Stylus Color II is fast (up to 400cps
high-quality print) and very, very quiet.

All I can say as a conclusion is: it produces
excellent output, EPSON printers are very yery

compatible so you have ne;c to no driver/software
problem and it is therefore highly recornmended.

The price is in the usual range for colour printers. If

you want to saye money, don't go for the IIs, for many
reasons - just don't do it.Ifyou don't need the colour,
get the Stylus 820 which is much cheaper (but louder
and slower).

I just noticed ('cause I had two orders) that the
Color tr is not made anlmnore and you might not be
able to get it when you read these lines. The new
model is called Stylus 500, looks pretty much the
same but has mly three buttons instead of5 (don't
think this is an advantage, so if you can get a II, get
it!). Otherwise, specifications seem to be the same.

Finally, quite an important consideration for QL
users: they seem to be some of the very few people
who like to knov how to program their printers. The
German manual (haven't seen the English) still gives

a detailed list of all available printer control codes
(ESC/P2) with all their parameters, so that you don't
have to buy an expensive programmers' manual. Two
or three years ago the EPSON manuals contained
only a short summary which they expanded again -
well done!

My price for the Stylus 500 is DM 679,- and the ink
costs 39,90 (black) and 69,90 (colour). I

ProWesS SBasic Interface
Wolfgang l*netz

You may be aware of Prowess, the new window
manager. Prorvess is still being tested and debugged
(by the way, ifyou have a prerelease version, please

do send you comments to Joachim Van Der Auwera -

he needs them to make the software even better!).
Until recently, the only way to program Prowess was
with the 'C' language (shudder). Now you can also
use a decent language, i.e. SBasic (NOT SuperBasic).
Hence, you need SMSQ (/E) to be able to use the
Prowess Sbasic Int€rface. It will refuse to load on
machines other than SMSQ/E machines (there are
good reasons for this, explained in the manual). With
the interface, you cian write SBasic prqgrams that
make use of this window manager (here again, since I
wrote the SBasic Interface, my commsnts are
probably biased...).

Programming Prowess is actually quite easy. As I
say in the manual for the interface, prqgramming
Prowess is not complicate{ but complex - there are
many things to learn at first, but they are not difficult
to understand.

The interface should be in the next (pre?)release
version of Prowess. It comes with many examples and
a good manual (ahem). Any SBasic programmer
should be able to use this within minutes! No
experience of QPTR or Easyptr is necessary.

Whether this all makes senss, necessarily depends
on the success of Prowess. Only the future will tell.

I
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Ft[tD Computing
fformerly llechanical äffi nltyl

P.0. 8ol I Z
ltlerico, lll {695E USe

317.471r&31 lherdary enr Seturday ütf,6 to g PJA
FEN, 3174n4783 7 P.n Ültu l, EJfr.

Intolaofi E Mt l a&w: flay/a,@rcrbreDoldlqa
Cssh, dech1 moae.yotür,, orOOD,Pmebloto f.Nr.

fdd l0S fc feolgn clrtucV erchalgo.
GO. D. fce wlll De aitdod b G.(r,D. cda:.

ffi,gctuIffilllrlltabürffidhprle,.
Ve & aot arolpJ cüdf 6rdri fIO cüarge twElcr'Eoldc tDlrr fhncfr!ß

SZPER HERITES AII of the features of HERIIES, plus IBU AT coryat.ible Key-
board rnterface, high apeed RS232 (SER3) frm 1200 upto 38400, three 1ow speed
RS232 iaputs (serial nouse, RTTY, ete), and 1.5K uger data gtorable in EEpROU,

and a lot nore. This with fuII cable set for only $150.

SMSO/E tlhe newegt aad moet exteneive operatiag syat€D evEr for tbe Qr,.
Eas Poiater Environnent, SBASIC, ald Tool Kit 2 built in. Itbree vereio!,g
available: QL, QXL, Atari-QL, Enu1ator. Priee $14? each.

OPITAI{E - The Powered Back Plane for tbe Qt is in gtock. It utilizee a pC

Power Supp]y tlnit to belp you place your QIJ uotberboard, drive interface,
gubide, etc. ingide a PC tower cas€ or full sized desk top case. Add a Super
Eer:mee, Falkeaberg Keyboard Interfacer ori one of our a€w Di-Ren Xeyboard
fnterfaces plus an IBII styLe keyboard aud it ig set to go. @laue price $52.

SPECIAI' -COMBO of OWIDE and OPL'AI{E - rbis iucludcc tbe eubide rDE/Ar

hard drive iuterface and the ürlane for only $150. Give your QL, an uyilate and
pow€r ag a persoaal coputerl
DI-RßN OI' KEYBAAR? II{TERFACES - This wilt allow you to uae a 101 or
102 key AT keyboard (uane braud is recwended) with your QL,. fris is a very
snall eize board, and ie easily fitted. ft trrnelates nogt keys to QL, format
aad offers keyboard record/playback facilities. lhe price ie $55.

NIADBAS OL CONTROI'LER - Designeil to liDk the sinclair Qr, to Ebe Aroadeus

aysten. This device connects to the Qlr's ROM port thue enabliog high epeed
cmsunicabions. Ccmes with a bhrougb port allowiag otber deviees using thig to
contiaue to functiou. The price ig $?0.

AWDEUS AI'IA'9OIIND - Record. and play back souDds via your coloputer. This
device enploys 12 bit g.ql'ling and gives the higrh euality audio of tbe ADPCtt

algorithin. Recorded files nay be gbored,, edited and reDlayed.. facludes all
harclware aud software. Srnpl€ data is in 4 bit packages. All data caa be
trausferred between different tlpes of computers. 3 bit gr'q!'Iing nay also be
eulrloyed.. The price for tbie great innovation is $84.

QIJ KEYBOARD ITEMBRAI'IE9 Replacenent neubranee for 918.

fu POWER. SAPPI'IES Get a backup or replacenent, for 916 whiLe they are
etill available. tlhege are 110 volt. tlhe supply ie linited.
I{ECHAIIICAIT AFFINITY Ct'IPmT SEI - xlhe QL worlds larseet clipart set,
eonpressed on ten 720K or five 1.44 diskg for onLy $38.

- 
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PUZZTER-win eL wRrrERS PAcK

Here's a challenge for you. The following Superbasic program has 3 deliberate errors in it; can you spot
them?

INPUT text$:REMark The input text

wordcount=O:REMark No words yet
checksum=0: REMark Initialise checksum
DIM chars%(255):REMark Array for character count
FOR char=l- T0 LEN(text$)-1:REMark Do whole string but not the Linefeed
IF text$(char)=t t :wordcount=wordcount+1:REMark Another word starts soon
checksurn=checksum+C0DE(text$(ehar)):REMark Add character value to checksun
chars%(textg (char) ) =charsf ( CODE(tert$ (char) ) )+1

END FOR char
wordcount=wordcount+2:REMark For first and last word

PRINT rNurnber of words: tlwordeount

PRINT rOhecksun: r;checksum

FOR char=O TO 255
IF chars%(char) : PRINT CHR$(char) tcrrars%(char)

END FOR char

The program starts offby requesting a string to be INPUTted which is then loaded into the variable text$.
The string text$ is then analysed and the results PRINTed to the screen. The analysis gives the number of
words counted (words are separated from each other by a single space character), a checksum which is
simply the sum of allthe character codes of the string, and the number of instances of each character in the
string. For example, if you gave the program the string "QL Today is great" then it should tell you that there
are 4 words, the checksum is 1517 and then list each character with its instances e.g. spaces 3, Q 1, L l, a 2,

etc.. Note that capital 'T' is different from lower case 't'. The problem is that some of the analysis is
incorrect. Study the program and send a printout of your corrected version to Jochen Merz Software. We
must have your entry by 15 Octobet 1996. The first correct entry to be pulled out of the hat will receive a
copy of GeoffWicks' QL Writers Pack. Good luck!

SUPER GOID CARDs

from QUNTA
To clear up any confusion that may have arisen,

the SUPER GOLD CARDs that are available
from Quanta were manufactured especially for

Quanta by Miracle Systems wtro ceased selling
them themselves because of their interpretation of
the EU's EMC Directive.They are identical except
for the colour - the Quanta ones are green wtrereas
the Miracle ones were red. The SUPER GOLD
CARD is really easy to fit (it just plugs into the

QLs expansion port) and makes programs run a

lot faster bringng your QL up to its maximum
possible speed. Amongst other benefits it offers a

battery backed clock, 4M bytes of RAM, Toolkit
II, access to DD/HD/ED disk drives, and a

Centronics parallel printer port. To get hold of one
contact John Taylor (Quanta Treasurer) at 145

Barrowby Road Grantham, NG3l 8AI, UIC

QL Returns to Pqrtjsheaid!!

BRTSTOL QL WORKSHOP
Sunday 17th November 1996

l0am to
at

SOMERSET HALL
Wyndham Way, Portishead, North Somerset

offering

MAIOR QL TRADERS STANDS
Bring and hry 541"

Help and Advice Ctinic
Talks and Demonstrations

Ample free parking

Refreshments and Bür

For further information, directions and
accomodation arailability please contact
MikeAshford Tel. 01934 415416
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Last Minute News

This time we reseryed the last page for last
minute news and it seems we had no difficulties in
tilling it. Here they are, added a couple of minutes
before this issue goes to the printer:

Q-emulator
Daniele Terdina emailed us to tell us about the

latest versions of his QL emulator for the Apple
Mac. There are two versions, V1.01 is for the
68Ox0 chip version of the Macs, and costs 65,000
Lire (about f25), while V2.01 is for the PorverPC
version of the Macs, and costs 90,000 Lire (about
f38). Prices include postage and packing, and a 16

page manual. Payrrent in Italian Lire currency
when ordering from Daniele. Owners of Vl.x can
upgrade to V2.01 for 60,000 Lire.

SJpD have a demo version of this emulator
available on their disk PCPD16.

QL Today hopes to carry 
"review 

of this product
in the next issue.

Daniele Terdina, Via dei Navali 16ll, 34143
Trieste, Italy.

E-mait sistest @ictp.trieste. it

SJPD releases...
SJPD have announced what I believe is the first

encyclopaedia for the QL, on a 3 disk set in their
Classic Books section, called CBl36. More details
in the next issue of QL Today. SJPD's new disk
SJSI73 contains a 9 part text file by Bill Cable
about using modems and geuing online with the

QL. SJS172 comprises a disk of utilities by QL
Today contributor, Mark Knight.

Qliberator...
Ian Stewart of Liberated Software wiU be

updating Qliberator this autumn. Please send us
any bug details or ideas for new facilities, and we'll
pass them on to lan. Or contact Ian at Liberated
Software, 8 Boswell Court, Clifton Roa4 Kingston
Upon Thames, KT2 6PP, Eneland. (Ian may not
reply to letters in person at this stage).

Aurora...
Some more details about the Aurora graphics

card and replacement QL motherboard from
Qubbesoft P/D. We have read about the graphics
facilities in earlier issues, but here uue some details
of the hardware. There will be only I joystick

socket, the non-standard serial port sockets
currently fitted to British QLs will be replaced by
l0 way header connectors, making it easier to add
standard 9-pin D connectors with a short lead
from the board. Similarly, the keyboard membrane
willbe replaced by a2O wayheader. Andthe ROM
port will be a 34 way header, with some additional
lines. The 

^8302 
and IPC chips will remain,

allowing the serial ports and network to remain the
same, and existing add-ons such as Di-Ren's
keyboard interface and the SuperHermes from TF
Services will be useable. It seems likely that the TV
modulator will be dropped since monitors are
much cheaper nowadays and few people use the
QL with a TV set now. The microdrives will also
go. There will be some provision for users ufro will
want to build the Aurora into a Tower Case - the
board may be powered by 5volts via Qubbesoft's
QPLANE bus extender device, for example.

OPDs for collectors...
Tony Firshman (TF Services) has acquired a few

ICL OPD units. These were a development of the
original QL made by ICL many years ago. They
use the same microdrive cartridges (formatted
differently), and the system software bears some
resemblance to the QL. Contact TF Services for
further details.

EZ-drives fromQubbesoft P/D. . .

The price of the blank 135M8 cartridges is now
down from f 18.00 to f 17.00

Reggio Emilia Itaty
c/o Sala Congressi Circoscrizione 2

Via Fratelli Cervi 70 - Pieve Modolena

SundaS 20th of October

Interret TI'EB pagc with infu about the meeting:
http: /fi rwr.geocrties. ccm/SiliconVal tey/Park /65 33

For info aborrt trains, accomodation etsetera contact:
Davide Santachiara, Via Emilio De Marchi 2,

' 42190 Roggio f,milia, Italy

Tel. +39 522 3A0409 (hxlanswerphone 10 - 19 CET)
BBSlFtx' *39.,,,5n 300,5109 (21 " 3 CET)

The availability of the place will be confirmed in the
first days of September. In the very unlikely case tlat
theroom will not be milaütethe mcoting will be held
at the same day in amther plrce.
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Beginner's Basics 3

Data Types
Yates, Bristol - $tunrt Honeyball

A computer program can be viewed as some-

thing that takes in data and manipulates it to
derive its output. Data can either be given to the
program at the time it is written by the program-

mer in the form of constants or it can be input
from the outside world during run time. It is

important to decide what form the data should
take prior to writing the program. [n Superbasic
there are 3 types available: string, integer and
floating point.

Strings are used to store a collection of charac-
ters. String variable names end in the '$' character
and string constant values are always given within
either double or single quotes, e.g.

Zed = tZt l(agazineTitle$ - UQL Todayn

is a Superbasic statement that will put the value
"QL Today" into the variable MagazineTitle$. The
quotes around the value are not stored but are used
by the interpreter to indicate where the string
starts and finishes. What happens if there is a
quotes character actually in the string as in uuoh,

blow" he cried."? Simple, you use single quotes

instead i.e. "'Oh, good" he sighed.'. Likewise, the
following statement

DoubleQuotes$- t tt t

sets the variable to the single character shown.

You can not have both single and double quotes

in the same constant value but have to resort to an
expression like:

SingleAndDoubleQuotes$ = rrrrt & rtrt

which sets up a 2 character string.

Integer names end in 'o/o'.The values are numeric
and lie in the range -32768to 32767.They are used
for things like counting where there is no concept
of fractional part e.g. the number of characters in a
string:

TitleLengthfr =1By 1 
yagaz ineT itle$ )

will set the integer variable Titlelength%o to 8

since this is the number of characters in "QL
Today". (Note that the space is a character.)

Floating point numbers are used to represent
real numbers like 1.5, PI, etc.. Their names are

distinguished by not ending in '$' or 'o/o'. The
values of Superbasic lloating point numbers range
from about -1.6*10^616 (-1.6 times l0 to the
power of 616) to +1.6* 10^616. The smallest usable
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magnitude great than zero is about l*10^-620.
The constant values are written like integers e.g.

"96", or have a decimal point e.g. u96.0u, or in a

condensed scientific notation e.g. "9.6E1". The
"9.6" here is referred to as the mantissa and the " 1"

as the exponent.

All integers can be expressed as floating point
values so why have the integer type? Firstly, the
program makes more sense and is therefore more
readable if quantities that are naturally integer are
expressed as such, and secondly, integers take up
less memory space than floating points. Integers
use just 16 bits (i.e. 2 bytes) whereas floating
points require 48 bits comprising 32 bits for the
mantissa and 16 bits for the exponent.

You can freely use integers and floating points
together as in:

Circumference = 2 x PI x Radius

T\e 2 is an integer. The PI constant is the
nearest approximation the floating point system
can get to the actual irrational number. The two
variables are of the floating point type.

Cercion is the process of converting one tlpe to
another for them to be combined. In the above
example the integer 2 is actually coerced into a

floating point type before being used in the
multiplication. This is temporary and causes no
permanent change but allows the multiplication to
be done. Superbasic can coerce any tlpe into any
other type: e.g.

Num$=123

sets the string varialbe Num$ to "123"

Nun=Nun$

sets the floating point variable Num to 123

Numfi=1gpnt

sets the integer variable Numo/o to I23.

There is another tlpe called boolean which can
have only I of 2 values: True or False. It is not
native to Superbasic and so is represented by
integers I and 0 instead. The following program

10 Conditionf,=ftYP,.5
20 IF Condition#
30 PRINT nHeadsrr

i+0 ELSE

50 PRINT "Tailsrr
60 END IF

will get a value from RND and ask whether it is
less than .5 putting the result into the integer
variable Condition%o which is standing in for a

boolean. Note that booleans can be represented
by integers and therefore by floating points and
therefore by strings. We could have used
Condition or Condition$ instead.



Coercion can lead to some strange results. What
do you make of the following?

10 a$=rrllJ.9tt
20 b=a$

30 c$=u
/*O pntUf ag=brf =sg,a$=c$

Try it and see. (Don't be confused by ths ':'
operater; in lines l0 to 30 it is used for assignment
whereas in the PRINT statement it is for compa-
rison.) Is coercion useful or just downright dange-

rous?

There is an even more confusing use of yet
another type of coercion. In Superbasic, when-
ever you introduce a new name, whether it be a
variable name like the a$, b, or c$ above or a
structure name of a loop, procedure or function,
it gets added to the Name Table so that future
references to it can be made. Now, the device or
file name parameters of LOAD, DI& OPEN,
COPY etc. are strings yet you can get away
without putting the quotes around them. So, for
example, instead of typing in:

LOAD rrFlpJ-Prog-bas I'

you need only type:

LOAD Flpl-Prog-bas

Extra code has been uzritten in Superbasic to
take the parameter that looks like a narne destined
for the Nams Table and turn it into a string
value. Incidentally it does actually get added to the
Name Table as well! Daft!

Also, parameter names of procedures and func-
tions do not need to conform to the right type e.g.

a parameter named Parao/o could hold a string.
The following program clears the screen then
prints a directory on it. What is the directory of?

10 DEFine PRO0edure ClsDir(Raml)
20 CLS

30 DIR Ranl-
40 END DEFine CIsDir
5A:
60 ClsDir trRam2 il

Change line 30 to

30 DfR rRaml-rr

and try it again.

Always be aware of coercion - it needs to be
handled with care. Also, put the quotes around
string constants so that there is no confusion.
Finally, wherever possible, use the type that
naturally fits the bill. I
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Kreuz

27th of October, Solms, Taunushalle
ff you come from the West (445 from Dortmund), leave the A45 at cross
Wetzlar and move via A480 and 8277a to the 849 (844) direction
Weilburg/Limburg. You
cross the river "Lahn" 4km
after "Oberbiel" when you
head for Solms-Burgsolms.
When you are in Solms
follow the main road
direction Braunfels and you
will see the Taunushalle
lefthand.

Burssolms WetZlaf

lf you come from the North go onto the A45 direction
Dortmund and leave exit Wetzlar Ost directly onto the

@Itt Gwmün (01fr frlltrü

Braunfels

iessen

o
G

Kassel

T

B,49 (8 44), direction Weilburg/Limburg. Pass Wetzlar and
after Oberbiel as above.
From south or East as above.

I
Frankfurt
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L-Show A
following list should give you an idea what is going on in the QL scene. We list
important QL shows as well as local subgroup meetings. Try to come to the main

shows nearby you anyway, and if you happen to be near a subgroup meeting why not see what is going on there too?

QL show organisers, please let us know about dates as soon as possible. Subgroup organisers, if you find your

regular meeting dates not listed here then please tellus! Some of the meetings are yet to be fully confirmed, more
details in the next issue:

Sept. 21 Edinburgho Scotland. Contacü John Sadler 01592-268727 T\e venue is Edinburgh Academy.

Oct. 6 Byfleet, Surrey, England. Quanta Workshop. Contacü Ken Bain 01932-347432. The venue is

now confirmed as Byfleet Village Hall.

Oct. 20 Reggio Emilia, Italy. 7th Italian QL Meeting. Details on page 63.

Oct.27 Solmso Germany. This will be "The" blg QL show in Germany for this year. Details on the

reverse side

Nov.2 Eindhoven, The Netherlands. This is planned to be a very big show a truly
international meeting. If you missed the September show then it is definitely the show to go to.
But it may be worthwhile to visit it anyway. Details as above.

Nov. 9 Stafford, England. Al1 Format Show. Bingley Hall, Staffordshire Showground. Located
on the A5l8 (Stafford to Utoxeter). Also bus shuttle from Stafford BR station.

Nov. 17 Portishead (near Bristol, England) Quanta Workshop. Contact: Mike Ashficrd
01934-415416. See details on page 62.
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I I hereby subscribe to QL lodog for I year with 6 issues from the next available issue. The price for the whole
year is as follows, including postage and packing. I will be informed when the time for renewal comes.

I DM 70,- or f30 Germany (including German add-on)

I DM 60,- or f25 United Kingdom
I DM 70,- or f30 Rest of the World

I DM 10,- or f,5 for extra German add-on

I DM 10,- or f,5 for extra German add-on

I I hereby order the fo[owing back-issues of OL todoy Volume I (price incl. postage):

f Issue I (English only) DM 12,- or f.5
I Issue 2 (English only) DM 12,'or f.5 I Issue 2 (English & German) DM 14,- or f.6
I or take I or 2 issues from my current o.Llodoy subscription for the back-issues away

! Please charge my credit card: I VtSe I Mastercard/EuroCard/Access
f Diners Club (JMS only) I American Express (JMS only)

trItrl Expiresltr II
Please find enclosed a Eurocheque / Ordercheque drawn on a German or British Bank
The money will be paid to you directly by international postal order.

Tr
Name:
Street:
Town:
Ctty:
Country:

Date, Signature

Please fill in and send to the German (JIVIS) or English (Miracle) office.


